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In 1932, age fifty-one, the painter Agnes Pelton journeyed out to Coachella Valley and 
arrived at the then sparsely populated desert town of Cathedral City, eight miles south of Palm 
Springs, California. There, over the next three decades, Pelton produced the finest work of her 
career, terraforming the canyons and plateaus of those arid vistas into technicolor astral planes. 
Across more than ninety-five canvases, each with their own inventive pictorial design, she mixed 
abstraction and representation, projecting onto that desert setting a story of human transcendence 
on a cosmological timescale.1 The story she told was rooted in esoteric mysticism and fused an 
infinite horizon of space, time, and mind. In telling this story, she tapped into resonant mythologies 
about history, individuality, and the American landscape. A century earlier, Thomas Cole bonded 
a similar narrative to the forests, mountains, and valleys of western New York. He too saw in that 
unique American scenery the embodiment of God and sacred history, and he trusted his own 
creative impulse to reveal its more perfect essence.2  
However, as Cole gazed out across his own infinite horizon, he stood anxiously amid a 
crowded field. All around him were heterodox groups of evangelicals, secular utopians, 
industrialists, and nationalists. Like Cole and Pelton, these groups located historical and spiritual 
designs in the American landscape that explained the din of economic, technological, social, and 
political revolutions then roiling the world. To a prosperous, self-educated farmer named William 
Miller and the tens of thousands who followed him in the late 1830s and early 1840s, those visions 
 
1 For biographical information on Pelton see Pelton, Vicario, Doss, Zakian, Armstrong, Aberth, and Zebro, Agnes 
Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist; Strow, Bringing Light to Life; Middleman, “Outlying Modernism,” in Enchanted 
Modernities: Theosophy, the Arts and the American West edited by Scheer, Turner, and Mansell; Rees, Synthesizing 
Transcendental Painting; Karen, Art and Life Illuminated; Zakian, Michael, Agnes Pelton. 
 
2 Novak, Nature and Culture; Pfluger, “The Views and Visions of Thomas Cole”; Wilton and Barringer, American 
Sublime; Bedell, “Thomas Cole and the Fashionable Science”; Miller, Empire of the Eye. 
 
 2 
appeared as signs that Christ’s Second Advent would soon commence. Likewise, these visions 
stoked the imagination of Transcendentalist poets, writers, and thinkers, who, in the 1840s, 
embraced the utopian principles of French philosopher Charles Fourier and conjured their own 
dream of the Harmonic age to come. No less fervent in their millenarian expectation were bankers, 
land speculators, and railroad magnates; men such as Charles Gould, who in 1853 commissioned 
Cole’s protégé Asher B. Durand to paint Progress (The Advance of Civilization).3 (fig. 5) Durand 
was part of a younger generation of painters inspired by Cole to create an image of the American 
landscape that lent its religious associations to the sight of men and machines slashing into the 
wilderness. From the late 1850s through the 1880s, the painters Fredric E. Church, Albert 
Bierstadt, and Thomas Moran unified these newer ideas of space, time, and mind into a spectacular 
image of nationalist triumphalism.  
These examples are emblematic of the broader cultural field of abstruse religious and 
ideological belief that produced the era of territorial expansion. In the open terrain ahead, these 
Millerites, utopians, industrialists, and artists were among the multitude to find confirmation of an 
imminent millennial age and a path toward obtainable perfection. Throughout the forthcoming 
century, that multitude followed their independent trajectories out onto the American frontier. As 
they emigrated across the continent, they told their own stories—stories about what made them 
exceptional, about the land and people they encountered, and about their individual and collective 
places in history. Yet, these stories were based on a fiction, one built on a constructed image of 
landscape that elided both the actual history of the land and the role the American state played in 
systematically settling it. Such a fiction conceals a darker reality, rooted in the history of power 
and Western ontology, that rationalizes the racial, economic, and environmental violence of 
 
3 Miller, Empire of the Eye, 157-159. 
 
 3 
territorial expansion and property creation. Indeed, many of the multifarious utopian projects that 
flourished throughout the nineteenth century contributed to, and were dependent upon, the legal 
geographies and infrastructure of settler colonialism. There was, therefore, a contradiction between 
the utopians’ self-professed idealism and the material reality of their colonies. Certainly, the 
implicit violence toward Indigenous peoples produced its own collection of mythologies and 
images that gratuitously celebrated that brutality.4 However, the mythologies presented by Durand, 
Church, Bierstadt, and Moran framed the inevitability of that violence as the unfortunate necessity 
of civilizational progress. They, like the utopians, believed that in the unique space of the American 
landscape, and through the genius of individuals realizing their creative potential, their teleological 
story of providence would realize its ultimate fulfilment. These core assumptions about space, 
time, and mind are crucial for understanding American self-perceptions during and after the era of 
westward expansion. 
Pelton inherited these core assumptions and thus, in her art, it is possible to discover ways 
in which these traditions mutated in relation to the changing dynamics of American power and 
capitalist enterprise in the twentieth century. Likewise, both the period of utopian settlement and 
the expansionist project of manifest destiny culminate in the deserts and valleys of Southern 
California where Pelton made her home. Many twentieth-century Americans imbued those spaces 
with the religious and ideological associations of the nineteenth century—and then converted those 
associations into easily accessible individual consumer experiences. In this way, California was 
mythologized in the American imaginary as a new utopian frontier of modern living that 
exemplified the individualistic values of leisure, suburban real estate, and lifestyle consumer 
economies.  
 
4 See Slotkin, Regeneration Through Violence. 
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Like Cole, Pelton was conservative in her yearning for the restoration of a more spiritual 
age and saw potential in the undeveloped American landscape as a catalyst for channeling those 
lost energies. Although each artist abhorred the forces of industrialization and modernity, Cole and 
Pelton nonetheless both broke from the formal constraints of their eras to produce a modern vision 
of the world. Yet, Pelton’s semi-abstractions and Cole’s moralistic landscapes express what Leo 
Marx described as: “The yearning for a simpler, more harmonious style of life, an existence ‘closer 
to nature,’ that is the psychic root of all pastoralism—genuine and spurious.”5 Accordingly, the 
lineage that connects Pelton and Cole discloses how the pastoral reverie persisted and evolved 
over time. That reverie conceals the implicit racial violence, environmental costs, and industrial 
maintenance that created and supported Pelton’s Coachella Valley of the 1930s and Coles’ New 
York State of the 1820s. Pelton and Cole were also overtly religious painters. Pelton mixed an 
unorthodox Christianity with an occult line of mysticism while Cole’s faith was in the dissenting 
tradition of mainline Christian evangelism.6 They each believed that nature acted in 
correspondence to a higher empyreal design. Likewise, Pelton and Cole’s faiths rested on the firm 
eschatological conviction that humanity was progressing toward an epochal moment of salvation. 
Each artist was pedagogical in their approach to artmaking and believed that through the medium 
of painting, they could lead viewers to these metaphysical truths. In their markedly distinctive 
styles, both Pelton and Cole produced an image of the American landscape that activated 
multivalent ideas of space, time, and mind. 
This thesis uses the term “infinite horizon” to describe the unicity of these three 
correspondent allegories of space, time, and mind as they work together in a chain of mutual 
 
5 Marx, The Machine in The Garden, 11. 
6 See Wallach, “Accounting for the Panoramic in Hudson River School Landscape Painting”; Gaudio, “At the Mouth 
of the Cave”; Tharaud, Apocalyptic Geographies; Wright, “Thomas Cole and the Episcopal Church”; Moore, “Thomas 
Cole's ‘The Cross and the World.’” 
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validation. How artists, intellectuals, spiritual seekers, and industrialists represented and imagined 
that horizon across the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is the subject of this thesis. The research 
examines a lineage of American painting as it originated on the East Coast with Cole in the second 
quarter of the nineteenth century and progressed westward toward California and into the mid-
twentieth century with the work of Pelton. It follows this genealogy geographically and 
chronologically along religious and ideological filaments, contextualized within histories of 
mysticism, capitalism, and American empire as they mutated and shaped the American imaginary. 
The purpose of this inquiry is to show how art transmuted the ideals of this imaginary across time 
and to complicate the stories of American hegemonic power and esoteric self-perceptions by 
demonstrating their interdependence. 
Through her multivalent aesthetics, personal connections, obscure religious beliefs, and 
relation to the American West, Pelton affords a unique perspective from which to study how these 
subjects evolved in American thought and culture. She was born in 1881, into a family laden by 
scandal and illness, and raised from the age of nine by her widowed mother and stringently 
Christian grandmother in what she later called “a household of deeply religious and perhaps 
unnecessarily serious people.”7 As an adolescent, the staid environment left Pelton “much inclined 
to melancholia and tears,” and she sought comfort in artmaking.8 At fourteen, she enrolled at Pratt 
Institute and, as the new century dawned, her own religiosity grew to include an amalgamation of 
 
7 Qtd. in Michael Zakian, “Agnes Pelton: Transcendentalist Symbolist,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 
43. In 1872 Pelton’s grandmother, Elizabeth Tilton, became the locus of national infamy after Victoria Woodhull 
published a report accusing Tilton and the prominent Brooklyn pastor Henry Ward Beecher of adultery. Woodhull’s 
target was Beecher, whom she wanted to expose for his hypocritical stance on “free love,” but it dragged Tilton into 
one of the most salacious court cases of the era. Dubbed the “Beecher-Tilton affair” by the press, the scandal 
culminated in 1875 with a six-month public trial that left Elizabeth shunned and embittered. Afterwards, she turned 
toward a deeply conservative denomination of Christianity which would cast a dower pallor on the Brooklyn home 
she eventually shared with her daughter and granddaughter. See Fox and Lears, The Power of Culture: Critical Essays 
in American History, 103-132.  
 
8 Zakian, 43. 
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esoteric and occult spirituality. Central to that faith were two forms of American metaphysical 
belief known as Theosophy and New Thought. The development and influence of each of these 
traditions will be central to the genealogies I will follow in this thesis. 
Founded in 1876 by the Russian émigré Helena Blavatsky and her compatriot Henry Steel 
Olcott, the Theosophical Society emerged in New York at the tail end of the popular Spiritualist 
era that had begun in the 1850s.9 Their stated purpose was: “To form the nucleus of a Universal 
Brotherhood of Humanity without distinction of race, creed, sex, caste or color; promote the study 
of Aryan and other Eastern Literature, religions and sciences; and investigate the hidden mysteries 
of Nature and physical powers latent to man.” Theosophy would prove to be what Olav Hammer 
describes as “the first truly successful global, new religion.”10 From 1879 onward, the main branch 
of the Society was re-located to Adyar, Ceylon—present day Sri Lanka—and, by 1900, more than 
six hundred Lodges were operating in forty-two countries. In the years following the death of 
Blavatsky in 1891, the Theosophical Society split into several sects. Anne Besant eventually 
assumed control over the main branch in Adyar and the former American Section became the 
Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society under the leadership of Katherine Tingley. In 
1896, Tingley established the utopian settlement of Lomaland at Point Loma, California in what 
she called, “the golden land far away by the blue Pacific.” It would be her “white city,” wrote 
Tingley, where she would “bring the people of all countries together and have the youth taught 
how to live, and how to become true and strong and noble, and forceful royal warriors for 
humanity.”11 
 
9 Albanese, A Republic of Mind and Spirit; Hammer and Rothstein ed., Handbook of the Theosophical Current; 
Washington, Madame Blavatsky's Baboon. 
10 Hamer, “Theosophy,” in The Occult World edited by Christopher H. Partridge, 348. 
11 Qtd. in Greenwalt, Point Loma Community in California, 1897-1942: A Theosophical Experiment, 19. 
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Yet, despite claims to universal brotherhood, all branches of Theosophy professed racial 
and class hierarchies as well as Occidental/Oriental and female/male binaries that drew from 
attitudes then propelling nineteenth-century colonialism. Accordingly, Theosophists developed a 
heavily Westernized Pan-Eastern mysticism whose Orientalist tropes they later extended to the 
Indigenous peoples of North America. As Christopher Partridge writes, Theosophy emerged 
within a lineage of Romantic yearning for spiritual renewal: “[Blavatsky] was fascinated by the 
possibility of excavating a hidden knowledge protected from modernity in a timeless, Oriental 
realm of wisdom and spirituality.” She thus “provides a paradigmatic example of both… 
Occidental ‘othering’ and the turn to the Oriental ‘other.’”12 Writing on Pelton’s engagement with 
Theosophic evolutionary cosmology—a topic explored in the second chapter of this thesis—
Nathan Rees describes these impulses as revealing un-self-conscious biases and ambiguities that 
mar Theosophy’s more progressive tendencies.13 
Moreover, Theosophists held to the orthodox notion that Western modernity was 
progressively replacing magical and occult belief with reason and scientific materialism. “The fate 
of our times is characterized by rationalization and intellectualization and above all, by a 
disenchantment of the world,” is how Max Weber described this orthodox notion in 
1917.14Accordingly, Theosophists understood their project to be a re-enchantment of the West, 
reconciling the spiritual-feminine-East and the rational-masculine-West in a new universal 
religion. Indeed, modernity’s myth of disenchantment, as Jason Ā. Josephson-Storm has described 
it, was foundational to mainline suppositions about the alterity of Indigenous peoples and the 
 
12 Partridge, “Lost Horizon,” in Handbook of the Theosophical Current; 310. See also Lubelsky, "Mythological and 
Real Race Issues in Theosophy,” Handbook of the Theosophical Current. 
13 Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting. 
14 Weber, “Science as Vocation.” 
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civilizing mission of settler colonialism.15 Paradoxically, many mainline industrialists, artists, and 
nationalists also described Westward expansion, technological innovation, and ideas of historical 
progress in terms of a reconciliation between the natural and artificial, the spiritual and the 
scientific, or the ideal and the material. One of the through lines of this thesis is to challenge the 
orthodox assumption of modernity’s disenchantment by examining how Theosophy drew from, 
paralleled, and influenced beliefs animating mainline culture, politics, and ideology.  
In the early years of the twentieth century, Blavatsky’s ideas exerted profound influence 
on the European avant-garde, including the art of Piet Mondrian, Wassily Kandinsky, Lugio 
Russolo, the artists and designers of the Bauhaus, and the now recognized Hilma af Klint.16 By 
then, Theosophy and Pan-Eastern mysticism were already well rooted in networks of elite 
American art patronage. In Boston during the last decade of the nineteenth century, Theosophy 
flourished among some of the country’s first collectors of Asian art including William Bigelow 
and Isabella Stewart Gardner. Mingling there among them was Pelton’s teacher from Pratt, Arthur 
Wesley Dow. Dow credited his own syncretic aesthetics to Ernest Fenollosa, the influential 
historian and curator of Japanese art at the Museum of Fine Art, Boston. That chain of influence 
continued into the early years of the new century when a younger coterie of wealthy collectors and 
patrons in New York embraced Theosophy and modernist art. At the epicenter of this new 
 
15 Josephson-Storm, The Myth of Disenchantment. See also: Taylor, A Secular Age; Berman, The Reenchantment of 
the World. 
16 Since the 1970s, art historians have explored the broad influence of the Theosophical Society on modernist art from 
numerous contexts. Among some of the significant explorations are Tuchman and Haycock, The Spiritual in Art 
Abstract Painting, 1890 –1985; Kramer, “Mondrian & Mysticism”; Bauduin, “Abstract Art As “By-Product of Astral 
Manifestation,” in The Handbook of the Theosophical Current; Bauduin, “Science, Occultism, and the Art of the 
Avant-Garde in the Early Twentieth Century”; Otto, Haunted Bauhaus; Enns and Trower. Vibratory Modernism; 
Benson, “Mysticism, Materialism, and the Machine in Berlin Dada”; Chessa, Luigi Russolo, Futurist; Bramble, 
Modernism and the Occult. 
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vanguard of collectors was Pelton’s first patron, Alice Brisbane Thursby and her friend, Mabel 
Dodge.17  
Thursby was the daughter of Albert Brisbane, the man who popularized the utopian ideas 
of Fourier during the 1840s. Dodge, for her part, helped to stage the 1913 Armory show, gathering 
around her the “movers and shakers” of New York’s radical left politics and art in what became 
the most talked about American salon of the era.18 In 1917, Dodge relocated to Taos, New Mexico 
where she built the twelve-acre Los Gallos compound. Over the next forty years, she inaugurated 
what she called a “new world plan” to reenchant modernity by bringing Anglo civilization into 
closer contact with the land and Indigenous cultures. In 1919, Dodge became Pelton’s introduction 
to the American West.19   
Around the same time, the artists Raymond Jonson, Emil Bisttram, and Dane Rudhyar 
likewise ventured out to New Mexico. There, they too saw an infinite horizon of space, time, and 
mind, recognizing the Southwest’s Indigenous populations as signs of Theosophic evolutionary 
cosmology and its immense deserts as the site of a dawning New Age.20 They used this infinite 
horizon as the basis for a new form of spiritual abstract art and, in 1938, they formed the 
Transcendental Painting Group (TPG), electing Pelton their “honorary president.” Along with 
Pelton, their synthesis of modernist abstraction and esoteric spirituality pre-figures Abstract 
 
17 Dodge, née Ganson, was married twice before the period discussed in this thesis, and twice more during the period 
discussed in this thesis. She married Maurice Sterne in 1916 and Antonio “Tony” Lujan in 1923. Each time she 
married, she took the surname of her husband, changing Lujan to “Luhan.” At the time of her introduction in this 
thesis, when she was 25, she was married to her second husband, the architect Edwin Dodge. For the sake of clarity, 
this thesis maintains the surname Dodge exclusively throughout. 
 
18 Luhan, Movers and Shakers. See also: Hahn, Mabel. 
19 Rudnick, Utopian vistas: the Mabel Dodge Luhan House and the American counterculture, 7. 
20 See Hartel, “Natural Forces and Phenomena as Inspiration and Meaning in Early American Abstraction”; Strickler, 
and Gustafson, The Second Wave. 
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Expressionism, the counterculture of the 1960s, and other artistic and social movements that would 
not reach full coherency until after World War II.21  
Art historians have long recognized the influence of Theosophy on modernist art. Less well 
known, however, is the cultural and political influence of a mélange of individualistic, power-of-
positive-mind philosophies organized under the moniker “New Thought.” Its prevailing thesis was 
that thought was superior to matter, and that an individual’s mind was a source of limitless 
potential. Emerging concomitant with Theosophy, the quintessentially American metaphysics of 
New Thought grew to become one of the dominate belief systems governing American cultural, 
economic, and political life. Through nationally syndicated radio programs, popular literature, 
prosperity gospels, and the embrace of business leaders and industrialists such as Henry Ford, the 
American public internalized these philosophies, often with little awareness of their metaphysical 
foundations.22  
Simultaneously, New Thought’s dogma of self-actualization and individuality proved an 
ideal complement to the emergent consumer and leisure economies of Southern California. In the 
early decades of the new century, hundreds of periodicals and books with Los Angeles addresses 
began to appear, all pointing to various occult printing presses and societies. There were 
Theosophic communes, Rosicrucian and Christian mystic orders, artist retreats, and 
entrepreneurial gurus all existing symbiotically in a thriving esoteric economy. They coalesced 
New Thought, Theosophy, occult science, astrology, and various pan-Eastern religions into what 
 
21The TPG was short lived and disbanded in 1941. Jonson organized the group. The 1938 manifesto written by Jonson, 
Rudhyar, and Alfred Morang identifies Jonson as “Secretary” and ‘Chairman.” Rudhyar and Bistrram are both listed 
as “Vice President” and Morang listed as “publicity director.” The other artists affiliated with the TPG are the 
Canadian painter Lawren Harris (“President”), Bill Lumpkins (“Treasurer”), Florence Miller Pierce, Ed Garman, 
Robert Gribbroek, Horace Towner Pierce, and Stuart Walker. See the TPG manifesto, Box 1, Folder 21: 
Transcendental Painting Group, circa 1938. Agnes Pelton Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
(hereafter AAA). See also Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting; Turner, “Painting Portals on Other Worlds.” 
 
22 See Albanese, A Republic of Mind and Spirit; Braden, Spirits in Rebellion; Horowitz, Occult America. 
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Pelton’s friend Rudhyar would in the 1960s help to classify as New Age.23 The wide range of 
individualistic practices fit Emile Durkheim’s description of a de-centralized religiosity comprised 
“entirely of interior and subjective states,” in which each person freely constructed and practiced 
“his innermost self.”24 These “metaphysical believers floated, seemingly, in universal space,” 
writes Catherine Albanese, “they were cosmic migrants for whom everything was religious and 
every place was home. And they were, preeminently, combinationists”25 Drifting between these 
outposts were many loose confederacies of artists, philosophers, and writers. Among them was 
Pelton, who, in the late 1920s, found her way into a group in Pasadena called the “Glass Hive” led 
by the novelist and essayist Will Levington Comfort. From there, she discovered the Coachella, 
which would inspire her greatest work and become her home until her death in 1961.26  
For Pelton, as for many of the artists and intellectuals in her cohort, New Thought opened 
the limitless horizon-of-the-self as a means for accessing the universal consciousness. Yet, when 
she came to depict this infinite realm, she turned to the familiar spatial allusions that developed in 
nineteenth-century landscape painting. She set these correspondent outward and inward horizons 
within the hierarchal evolutionary cosmology of Theosophy, thus constructing a multivalent image 
of space, time, and mind. Each of the chapters of this thesis takes as its subject one of these three 
horizons. Using these independent aesthetic and symbolic modes of space, time, and mind as their 
guide, each chapter travels chronologically through crucial events in the histories of American art, 
religion, politics, and popular culture from the early nineteenth to mid-twentieth century. As the 
thesis moves through these spatial, temporal, and cognitive horizons it necessarily re-traces certain 
historical events and key figures. The purpose of this unorthodox approach is to explore attributes 
 
23 Hammer, “New Age,” in The Occult World, 375. 
24 Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, 44, 43. Referenced in Hanegraaff, Western Esotericism, 140. 
25 Albanese. America, Religions and Religion, 253. 
26 Pelton, Vicario, Doss, Zakian, Armstrong, Aberth, and Zebro, Agnes Pelton; Strow, Bringing Light to Life. 
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unique to each allegorical mode, discover how they worked independently and in support of one 
another, and, finally, to follow how they were adapted to express changing social relations and 
economic determinants. In addition to this broad examination, each chapter centers on aspects of 
Pelton’s life and work which relate to one of the three thematic structures. In this way, An Infinite 
Horizon builds toward a holistic and syncretic appreciation of Pelton’s biography and work as it 
appears within a continuum of American art and hegemony. 
Chapter one examines how nineteenth century landscape paintings, legal geographies, 
utopian colonies, and occult communities express the heterodox and often contradictory religious 
and ideological meanings associated with space. The chapter follows two main inquiries. The first 
leads from the start of Cole’s career and the opening of the Erie Canal in the 1820s, through the 
period of expansion, utopian settlement, and the work of Durand, Church, Bierstadt, and Moran, 
to the closing of the frontier in the late 1880s. The second inquiry follows from this point to the 
early 1960s. It examines the Theosophical Society and other esoteric communities in Southern 
California as inheritors of the nineteenth century utopian tradition. The chapter further situates 
Pelton’s pastoralism and occult interests within the leisure and tourism economies of the Coachella 
Valley and studies the cultural and physical development of this region as an extension of settler 
colonial legacies. 
Chapter two examines how nineteenth-century American landscape painters, Christian 
millenarians, nationalists, utopians, and Theosophists all saw and presented the American 
landscape as a site of inevitable and impending epochal transformation. The first of the chapter’s 
three primary inquiries into this temporal horizon begins with Cole’s epic 1836 painting cycle The 
Course of Empire. It contextualizes this painting series within a diffused culture of religious and 
nationalist historicism that extends from the 1820s through the 1880s. The chapter’s second 
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inquiry places Theosophical evolutionary cosmology within this lineage and then follows the 
influence of Theosophy and Pan-Eastern mysticism within the world of elite American art 
patronage at the turn of the twentieth century. Finally, the chapter studies the work Pelton produced 
after her arrival in California in 1932. It examines her use of a hierarchal compositional strategy 
and semi-abstraction to convey ideas based in Theosophical cosmology. Correspondingly, the 
inquiry focuses on Pelton’s references to Indigenous religious ideas and analogizes this to 
depictions of Indigenous peoples in the work of Durand, Bierstadt, and Moran. 
Chapter three follows a different organization than the previous two chapters. The chapter 
begins with an inquiry into two of Pelton’s key beliefs: that the mind is a pathway to a universal 
consciousness and that painting is a channel for accessing this metaphysical plane. It compares 
these beliefs to ideas present in the work of Cole and Durand and traces this through the writing 
of the American transcendentalist poet and philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson and to the German 
absolute idealism of Georg W.F. Hegel, Fredrich Schelling, and the early Romanticists. To further 
examine the origin of these beliefs and their influence on the work of Pelton, a second inquiry 
follows the invention of this inward-horizon-of-the-self through an esoteric genealogy that runs 
chronologically parallel to the previous discussion. This inquiry begins in the 1770s with the 
pseudo-scientific theories of Franz Anton Mesmer, moves through the Spiritualist movement of 
the 1850s, and arrives at the establishment of the Theosophical Society and New Thought in the 
1870s. Finally, the chapter concludes by exploring Pelton’s development of a style rooted in ideas 
generated from this intellectual history—specifically Theosophic color theory and what 




From the 1820s to the 1880s, heterodox groups of Americans looked out across the North 
American continent and saw a limitless frontier where they believed they would realize a more 
perfect world. They understood these utopian visions in collective terms—in terms of nation, race, 
and communal social organization—and as a sacred mission rooted in a primarily Christian reading 
of history. These numerous utopians, industrialists, and painters found confirmation for these 
millenarian interpretations in the genius of their creations—their science, technology, and art. 
When, at the end of the century, that limitless frontier began to close, many Americans increasingly 
turned inward toward the self and the fulfillment of atomized desire. At the same time, the new 
religions of Theosophy and New Thought promised to re-enchant Western materialism and 
orthodox religious organizations. While Theosophy turned away from Western society toward 
essentialized Asian and Indigenous cultures, New Thought taught that the individual mind was a 
path to universal consciousness. From these new orientations, the artists of the TPG adapted 
nineteenth-century frontier mythologies to fit the images of their individual psychic cognition and 
produced novel forms of abstract art that they believed would become the foundation for the New 
Age to come. Pelton stood among these quintessential American artists and her unique vision thus 
reveals contours of religious and ideological beliefs foundational to American self-perceptions and 








Pastoralism and the Promotion of the West, 1825-1881. 
 
Years before Pelton ventured out into the desert, its vast arid vistas seized her imagination 
with the radiant promise of spiritual renewal—what her friend, the writer Mary Austin, had in 
1903 called the compensation of “deep breaths, deep sleep, and the communion of the stars.”1 In 
her 1931 painting Sea Change, an opaline cloud drifts close to a horizon of dark rippling curves. 
(fig. 1) The nocturnal blue sky above turns a parallel shiver of bowed shapes as each layer vibrates 
calmly unstable. Painted by Pelton the year before her move to Cathedral City, Sea Change shows 
the horizon as a fissure of transcendence: a landscape shaped into a pathway to God. “It was her 
strong belief,” writes Elizabeth Armstrong, “that by living away from the distractions of the 
modern world and in harmony with what she believed to be an ancient land, she would be able to 
practice her art of spiritual awareness.”2 In locating religious ideals in the American landscape and 
seeking nature as a conduit to discern the absolute, Pelton follows in a long American tradition.3 
As Emerson put it ninety-five years earlier, Nature “is the organ through which the universal spirit 
speaks to the individual, and strives to lead the individual back to it.”4 This chapter follows this 
chain of influence beginning in the second quarter of the nineteenth century. Through a history of 
landscape painting, it examines the connection between spirituality and spatiality, and the 
 
1 Austin, The Land of Little Rain, 8. 
2 Armstrong, “Agnes in the Desert,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 60. 
3 See Marx, “The Idea of Nature in America”; Novak, “Nature and Culture”; Hartley, “The Living Academies of 
Nature”; Bedell, “Thomas Cole and the Fashionable Science”; Smithson, “Thoreau, Thomas Cole, and Asher Durand.” 
4 Emerson, Nature, 60. 
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importance of landscape-as-a-construct to the formation of American identity. In turn it examines 
how politicians, land speculators, and industrialists utilized complimentary spatial abstractions and 
legal geographies to shape a story of American territorial progress. The chapter further examines 
how various utopians exploited these legal geographies to develop their own spiritual and 
ideological projects. 
Despite the American landscape’s importance in the second quarter of the nineteenth 
century, earlier generations of Europeans were often ambivalent, if not openly antagonistic toward 
the hinterland. Massachusetts Bay colonist William Bradford recalled the New World that the 
Puritan separatists first encountered in the seventeenth century as “a hideous & desolate 
wilderness, full of wild beasts and willd men.”5 By the start of the nineteenth century, however, 
those with political and economic self-interests tied to expansion rationalized greater intrusion into 
the forests and prairies beyond the Allegheny Mountains and Mississippi River. Simultaneously, 
explains art historian Barbara Novak, many Americans had come to perceive Nature as a “holy 
text…. not only an esthetic view, but a powerful self-image, a moral and social energy that could 
be translated into action.”6  
The crucial terrain was the frontier—a liminal space of perpetual becoming located 
between wilderness and civilization—the engagement with which, as Richard Slotkin has written, 
became the foundational myth of American self-identification.7 Accordingly, “the American 
soil… half-rescued from the wild-embrace of wilderness,” was, the art critic James Jackson Jarves 
wrote in 1864, “God’s sensuous image of revelation through the investigation of which by science 
or its representation by art men's hearts are lifted towards him.”8 Eighteen years later, poet, editor, 
 
5 Qtd. in Albanese, Nature religion in America from the Algonkian Indians to the New Age, 34. 
6 Novak, Nature and Culture, 7. 
7 Slotkin, The Fatal Environment, 51. 
8 Jarves, Art-Idea, 171, 81-82. Referenced in Novak, Nature and Culture. 
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and essayist William Cullen Bryant writes: “Religious conceptions are ever inextricably involved 
in the art of the world, and landscape painting finds its true significance and strictly legitimate task 
in the representation of those phases of nature that are most profoundly expressive of the Spiritual 
and Divine.”9  
Cole was among the first painters in America to investigate these relationships. In View of 
the Round-Top in the Catskill Mountains (1827) the protean image of landscape that he crafts is 
of primordial restoration. (fig. 2) Cole shapes the central foreground terrain into an altar-like 
formation illuminated against the dark mass of shaded mountains in the deep middle ground. “In 
gazing on the pure creations of the Almighty,” Cole wrote in his 1836 Essay on American Scenery, 
“he feels a calm religious tone steal through his mind, and when he has turned to mingle with his 
fellow men, the chords which have been struck in that sweet communion cease not to vibrate.”10 
View in the White Mountains (1827) depicts the casually attired artist at a stroll in an illuminated 
passage of manicured wilderness. In the figure’s urbane appearance, the painting demonstrates that 
the encounter with the frontier always implies a return to “mingle” in the metropolis.(fig. 3) A more 
typically Claudian pastoral image, View of Monte Video, the Seat of Daniel Wadsworth Esq. (1827) 
evinces Cole’s conflicted stance toward wilderness and cultivation. (fig. 4) With the painting’s 
singular figure in casual repose among the bramble and the reverent gaze at the property of his 
elite patron, the painting is an example of what Leo Marx called the middle-landscape: a retreat 
on the periphery of civilization to where one could commune with nature, “free of the repressions 
of a complex society.”11 This sentimentalism remains a strong impulse in American culture, 
reflective of flights to suburbia and a “turn away from hard social and technological realities.” The 
 
9 Qtd. in Novak, 75. 
10 Cole, “Essay on American Scenery,” 3. 
11 Marx, The Machine in the Garden, 2. 
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sentimental pastoral image indulges a sense that it is possible to fully commune with the natural 
while still enjoying the comforts of modern life and not straying so far into the wilderness as to 
become “prey to the violent uncertainties of nature.”12  
For many people living in East Coast cities, with little contact to the frontier, landscape 
painting often became the medium through which Nature as holy text became legible. However, 
the connection between the American landscape and the “Spiritual and Divine” necessitated a 
perception of the land as yet still virgin, or in the least, only “half-rescued.” As such, seventeenth 
century natural law—particularly as defined by political theorist and colonial administrator John 
Locke—shaped the religious view of landscape. For Locke, the cultivation and enclosure of land 
defined property and reflected humanity’s divine capacity to establish rational order. Indigenous 
peoples therefore had no claim to “the wild wood and uncultivated waste of America left to Nature, 
without any improvement, tillage or husbandry.”13 Indeed, as Alan Taylor writes, it was a “duel 
process of dispossessing Indians and creating private property,” which “constructed the state of 
New York, the United States and the British Empire in Canada.”14  
 Cole’s protégé Durand makes visible the Lockean thesis of property in Progress (The 
Advance of Civilization). (fig. 5) Between the coulisse of primordial foliage, with its whorl of dead 
trees and knotted stumps, equally elemental natives haunt the periphery watching the outpost of 
civilization emerge in the distance. Durand frames the moral conversion of land into property as a 
picturesque reconstitution of the natural order under the regime of property. Cole opined the “sharp 
/ And dissonant; the axe unresting smote our venerable ranks.”15 Yet, Durand’s vision expresses 
 
12 Marx., 2. 
13 Locke, Two Treatise on Government: 293. See Arneil, “The Wild Indian's Venison”; Bhandar, Colonial Lives of 
Property. 
14 Qtd. in Hixson, American Settler Colonialism, 66. 
15 Cole, “The Lament of the Forest.” 
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what Leo Marx called the complex pastoral: a regretful and anxious acceptance of the necessity of 
the axe in a way that resolves the tension between the artificial and natural. As such, for many 
Anglo-Americans surveying the advance of progress, hope remained that technology might 
preserve the middle-landscape by leading to greater communion with Nature and therefore to a 
more spiritually fulfilled life.16  
Durand’s complex-pastoralism, however, elides just how manufactured this conception of 
wilderness was to begin with. In fact, the American wilderness of the 1850s was far less cultivated 
than the one Europeans first encountered in the fifteenth century. “With the onset of colonialism,” 
writes the historian Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, “control of the land was wrenched away from the 
Indigenous peoples, and the forests grew dense, so that later European settlers were unaware of 
the former cultivation and sculpting and manicuring of the landscape.” 17 Dunbar-Ortiz continues: 
The historical record is clear, European colonists shoved aside a large network of small 
and large nations whose governments, commerce, arts and sciences, agriculture, 
technologies, philosophies, and institutions were intricately developed, nations that 
maintained sophisticated relations with one another and with the environments that 
supported them.”18  
 
Indeed, as historian Francis Jennings described it, American landscape was not “virgin” but, rather 
a “widowed land.”19 The amnesia this widowed land conjured, allowed Cole to write earnestly in 
his Essay on American Scenery: “A very few generations have passed away since this vast tract of 
the American continent, now the United States, rested in the shadow of primeval forests, whose 
gloom was peopled by savage beasts, and scarcely less savage men; or lay in those wide grassy 
plains called prairies.”20 
 
16 Marx, The Machine in the Garden, 133. 
17 Dunbar-Ortiz, An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States, 45. 
18 Dunbar-Ortiz, 45. 
19 See Jennings, The Invasion of America. 
20 Cole, “Essay on American Scenery”, 4-5. 
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 To perform the reconciliation of the artificial and natural that appears in Progress (The 
Advance of Civilization), Americans developed clusters of technological origin stories that David 
E. Nye terms second-creation myths. As Nye argues, Indigenous peoples’ self-conception was 
inseparable from the land they occupied. Anglo-Americans by contrast, “could never imagine 
away their belated arrival” and, therefore, had to “construct stories that emphasized self-conscious 
movement into a new space.”21 When nineteenth-century Americans recite one of these stories, 
explains Nye, “often it is told in the passive voice and emphasizes the technologies themselves. In 
such cases it is the axe, the mill, the canal, the railroad, or the irrigation ditch that ‘causes’ the 
chain of events…. presented as a typical case of what ‘inevitably’ will take place.”22  
In the 1850s, landscape painting championed by the American Art-Union, National 
Academy of Design and in the pages of the nation’s first art magazine, The Crayon became the 
prevailing expression of a national aesthetics.23 Yet, Durand and the generation of painters after 
Cole synthesized a spiritual and ideological meaning to the image of unclaimed western territories 
and to the men and machines rushing to claim it. They thus made the inevitability of second-
creation a cogent reality. In this way, landscape painting reconciled the tensions between 
technology and nature and brought wilderness into the city. Indeed, the Hudson River School 
painters—as art critics later termed them—came to prominence concurrent with the market 
revolution and technological push into new western territories which occurred in the first two 
quarters of the nineteenth century.24 Those forces were notably associated with the opening of the 
Erie Canal in 1825. From 1816 to 1840, politicians, industrialists, and land speculators with mutual 
 
21 Nye, America as Second Creation, 120. 
22 Nye, 122. 
23 See Strazdes, “‘Wilderness and Its Waters’: A Professional Identity for the Hudson River School.”  
24 Critics began using the sobriquet around 1879 to group Durand, Church, and Bierstadt and other artists associated 
with the National Academy of Design. The term was derisive and described a style of landscape painting then 




interests in expansion, tunneled 3,000 miles of canals, laying 2,000 miles of railroad tracks, 
stretching out from the coastal metropolises deeper into the hinterland. Meanwhile, New York 
City's population grew from 123,000 to over a million by 1860.25 The railroads and the steamboats 
were, wrote Emerson, annihilating distance, binding the nation “fast in one web” and bringing 
Americans “increased acquaintance… to the boundless resources of their soil.”26 The paintings of 
the Hudson River School, and the experience of wilderness the canals and railroads afforded, 
seduced an urban clientele of patrons with the self-flattering image of an untrammeled frontier 
brought forth for their exclusive spiritual and material betterment.27 Indeed, many of these patrons 
were precisely those profiteering from economic interests tied to expansion, industrialization, and 
settler colonialism. Progress (The Advance of Civilization) was, for instance, commissioned by 
broker and future treasurer of the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad, Charles Gould. Angela Miller 
explains, “railroad entrepreneurs such as Gould were quick to reassure Americans into elevating 
contact with nature,” and thus championed the American wilderness as subject for a national art.28 
Accordingly, the privileged sojourners able to leisurely traverse the canals and railroads were more 
likely to encounter the frontier as spectacle rather than in the contemplative silence that the 
paintings themselves often intimated.29 Landscape painting thereby fit within a larger context of 
panoramas and other forms of immersive proto-cinema.30 The Hudson River School of the 1850s 
and after consequently developed a hyperbolic style and scopic regime that combined panorama 
and telescopic detail in a hyper-real spectacle of nature.31 Describing the work of Church, Alan 
 
25 Baigell, Thomas Cole, 16. 
26 Emerson, “The Young American” in Nature, Addressed, 347. 
27 Boime, The Magisterial Gaze: Manifest Destiny and American Landscape Painting c. 1830-1865, 56-58; Junker, 
The Course of Empire: The Erie Canal and the New York Landscape, 25-28; Howat, American Paradise; Wolf, “All 
the World's a Code.” 
28 Miller, Empire of the Eye, 157-159. 
29 See Junker, The Course of Empire, 16-17. 
30 Junker, 17, 27. See also: Tenneriello, Spectacle Culture and American Identity, 1815–1940. 
31 Wilke, “How German Is the American West?” 106-115.  
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Wallach writes: “In the panorama the visible world is presented as a form of totality; nothing seems 
hidden; the spectator, looking down upon a vast scene from its center, appears to preside over 
almost all visibility.”32 Gazing across this limitless terrain from this elevated perspective, the 
spectator thereby assumes God’s own vantage, becomes surveyor, and apprehends their capacity 
to fashion this new American dominion.33 Albert Boime defined the propensity for the elevated 
view in American painting typified by the large-scale paintings Church, Bierstadt, and Moran 
produced between the 1850s and the 1880s as a “magisterial gaze”. (fig. 7-9) Wallach, building on 
Boime, terms the “totalizing vision” that these artists manufactured as the “panoptic sublime.” 
Wallach describes this as “a machine or engine of sight, in which the visible world was reproduced 
in a way that hid or disguised the fact that vision required an apparatus of production.”34  
The panoptic sublime makes tangible what Novak calls the “myth of a bigger, newer, 
America.” As she explains, Church, Bierstadt, and Moran worked as “curates of the natural 
church” and in tandem with expedition scientists.35 Thus, “the artist was explorer, scientist, 
educator, frontiersman, and minister.”36 Accordingly, the railroad companies purposed the work 
of Bierstadt, Moran, and other painters to advertise the newly constructed routes these artists 
helped survey and to attract further capital investment. Their paintings appeared as 
chromolithographs, calendars, and posters; they hung in hotels at scenic locals and appeared in 
guidebooks.37 “This landscape was an invention of American cultural nationalism,” writes Miller. 
“Gazing at such images was a soul-expanding ritual of national self-affirmation. To embrace the 
 
32 Wallach, “Accounting for the Panoramic in Hudson River School Landscape Painting,” 78-89; See also: Raab, 
“‘Precisely These Objects.’” 
33 Boime, The Magisterial Gaze, 20-27. 
34 Wallach, “Accounting for the Panoramic in Hudson River School Landscape Painting,” 78-79. 
35 Novak, Nature and Culture, 152. 
36 Novak, 137. 
37 Anderson, “The Kiss of Enterprise,” in The West as America: Reinterpreting Images of the Frontier, 1820-1920, 
edited by William H. Truettner, 254-255.  
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fiction of a national art was an act that constituted a national audience as a single community of 
viewers bound by a collective belief.”38 The accumulative effect was an ambient aesthetics of 
Westward expansion that justified an ever more exorbitant spectacle of righteous providence, 
teaching Americans to believe that reality itself was the malleable property of their imagination.  
 
The Grid, 1784-1893. 
 
In Niagara (1857), Church extended the religious associations long imbued in the New 
World landscape to the project of nation-building. Nineteenth century audiences understood 
Niagara as a prophetic allegory for the elemental forces that defined American exceptionalism and 
the inevitability of expansion.39 (fig. 9) Emanual Leutze’s hyperbolic mural Westward the Course of 
Empire Takes Its Way (1861), renders that elemental power as a heroic pioneer spirit surging out 
over the horizon. (fig. 10) A decade earlier, land speculator and businessman Andrew Jackson 
Grayson commissioned William S. Jewett to dramatize the moment he and his family crossed the 
Sierra Nevada into the Sacramento Valley. Jewett’s The Promised Land—The Grayson Family 
(1850), shows that spirit as the will of audacious entrepreneurs no less willing to confront, tame, 
and prosper from the land. (fig. 11) Yet, these romantic images would have had little potency or 
coherency without operating in tandem with the legal frameworks that constructed the territory 
these groups moved to occupy. “Spatiality… plays a central role in the production of knowledge 
and power,” writes the historian Walter Hixson. The way space is conceived, imagined, and framed 
has political consequences.”40 The pictorial image of the frontier works together with law to 
inscribe meaning onto the physical world and, as Hixson writes, strengthen “cultural ties to 
 
38 Miller, “Everywhere and Nowhere: The Making of the National Landscape.” 
39 See Wallach, “Accounting for the Panoramic in Hudson River School Landscape Painting”; Miller, Empire of the 
Eye; DeLue and Elkins. Landscape Theory.  
40 Hixson, American Settler Colonialism, 6. 
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colonial space, while sanctioning dispossession and removal policies.”41 By design, these paintings 
obscure those territorial frameworks essential to America’s settler colonial project. Indeed, intrepid 
colonies of European immigrants and entrepreneurs spontaneously moving out onto empty space 
was not, by and large, how the American continent was settled. Instead, writes Paul Frymer, “the 
government regulated the task of settlement by controlling its direction, pace, and scale—moving 
preferred populations onto contested territory in order to engineer the demography of the region 
in a manner that both secured and consolidated their territorial control.”42 The central aesthetic 
feature of this project was the grid.  
In 1784, Thomas Jefferson authored a congressional committee report that proposed a 
rational grid scheme for the settling of new territories.43 Jefferson’s report led to the Land 
Ordinance of 1785 and its later refinement in the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, under which, the 
federal government formalized a process for the surveying, opening and absorbing of new 
territories into the Republic. (fig. 12-15) As Frymer writes, the Ordinances were designed to “slowly, 
coherently, compactly, and securely move the nation into Indian territories and incorporate them 
as American States.”44 The original issuance carved the Northwest Territory into discreet squares, 
segmenting and subsuming all variegated geographical features and signs of the diverse people 
living there and replacing them with a field of blank interchangeable units. “The grid was a 
fundamental change, literally putting a new frame around stories of migration and settlement,” 
writes Nye. “The imposition of the geometrical pattern of the grid on much of North America was 
 
41  Bound together, explains Hixson, “a culturally imagined and legally sanctioned relationship with the land creates 
the conditions and contingencies of social relations—the facts on the ground.” Hixson, 6. See also: Braverman, 
Blomey, Delaney, and Keddar. “Introduction: Expanding the Spaces of Law” in Expanding the Spaces of Law: A 
Timely Legal Geography; Bhandar, Colonial Lives of Property: Law, Land, and Racial Regimes of Ownership; 
Delaney, Territory; Khne, Landscape and Power in Geographical Space as a Social-Aesthetic Construct. 
 
42 Frymer, Building an American Empire, 9. 
43 Frymer, 5. 
44 Frymer, 35. 
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central to the imagined order that made possible stories of technological creation.”45 As an 
aesthetic construct, the grid appeared to be inevitable and universal, and thereby obscured the role 
of the state in building empire.46  
Although the grid appealed to an aesthetics of order and harmony, its immediate purpose 
was utilitarian: producing commodifiable plats of land that the federal government could quickly 
sell off to pay war debts, while simultaneously creating a system that would allow for the eventual 
supervision and collection of taxes within the new territories. Accordingly, Nicolas Blomley 
argues, the frontier appeared as “a neutral boundary” upon which the surveyor projected a “view 
of space as detached and alienable”; the “naturalness of the grid” in turn naturalizing the violence 
of property creation.47 “As a result,” writes Michael Conzen, “land as a commodity gained special 
sanctity and ‘space’ as a geographical element acquired radically new cultural connotations.”48 
“Through the dual processes of surveying and promoting these lands as empty,” explains Ryan 
Mead, “agencies were able to promote [them] as unspoiled [and] exploitable… a ‘blank space', 
waiting to be filled.”49  
The cadastral grid is in this sense a Cartesian abstraction of the pictorial view of the frontier 
evidenced in the American landscape painting of the period. In helping to make cogent the image 
of the frontier as a de-historicized and neutral space, landscape painters and cartographers worked 
together symbiotically within the regime of property. The simultaneous presentation of the 
panoptic sublime and the abstract grid were thus equal parts of the ambient aesthetics of expansion. 
 
45 Nye, America as Second Creation, 23. 
46 The scientific and rational appearance of the grid was fantasy. At continental scale it was an absurd mathematical 
impossibility, projected as if the world was flat, hence filled with errors and misconceptions. Nye, 24-29. 
 
47 Blomley, “Law, Property, and the Geography of Violence,” 121–141. 
48 Conzen, “The Morphology of Nineteenth-Century Cities in the United States,” 125; see also: Bennion, “Mapping 
manifest Destiny.” 
49 Mead, "Surveys, Illustrations and Paintings: Framing Manifest Destiny in the Early American Republic," 42. 
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Accordingly, the art markets selling images of the West in Eastern metropolises overlapped with 
the land offices selling the physical West.50 Yet, while painters were only capable of constructing 
this meaning figuratively, the grid, as Nye has written, literally inscribed philosophical ideas onto 
the landscape; ideas which remain “still visible in the layout of fields and roads if one flies in a 
plane over the Middle West.”51 Popular late nineteenth century chromolithographic prints such as 
those by Geo. S. Harris & Sons and the Merchant’s Lithographing Company revealed the 
imprinting of the grid on the landscape by employing the magisterial gaze in a double exposure of 
panoptic and legal geographies. (fig. 16-18) Thus, despite the neutrality of its form, the grid is itself 
deeply ideological. It is a geometric visualization of democratic, jingoistic, and romantic idealism, 
whose visual simplicity legitimized expansion logistically, legally, and metaphorically. In this 
way, the grid extended a line into the frontier drawing the eye to imagine an unbound horizon of 
infinite capacity. In the words of geographer John Fraser Hart, it conveyed, “a sense of neatness, 
order, and stability”; ideals which, to many, exemplified the utopian potential of the burgeoning 
American empire.52  
 
The Utopian Colonies, 1785-1893. 
 
As soon as the federal government ratified the Ordinances of 1785 and 1787, and began 
pushing to settle territories in Ohio, Indiana, , factions of utopian communalists started exploiting 
the availability of cheap land that these policies manufactured. At the hinge between the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, this heterodox religious and secular vanguard moved further out onto the 
American frontier where, as Arthur Bester described it, they believed “the social problems of the 
 
50 Truettner, “Ideology and Image: Justifying Westward Expansion,” in The West as America: Reinterpreting Images 
of the Frontier, 1820-1920, edited by William H. Truettner, 38-39. 
51 Nye, America as Second Creation, 25. 
52 Qtd in Nye, 24.  
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nineteenth century were being confronted on the plane, not of theory, but of action.”53 Utopian 
colonies flourished in every stage and region of Westward expansion, expounding a panoply of 
radical theories and spiritual ideals. Each utopian scheme produced a distinctive aesthetic tradition 
that involved complex communal relations, diets, dress, music, and other modes of artistic and 
material fabrication. As they migrated west, utopian colonies gradually filled up squares in the 
grid, establishing enclaves and interconnected settlements across the fledgling nation. 
 Within the macrocosmic body of the United States, these utopian colonists projected their 
own microcosmic ideal of a perfected society. They produced scalable models of the new 
civilization they hoped to build, using architecture and rational city planning to embody these 
ideals symbolically and spatially.54 In the sixteen Shaker settlements that flourished across the 
northern frontier, the Shakers emblematically used the design of buildings and daily routines to 
coordinate moral, bodily, and spatial relations. Social utopians also planned their settlements 
according to systematic arrangements of labor and leisure. The two most prominent of these 
utopian paradigms were those following the theories of Scottish cotton magnate Robert Owen and 
the French philosopher Charles Fourier. Owen described his utopian city design as “a new machine 
for performing, in a superior manner, all the purposes of human life.”55 In the 1820s, Owen’s plan 
was the frequent topic of fashionable, if sometimes bemused, discussion in the mainline press. 
Likewise, his city of New Harmony founded in Indiana in 1825 became a stop for elite European 
travelers such as the German naturalist, Prince Maximilian von Wied-Neuwied who included a 
description of New Harmony along with illustrations by the Swiss-born artist Karl Bodmer in his 
 
53 Bester, Backwoods Utopias, 44-45; cf. Fogarty, All Things New; Jennings Paradise Now; Nordhoff, The 
Communistic Societies of the United States, from Personal Visit and Observation. 
54 See Lewis, City of Refuge; Cheng, The Shape of Utopia. 
55 Qtd. In Jennings, Paradise Now, 112. 
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1834 travelogue.56 (fig. 23) Yet, by the 1830s, Owen’s utopia had flamed out. Fourier’s “New 
Industrial World” Phalanstery supplanted it as the utopian scheme de rigueur after Albert Brisbane 
published The Social Destiny of Man, Or, Association and Reorganization of Industry in 1840. 
Branding Fourier’s utopian philosophy as Associationism, Brisbane explained that “in the 
architecture of the future, there will be nothing arbitrary; it will be based upon the passional 
harmonies of human nature, and will combine the highest degree the useful and the beautiful.”57  
 Owen and Brisbane, like the other utopians of their era, promised a radical new way to 
envision society. Their schemes proposed a mode of synchronizing human behavior and labor to 
form an engineered, self-sustaining, and semi-independent city. Yet, to promote their projects, 
these utopians often relied on the visual tropes of the middle-landscape. F. Bate’s 1838 engraving 
of Owen’s never fully realized “New Jerusalem” and Jules Arnoult’s “general view of a 
phalanstery” each adopts a magisterial gazes and pastoral framing conventions to depict an urbane 
utopia embedded in an unspoiled landscape far removed from the ills of modernity. (fig. 24) Although 
neither of these settlements were built according to these specifications, their promise of social 
and material harmony compelled many American and European workers and cosmopolitan elites 
out onto the frontier to, as the novelist Nathanial Hawthorne wrote in 1852, “offer up the earnest 
toil of our bodies, as a prayer no less than an effort for the advancement of our race.”58 Between 
1814 and 1830, more than a dozen Owenite communities appeared across New York, Indiana, 
Ohio, Tennessee, and Illinois. Likewise, from 1840 to 1859, approximately 100,000 men and 
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women lived in over thirty Associations from Massachusetts to Wisconsin, pioneered by American 
Transcendentalists at Brook Farm, Massachusetts.59 (fig. 22) 
Yet, despite their adversarial stance toward mainline American society and their promise 
to break from the constraints of the old world, most nineteenth-century religious and social 
utopians operated within the bounds of the American legal system—often as joint-stock 
corporative entities—and within the framework of settler colonialism.60 As such, they too 
benefited from the militarism and state sanctioned violence that cleared the land and buttressed the 
networks of trade and industrialization that sustained settler colonialism. Additionally, most 
utopians centered their colonies on forms of commerce and cultural exchange. The more successful 
utopian colonies established wide-ranging agrarian and industrial footprints that proved valuable 
to the maintenance and extension of Westward expansion.61 Writing on the three Harmonist 
colonies established by the German pietist George Rapp, Karl Arndt explains that to contemporary 
observers, utopians were often “a model for others to follow in establishing American industry.”62 
Indeed, Rapp’s settlements were among the most sophisticated colonies established during the 
early expansion period. The Harmonists built mills and drilled oil wells, planted orchards, and 
introduced new machines into their factories. They operated printing presses, distilleries, and 
foundries, and erected the second purpose-built museum in America to house Rapp’s collection of 
natural-history artifacts.63 Moreover, as Paul J. Ramsey writes, communities like Rapp’s played a 
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prominent role in how the land itself was materially transformed during a crucial period of 
American expansion. Ramsey writes, the Harmonist’s “vision of proper land use spread beyond 
the confines of the communal group, thus contributing to a reworking of the ecosystems in the 
region and in other developing areas of the new nation.”64 This infrastructure made the colonies 
unique commodities for groups looking to establish their own utopia. This was indeed the case in 
1824 when Rapp sold the second of his three utopian cities to Owen and when, in 1839, the 
Mormons sold their settlement of Nauvoo, Illinois to French socialist Icarians.65 A lithograph of 
Nauvoo from the 1850s appropriates the picturesque framing of Progress (The Advance of 
Civilization) while a reverie to pioneer life with log cabin in the style of Cole’s 1847 Home in the 
Woods plays out in the foreground. (fig. 25 & 26) 
In the end, within the larger narrative of settler colonialism, the true meaning of each of 
these utopian projects has little to do with their specific beliefs, customs, or intentions. Although 
their religious predictions and social schemes largely failed in the main to transform American 
society, outsiders viewed the pluralist eclecticism of utopian colonies as symbols of the young 
nation’s commitment to democratic idealism.66 Without the grid and legal framework of Westward 
expansion and settler colonialism, the era of utopian colonies would not have been possible, and 
it is not by accident that the numbers of new utopias declined precipitously toward the end of the 
century as the era of segmented expansion came to an end. Yet, even after the contemporary 
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historian Fredrick Taylor announced that the frontier had closed in his 1893 Frontier Thesis, 
religious seekers, radical social reformers, and separatists were still founding utopian colonies. 





California Theosophic and Occult Communities, 1897-1929. 
 
Just outside San Diego, California on February 23, 1897, a throng of “bicyclists, 
equestrians, men and women in carriages, road wagons, omnibuses and tally-hos,” followed 
Katherine Tingley and a delegation of international Theosophists to the top of a bucolic bluff 
overlooking the Pacific Ocean at Point Loma.68 There on a newly purchased 135-acre lot, Tingley 
placed a metal box into the ground. In the box was an engraved piece of Egyptian onyx said to 
have been taken from the Temple of the Sphynx and presented to Crusaders by a Bedouin sheik.69 
This “perfect square,” Tingley announced, was to be “a fitting emblem of the perfect work that 
will be done in the temple for the benefit of humanity and glory of the ancient sages.”70 It was the 
cornerstone for The School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, at the heart of what 
would eventually grow to become the ornate 300-acre, 500 resident, communal headquarters of 
the Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society.  
A splinter faction of the original Theosophical Society founded by Blavatsky and Olcott 
twenty-two years earlier, Point Loma, or Lomaland, was to be “the anchoring of the axis mundi in 
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the society’s sacred space,” explains scholar Tim Rudbøg. There, Rudbøg continues, as President 
of the Society, Tingley would “unfold her grand utopian vision of what came to be the most 
comprehensive partly self-supported communal experiment Theosophy has ever developed.”71 It 
unfolded, over rolling hills and in forty-foot-wide avenues, meandering through a sprawling 
picturesque compound of exotic flower gardens and newly planted eucalyptus forests and fruit 
orchards.72 At its center stood three luminous white beaux-arts buildings, ornate with Orientalist 
tropes, and two aquamarine amethyst glass domes gleaming in the Southern California sunshine. 
(fig. 28) The mission was evangelical, emphasizing a Romanticist trinity of art, science, and 
spirituality. Tingley explains: 
Art at Point Loma follows faithfully upon the lines of the science of the soul which is our 
mission to revive, under this science it becomes the true expression of the soul ideals, and 
both art and decoration are no longer adventitious or capricious additions to our 
environment, but they become integral parts of which they belong….arousing… the inner 
powers of the Soul which are in sympathy with whatever is high and pure.73  
 
The idea for Lomaland, Tingley said, came to her in a childhood dream as a “white city.” Tingley’s 
probable influence however was the 1893 “White City” at the World’s Columbian Exhibition in 
Chicago, concluded just four years prior to the ground-breaking at Point Loma.74 Indeed, in its 
own way, the Exhibition was a kind of utopian city: the zenith of a century of progress synthesized 
through an epic interplay of technology, art, agriculture, and industrial prosperity all laid out in a 
centralized and harmonious architectural plan.75 (fig. 28) At Point Loma, Tingley’s White City 
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included a public Temple and Râja Yoga school for children; a printing press; carpentry, 
blacksmith, and garment manufacturing operations; sports facilities, bungalows for colonists, and 
the first Greek amphitheater built in California.76 “Point Loma is an ideal spot to establish 
everything that forwards perfect human life, outstripping all purely material achievement,” wrote 
Tingley. “Here will be seen in time everything which makes man’s life great and noble; here shall 
be found America’s temple at Olympia.”77  
Yet, for all the empathy and equality Tingley strove for at Point Loma, there were 
uncomfortable paradoxes that divulge Victorian moral sensibilities and hierarchical organizations 
of gender and class. As Evelyn Kirkley has explored, the role of women at Point Loma complicates 
narratives about alternative spirituality and female empowerment. Nineteenth century ideas about 
“woman in the truest sense” constrained Tingley’s utopian vision, “simultaneously preserving and 
subverting the status quo,” writes Kirkley.78 “I believe in the equality of the sexes, but I hold that 
man has a mission and that woman also has a mission, and that these missions are not the same,” 
Tingley explained.79 “Men and women come from the same source, each one of the two in place: 
the woman in her place, the man in his, which in collaboration comprised a ‘great universal 
body’.”80 Accordingly, gender roles at Lomaland, although in certain ways progressive, 
maintained strict standards with women trained in and performing in tasks such as cooking, child-
 
76 In the early years of the century, Lomaland became renowned for staging public performances of dance, drama, and 
music. The Raja Yoga school—Sanskrit for “kingly-union”—instructed the children of communalists—as well as 
Cubans orphaned in the Spanish War—an ideal Theosophical education stressing self-reliance, empathy, and a training 
in music and the arts. The Raja Yoga curriculum also relied on a stringent emphasis on self-discipline, behavioral 
regulation, and constant surveillance. Children were separated from their parents at the age of two, sequestered in a 
communal residence, and parental interaction was limited to short Sunday visits. Hines: “She assumed the essential 
divinity of the child yet cautioned against the emergence of brutish nature,” which “needed to be guarded against day 
and night.” Hine, California’s Utopian Colonies, 34, 49; “Reading… of newspapers and magazines was censored… 
sexual activity (that is masturbation) was severely proscribed.” Albanese, A Republic of Mind and Spirit, 354. 
 
77 Somers, "For Universal Brotherhood,” in The San Francisco Call, 14 April 1899, 3. 
78 Kirkley, “‘Equality of the Sexes, But …’: Women in Point Loma Theosophy, 1899–1942,” 272, 281. 
79 Qtd in Kirkley, 272–288. 
80 Kirkley, 278. 
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care, silk-spinning, fabric dying and other handicrafts Men, for their part, worked in the printing 
presses, smithies, and oversaw the colony’s finances. 
Point Loma likewise held to aristocratic notions of class-harmony and, as Hine writes, 
despite the collectivist ethos, “the capitalist concept of private property remained undisturbed.”81  
While members received no wages for their labor in the various cottage industries at Point Loma, 
wealthy members and backers, retained their private possessions and privileges. All assets were 
held by various corporations under Tingley’s control. “The government of the Universal 
Brotherhood and Theosophical Society is autocratic and rests entirely in the hands of the leader 
and Official Head,” she proudly asserted, “there is a top rung on every ladder…. The Organization 
has recognized that fact and acted upon it openly.”82 Tingley also held to a fervent American 
exceptionalism. In her mind, Lomaland was the culmination of the grand narrative of American 
expansion.83 Yet, Point Loma, like the Chicago Exposition, was all artifice and spectacle; the 
buildings were built of plaster and wood imitating stone and marble, representing an illusory 
promises of utopian arrival.84 The colony was never in fact profitable and struggled to keep pace 
with Tingley’s aspirations. After 1909, the population of Lomaland dwindled, and the buildings 
grew tattered and shoddy. When Tingley passed in 1929, her successor G. de Purucker accelerated 
 
81 Wealthy backers at Lomaland included the industrial fruit grower William Chase Temple and the sporting goods 
and baseball tycoon A.G. Spalding. Spalding had a palatial estate built on the property complete with a private nine-
hole golf-course. Hine, California’s Utopian Colonies, 44-46. 
 
82 Tingley, The Life at Point Loma, 4, 7. 
83 In one account, Tingley credited John C. Frémont with personally pointing her to the location at Point Loma. 
Greenwalt, “The Point Loma Community in California, 1897-1942.” Frémont, known as “Pathfinder” after James 
Fennimore Cooper’s frontier novel, cultivated a mythic cult status as a hero of the American West having led five 
expeditions into Western territories between 1842 and 1854, and seizing California in the 1847 Bear Flag Revolt. 
Slotkin, The Fatal Environment, 198-199. As Scheer writes, Tingley placing of Frémont in the narrative of Point 
Loma’s founding, “can be understood as an attempt to position the Point Loma project firmly within the romantic 
myth of the Wild West tamed and colonized by Americans in fulfillment of destiny, in effect placing Blavatsky’s 
construction of California as a chosen land for the advancement of mankind as the capstone of more than a century of 
American expansion and colonization.” Scheer, “Point Loma,” in Enchanted Modernities, 26. 
84 Scheer, 28. 
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the process of selling-off assets and relocated the Society to Covina eighteen miles west of 
Pasadena. By 1940, there was nothing left of Lomaland.  
In the nineteenth century, rapacious expansionism and the seemingly inexhaustible supply 
of land had defined American hegemony. In the twentieth century, lifestyle industries promoting 
atomized consumption and leisure would become a dominate expression of American identity. 
Between 1913 and 1930, Los Angeles grew at a staggering rate to become the largest city west of 
Chicago.85 There, real estate, leisure, and tourism industries complemented the nascent aerospace, 
technology and entertainment sectors, shaping the social and material realities of a state booming 
in both population and economy. “By the 1920s and certainly by WWII,” writes historian 
Lawrence Culver, “Southern California and Los Angeles in particular sold itself… as the ‘city of 
tomorrow’, where America’s future could be lived today.”86 The California landscape was thereby 
marketed as the embodiment of individual liberty, prosperity, and self-expression. From the 
earliest years of the century, the state was also buzzing with spiritual seekers and re-combinative 
occult activity. As author Willard Huntington Wright snidely described it in 1913: 
No other city in the United States possesses so large a number of metaphysical charlatans 
in proportion to its population. Whole buildings are devoted to occult and outlandish 
orders—mazdaznan clubs, yogi sects, homes of truth, cults of cosmic fluidists, astral 
planers, Emmanuel movers, Rosicrucians and other boozy transcendentalists. 87 
 
As the former Point Loma communards dispersed out across Southern California and 
further into the new century, their ideas merged with other esoteric belief systems. Among the 
countless organizations was the Temple of the People, founded just outside Pismo Beach in 1903; 
the Rosicrucian Fellowship, “International Association of Christian Mystics,” established in 
Oceanside in 1911; The Builders of the Adytum in Los Angles, who, from 1930 onward, helped 
 
85 Chytry, “California Civilization,” 8–36. 
86 Culver, The Frontier of Leisure, 181. 
87 Qtd. in Davis, Taylor, “Golden States of Mind.” 
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to popularize tarot, Qabalah, and New Thought through their influential occult mail-order 
business; and Manly P. Hall's 1934 ersatz Mayan campus in Griffith Park from which Hall 
disseminated the mammoth occult encyclopedia, The Secret of All Ages. Subsequent to Point 
Loma, the original branch of the Theosophical Society—then presided over by Besant—also came 
out to California. In 1912, at the foothills of a still semi-agrarian Hollywood, they built the 
“Moorish-Egyptian” twenty-three-acre Krotona Institute of Theosophy. Like Lomaland, Krotona 
was opulently conceived, becoming “a considerable factor in commercial life,” with Italian 
Gardens, a Grand Temple of the Rosy Cross, Greek theater, Science Building, printing press, 
library, vegetarian café, and resident bungalows and villas. 88  It was “paradise on earth,” wrote the 
Theosophist author Alice Baily.89  
One of Krotona’s many residents during its heyday was Will Levington Comfort, a former 
war correspondent-turned-writer of spiritual treatises and western melodramas. 90 By the mid-
1920s, Krotona had moved north to Ojai and Comfort was leading a Sunday night study session 
with a loose collective of writers and artists in Pasadena. He called the group the Glass Hive, 
publishing a “New Thought Magazine” under the same title. Prototypical of esoteric groups in this 
era, the members of the Glass Hive were not communalists in the nineteenth-century mold, nor 
were they stringently attached to a central dogma. Rather, they were, individual spiritual seekers 
clustered in Craftsman-style cottages and bungalows in the hills around Pasadena, searching for 
creative and personal liberation in various loose strands of Theosophy, Rosicrucianism, astrology, 
 
88 McWilliams, Southern California, 254. 
89 Qtd. in O’Callaghan, “The Theosophical Christology of Alice Bailey,” in Handbook of the Theosophical Current, 
93. 
90 Comfort achieved some of his greatest success as a writer after Pelton arrived in the 1930s when his novel 
Somewhere South in Sonora was turned into a starring John Wayne film and his novel Apache became a bestseller. 
Powell, Southwest Classics, 254. Comfort struggled with alcoholism and was a known for being a womanizer. “A 
sandy-haired little bunch of high-tension wires,” was how one acquaintance described him. Qtd. in Powell, Southwest 
Classics, 23. Comfort’s daughter, and Pelton’s confidant, Jane fictionalized her memories of Krotona in the 1937 
novel, From These Beginnings.  
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New Thought, esoteric science, and other metaphysical religious movements. In the late 1930s, 
Bailey would be among the first to dub this spiritual idiom “New Age.”91  
 
Shambhala: Pelton and Coachella,1928-1950. 
 
Pelton’s romance with California began there amidst Comfort’s circle during eight months 
across 1928 and 1929. She was already well-versed in Theosophic and esoteric literature, but her 
convictions intensified during her stay. Through the Glass Hive she developed some of her closest 
friendships, namely Comfort’s daughter Jane Levington Comfort—with whom she maintained a 
life-long correspondence—and the composer, poet, painter, and astrologist Dane Rudhyar. 
Rudhyar initiated Pelton’s interest in the Theosophic off-shoot founded by Nicholas and Helena 
Roerich known as Agni Yoga and facilitated her involvement with the Transcendental Painting 
Group by introducing her to Raymond Jonson in 1933. It was also while staying in Pasadena that 
Pelton made her first forays out into the California desert where she would discover her own 
personal Shambhala.92  
In Theosophical literature, Shambhala—“the City of Light”—Is the name given to the 
secret kingdom hidden deep in the mountains of Tibet, where a “White Brotherhood” of Masters, 
or Mahatmas, cloistered to advise the leadership of the Theosophical Society and guide humanity 
according to a messianic plan. The cultural influence of Shambhala was, however, not limited to 
esoteric circles. In 1924, Nicolas Roerich captured the American media’s attention when, together 
with Helena, their son George, he launched The Roerich American Expedition to Central Asia. 
Roerich was searching for surreptitious tunnels leading to the kingdom and proof of the Masters’ 
 
91 Hammer, “New Age,” 372. 
92 Armstrong, “Agnes in the Desert,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 59; Stasulane, “The Theosophy of 
The Roerichs,” in Handbook of the Theosophical Current. 
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“Great Plan for the salvation of humanity.”93 His mission ran into complications, disappearing 
from contact for several months, and served as partial inspiration for the best-selling 1933 James 
Hilton novel and 1937 Frank Capra film Lost Horizon. “Many people try to reach Shambhala, 
uncalled. Some of them have disappeared forever. Only few of them reach the holy place, and only 
if their karma is ready,” wrote Roerich in the 1930 account of his journey. That same year, Pelton, 
having returned from California to Long Island, had begun to study the Roerich’s teaching and 
was growing restless. “I need an opportunity remaining always connected to the ‘source,’” she 
pined, “Shambhala.”94  
Two years later, Pelton packed up her life and relocated to Cathedral City. In the 
application for the Guggenheim grant she sought to fund her move, she explained she was seeking 
an “abstract beauty of the inner vision which would be kindled by the inspiration of these rare and 
solitary places.”95 She had originally intended to stay for a year but, immediately felt an urge to 
remain. “It would seem wise to stay in the desert as long as I can,” she wrote to Jane Comfort, “I 
have a feeling that there is some special reason for being here.”96 As she went out to paint naturalist 
landscapes under the blazing sun, she was awed by the vast silent spaces—the hills radiant in 
“showers of golden flowers,” and the “rich glow of sandhills.”97 At night she stood outside, 
watching Venus shine above the San Jacinto mountains and the “flaming indigo aura” of shooting 
 
93 Andreyev, Myth of the Masters Revived, 97, 207-283. The Roerichs claimed that the Master Morya was 
communicating through them as “Fulfillers of His will on the planet.” Ibid, 97. New York financier Louis L. Horch 
helped finance the later 1934 expedition to Mongolia and was Roerich’s chief patron paying off debts and funding the 
Roerich Museum and the Master Institute of United Arts where Jonson and Bisttram were both instructors. Ibid., 83, 
261. 
 
94 Qtd. Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 65. 
95 Qtd. in Rees, 119.  
96 Pelton to Comfort, April 8, 1932. Box 1, Folder 4: Comfort, Jane Levington, 1930-1932. Agnes Pelton Papers, 
AAA. 
97 Pelton, to Comfort, April 8, 1932, and October 13, 1935. Box 1, Folder 4: Comfort, Jane Levington, 1930-1932.  
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stars trail their “silver stream” across the sky.98 “I needn’t tell you what moonlight is like here,” 
she wrote to Jane Comfort as her first spring commenced, “I can’t bear it to come in!”99  
Several years earlier, in 1923, Pelton spent time visiting relatives on the island of Hawai’i 
where she witnessed the active Kīlauea volcano erupt. As Michael Zakian writes, for Pelton, the 
force of the volcano “was a clear sign that the physical world was animated with hidden life-
affirming energy.”100 Now, all around her in that arid landscape, she saw signs of perseverance, 
regeneration, and change, revealing evidence of those same molten potencies surging beyond the 
sensible realm. “Do you watch the stars these summer nights?” she wrote to Jonson. “Marvelous 
and indefinable emanations descend from them—something new—neither sound, sight, or smell. 
I only know that something wonderful goes on and that a faculty will sometime develop to 
apprehend it, if we preserve an open sensitiveness to it.”101  
 
Desert Modernism and the Economy of Leisure, 1905-1962. 
 
Pelton did find her personal Shambhala in Coachella, and the meditative calm it provided 
proved vital to a series of exquisitely original paintings. Yet, she was not alone in journeying out 
into the California desert to indulge its natural and spiritual rewards. Her personal story mirrors a 
greater social migration and material transformation already well underway on one of the last 
frontiers of the North American continent. Like the effect that the opening of the Erie Canal had 
in bringing Cole into greater contact with the wilderness, California was then undergoing radical 
 
98 Pelton to Comfort, June 13, 1935. Box 1, Folder 4; Pelton, Box 2, Folder 8: Notebook/Sketchbook VI, 1930-1935, 
AAA, 81-3082547. 
99 April 8, 1932 letter. Also referenced in Armstrong, “Agnes in the Desert,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert 
Transcendentalist. 
100 Zakian, “Agnes Pelton: Transcendentalist Symbolist,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 44. 
101 Letter to Raymond Jonson, September 9, 1933. Qtd. in Stainer, “Agnes Pelton.” 
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changes in transportation and infrastructure without which, Pelton would have been unlikely to 
have accessed the Coachella.  
In 1905, engineers tapped the Colorado River and by 1920, California had terraformed into 
an agricultural empire. “An entire American generation would now encounter California in its 
urban or village markets as a crate of oranges, a lug of figs or mountain pears, an exotic display of 
desert grown palm dates or walnuts from the central valley,” writes California historian Kevin 
Star.102 The flat graphic illustrations on these crate labels often adopted a magisterial gaze, 
showing infinite columns of fruit trees and evoking both industrial and pastoral ideals of 
prosperity.103 (fig. 33-34) At the same time, independent prospectors and corporate behemoths began 
tapping Southern California’s vast oil deposits. As Paul Sabin writes: “Petroleum politics 
ultimately changed the map of California in the twentieth century, and the housing, employment, 
and recreational expectations of its residents and visitors.”104 Likewise, automobiles forever 
changed Californians’ attitudes towards the desert.105 Since the late nineteenth century, California 
had connoted “access to nature, healthfulness, and leisure,” writes Culver. However, when 
developers constructed a permanent road out to Coachella Valley eight years before Pelton’s 
arrival, what was once inhospitable wasteland became accessible to the day-tripper. In the 1930s, 
New Deal funds poured into federal and state highway programs amplifying the effect. A land-
rush ensued and, accordingly, new industries combining tourism, leisure, and real estate began to 
bloom across the valley.  
 
102 Starr, Inventing the Dream, 134. 
103 Anderson discusses the fruit crate labels in “The Kiss of Enterprise,” in The West as America: Reinterpreting 
Images of the Frontier, 1820-1920, edited by William H. Truettner, 259. 
 
104 Much of the oil crossed private property lines or ran under highly contested public lands leading to fraught political 
battles that resulted in intensifying racial and class geographies. Sabin, Crude Politics: The California Oil Market, 
1900-1940, 3. 
105 Culver, The Frontier of Leisure, 155. 
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Over the next few decades, developer’s money would further transform the desert with 
golf-courses, palatial resorts, gated communities, private homes, and a new aesthetic phenomenon 
that gained the moniker: “desert modern.”106 Like Pelton’s own aesthetic synthesis, desert modern 
combined a sense of futurity with a promise of spiritual restoration. The architectural style merged 
landscape with industrial design and became the ideal of a new kind of frontier-pastoralism. As 
Culver writes, “modern architecture ‘fit’ the minimalist, monochromatic desert setting,” and, 
“aimed to reconnect ordinary families with nature, the outdoors, and an idealized agrarian past.”107 
As such the style promised a synthesis whereby new building materials and technologies could 
mediate the relationship between the natural and the synthetic. It likewise promised that one could 
indulge in consumerism and modern conveniences while seeking spiritual nourishment. “The 
White man must pioneer again along the new frontier,” opined Frank Lloyd Wright in 1935 while 
promoting his vision for a decentralized city of the future, “this greater free city for the 
Individual.”108 
 The era of desert modernism began with one of Wright’s first major commissions, the 1925 
Oasis hotel in Palm Springs eight miles north of Cathedral City. By the late 1930s, desert modern 
was a feature in national architecture and Hollywood lifestyle magazines where it was re-packaged 
for less hospitable climates and budgets, and was, as a result, increasingly emulated across 
America’s suburban communities.109 The style’s highwater marks were Richard Neutra’s 
Kaufmann Desert House and Albert Frey’s Loewy House, both from 1946. (fig. 30) The latter’s 
swimming pool and patio framed the open terrain like a living panorama.110  
 
106 Carrió, “Palm Springs and the Nomos of Modernity,” 174. 
107 Carrió, 180, 199. 
108 Qtd. in Culver, The Frontier of Leisure, 199-200. 
109 Culver, 180. 
110 Culver, 157. 
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 A 1947 magazine founded by Edwin J. Dingle, a British ex-pat calling himself Ding Le 
Mei, is exemplary of how intertwined desert modern and esoteric religiosity could be. Mansion 
Builder, the “Official Organ for the Institute of Mentalphysics,” explains its purpose as, helping 
“in the Regeneration of the Human Race,” and making “this earth a veritable heaven, populated 
by the New Race in the New Age.” Yet, Mansion Builder’s primary focus was selling real estate. 
The magazine advertised the “New City of Mentalphysics,” a planned community under 
construction out in Joshua Tree designed by Wright. Wright centered the plan around the angular 
quasi-Aztec Caravansary of Joy built from a “quartz-jeweled native stone.” Using the pastoral 
language of the middle-landscape, Wright explained: “Moved by a sense of the tranquil nobility 
and eternal beauty of the desert, I have planned, not a city of asphalt paving and steel or of tight 
mechanical grid and congested living barracks, but a city of the desert—spacious, free sweeping… 
its residents dwelling at peace and sharing the soil, sky and trees their joy of living, its centuries-
old Joshua Trees standing like sentinels about its homes.”111 As one photo caption boasted: 
“Nature’s wonderful oil paintings will be seen in all directions.” (fig. 32) 
At the same time, equally strong connotations to the ancient world complemented the 
futurity of desert modernism. “[Coachella Valley] has of late years become famous as a sort of 
Little Arabia, the source of the earliest of figs, grapes, melons, and asparagus,” writes J. Smeaton 
Chase in Our Araby: Palm Springs and the Garden of the Sun  (1920).112 Pelton spent time 
sketching in the commercial farms outside Cathedral City and, in 1935, a date producer 
commissioned her to make a series of paintings. She rendered that commission in a vibrant hyper-
 
111 Hilla Von Rebay, director of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum—then still housed in its fifth avenue townhouse 
as the Museum of Non-Objective Painting—was a founding member of the City of Mentalphysics “Board of 
Guardians. The Mansion Builder, 15. Rebay staged an exhibition of the TPG at the Guggenheim in 1940. 
 
112 Chase, Our Araby, 12-13. 
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realist style, depicting, what she called, the “violent thrust” of date seeds in a blazing orange.113 
(fig. 35) By contrast, her semi-abstraction Return from 1940 has a pronounced Orientalist flare. (fig. 36) 
In it she paints a mirage of pale turquoise beside a single tensile palm tree on the California horizon 
and a peach to Persian blue ombré sky conceals the apparition of a bird.114 In the Hollywood films 
of the nineteen-teens and twenties, the Coachella had also become a stand-in for North Africa and 
the Holy Land. Regional boosters and hoteliers likewise sold the Coachella as possessing an 
ancient and mysterious religious significance. A 1924 promotional brochure for an unbuilt resort 
called The Walled Oasis of Biskra: An Interpretation of the American Desert in the Algerian 
Manner, depicts Agua Caliente tribe members dressed as Bedouins. They escort tourists on 
camelback through the picturesque estate of palm trees.115 (fig. 37) 
“If some advocates of desert appreciation urged the select few to venture out into its vast 
silence, others aimed to draw the desert closer in order to domesticate it,” writes Culver.116 In the 
pages of Desert Magazine – which began publishing out of Pasadena in 1929—the California and 
Southwestern deserts were presented as a pastoral consumer product linked equally to naturalism 
and to modernity. (fig. 38-39) In a 1938 issue that features a story on Pelton, images of Indigenous 
ritual and craft, hiking trails, and desert succulents appear alongside reports on the operation of 
the Boulder Dam and advertisements for the other technological wonders transforming desert 
life.117 “We do have the privilege... of taking the natural elements and putting them under control 
and thereby adding to the comfort of our homes and workshops,” reads an article on mechanical 
 
113 Qtd. in Wyma, “Divine Reality.” 
114 Pelton travelled through Syria, Beirut, Athens, and Constantinople in 1926 three years before her first extended 
stay in Pasadena. See Zakian, “Agnes Pelton: Transcendental Symbolist,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 
48. 
115 Culver, The Frontier of Leisure, 146-148. 
116 Culver, 163. 
117 Desert Magazine, vol. 1 no. 6 (April 1938). 
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refrigeration and air-conditioning.118 “Far from fleeing urbanism and modern consumer culture,” 
explains Culver, “these aficionados approached the desert precisely as consumers.”119 Similarly, 
promoters of the Coachella Valley cultivated an image of libertine experimentation that confirmed 
notions about American freedom and the spirt of the American West. Indeed, the image of 
outsiders, eccentrics, recluses, and artists who made the desert their home in the nineteen thirties 
and after became its own cultural attraction.  
Despite this culture of consumption, the outsiders, eccentrics, recluses, and artists in 
question were successful in making a space for themselves away from the luxury dwellings. In the 
1930s, Pelton’s neighbor Christina Lillian established the Sven-Ska art-colony and later helped to 
found the Palm Springs Desert Museum and the Desert Art Center which staged exhibits of 
Pelton’s work.120 Lillian, a Swedish immigrant and former Hollywood dress-designer, emphasized 
metaphysics, nature, communal living, and art.121 Together with the enigmatic Cabot Yerxa’s 
Hopi-inspired Pueblo Museum in nearby Desert Springs, Sven-Ska cultivated an eclectic social 
orbit that overlapped with, and complemented, the celebrities, artisans, and studio moguls 
regularly arriving from Hollywood for weekend getaways. They also formed a modernist pilgrim-
trail with Dodge’s enclave in Taos, Bisttram’s School of Fine Art in Santa Fe, and the other artists 
of the Transcendental Painting Group living in the Southwest. Dodge arrived in Taos, in 1918 and 
her art colony of Los Gallos had become the anchor of American modernism in the American 
West. Los Gallos was a refuge for self-described outsiders and those sidelined by the male 
dominated artistic and literary cultures of New York. As Lois Rudnick writes, Los Gallos was to 
be a “physical and spiritual oasis” designed, “with the utopian intention of altering human 
 
118 Mangell, “Summer Comfort for Desert Dwellers,” in Desert Magazine, vol. 1 no. 6 (April 1938), 21-24. 
119 Culver, The Frontier of Leisure, 163. 
120 Japenga, "The Lost Colony of Sven-Ska.” 
121 Among Lillian’s notable friends was the actress Greta Garbo and novelist D.H. Lawrence. See: Japenga. 
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consciousness and human relationships through the built environment.”122 It was there, in 1919, 
that Pelton first developed her spiritual associations to the desert and its people and, although she 
never returned to the Southwest, Dodge and her fourth and final husband Tony Lujan visited her 
in Cathedral City.  
These artists, writers, scientists, spiritual seekers, and nonconformists making their home 
in Coachella, formed a vital part of a larger California’s desert lifestyle economy. “Serving as a 
vanguard of an onslaught of outsiders that culminated in the affluent,” as Culver explains it, they 
operated symbiotically to confirm many of the mainstream assumptions that associated California 
with spirituality and creative self-expression. It was this artisan tourist trade that provided Pelton 
with a source of income. Her plein air Smoketrees in a Draw (1950) is typical of the naturalistic 
landscapes that she referred to as her “tourist pictures.”123 (fig. 40) “One of my big smoke tree pictures 
was sold from the Gallery in Palm Springs for a respectable price and there have been several 
others,” she wrote to Jane Levington Comfort in 1935. “So now I am concentrating on desert 
landscapes. A happy occupation it is—but very strenuous physically.”124 These desert landscape 
paintings were more than a means to make money and reveal Pelton’s dedication to the craft of 
painting. In the early morning hours, she would go out into the canyons and vast expanses to paint 
before the strain of unshaded light exhausted her. “Summer and winter for these six years she has 
studied every whim and mood of the constantly changing pageant around her,” the 1938 article in 
Desert Magazine explains.125 “Miss Pelton is one of those artists who has captured the true 
 
122 Rudnick,75-76. Decades later, in 2001, The New York Times would still refer to Taos as “the quintessential 
American sanctuary for retiring 20th-century protesters, New Age thinkers, astral travelers, philosophical upstarts, 
funky tramps, determined artists, and unabashed lovers of the beauty steeped mix of mesa and Sangre de Cristo 
Mountains.” Qtd. in Burke, From Greenwich Village to Taos, 1. 
123 Wyma, “Divine Reality.” 
124 Pelton to Comfort, April 15, 1935. Box 1, Folder 4: Comfort, Jane Levington, 1930-1932. Agnes Pelton Papers, 
AAA. 
125 Day, "Smoke Trees in Fiesta" in Desert Magazine, 7. 
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atmosphere of the desert. In her paintings one can feel the heat, the baked earth, the clean crispness 
of the early morning air.”126 Her work in this mode sits alongside other California and 
Southwestern desert landscape painters such as those of the Smoketree School —Alson Skinner 
Clark, John Hilton, and Jimmy Swinnerton—and those who painted nostalgic Old West images 
including Burt Procter, Olgaf Wieghorst, Gordon Coutes, and Bill Bender. “I am working on some 
pictures for the opening of the Gallery in Palm Springs. A very large one of dates among other 
things,” she wrote in a 1936 letter. “But an orgy of building is going on, little houses springing up 
everywhere—new children, new dogs, new radios! Twilight is filled with a human medley—and 
I reluctantly watch new strips of the dear desert being torn up by the tractor, and smell new piles 
of lumber—watching beside doomed cactus bushes….”127 Shambhala was slipping under the 
dissonant swing of the axe to make room for the utopian promise of a modern California she unself-
consciously helped to promote. As Culver argues, the transforming California landscape, “came 
to be viewed in the popular imagination of the post war period as the very embodiment of 
American opportunity, the climax of ‘Manifest Destiny’—a promise for settlers expanding into 
the great West.”128 Yet, as Culver continues: 
the potency of this fantasy of autonomy and independence was not lessened by its being 
utterly untrue, occluding the actual history of California and the Southwest….The image 
of modern California as a place of orchards, gardens, gracious homes, and resorts likewise 
ignored all the labor performed by people of color to maintain the fiction of an Anglo-
American world of leisure.129 
 
The history Culver here references traces to the eighteenth century—and to the territorial grid that 
defined settler expansion. 
 
126 Jonson, Bisttram, and other members of the TPG were likewise dependent on income from the tourist trade, selling 
paintings of natural scenes and Indigenous portraits. Turner, “Painting Portals on Other Worlds,” in Enchanted 
Modernities, edited by Scheer, Turner, and Mansell, 51. 
127 Pelton to Comfort, October 12, 1936. Box 1, Folder 4: Comfort, Jane Levington, 1930-1932. Agnes Pelton Papers, 
AAA. 
128 Culver, The Frontier of Leisure, 175. 
129 Culver, 48-49. 
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The “Golden Checkerboard,” 1862-1962 
 
Sharing a main road just eight miles down the desert highway, Palm Springs and Cathedral 
City sat atop land occupied for centuries by the Agua Caliente band of Cahuilla. The area was first 
subsumed within the territorial grid in the late nineteenth century as the Southern Pacific 
Transcontinental Railroad finished its final extensions. The 1862 Pacific Railroad Act granted 
railroad companies land to subsidize construction and allow companies to further profit by selling-
off and privatizing that land. The Reservation act of 1871 had, however, established the land in 
Coachella Valley as belonging to the Agua Caliente Reservation and this abuttal necessitated a 
unique compromise. The government apportioned even-numbered, non-contiguous squares of the 
grid, alternating in one-mile sections, to the Agua Caliente and gave the odd numbered squares to 
the railroad company. An 1890 cadastral map exhibits the grid pattern that real estate speculators 
would later call, the “golden checkerboard.” The plan preserved pockets of natural landscape on 
the undeveloped reservation land, enhancing the value of leisure and tourist industries trading on 
its ancient appearance. (fig.19)  At the same time, writes Manuel Shvartzberg Carrió, “the 
exceptionality of the land pattern left the Agua Caliente in a situation of legal uncertainty, allowing 
white settlers to profit from this jurisdictional asymmetry.”130 In the 1950s and 1960s, “a curated 
landscape of leisure at the scale of a territory emerged,” writes Carrió that “encompassed multiple 
towns within the Coachella Valley from Palm springs to the Salton Sea.”131 A map from a report 
issued in 1962, the year after Pelton passed away, labels Cathedral City as section 33 and shows it 
nested between the alternating red squares representing the Agua Caliente Reservation to the 
immediate north, east, and west, with an open grid extending over the San Jacinto mountains 
bordering it to the south. (fig. 20) 
 
130 Carrió, “Palm Springs and the Nomos of Modernity,” 174. 
131 Carrió, 176. 
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Like many Anglo-Americans who sought the California desert in the first half of the 
twentieth century, Pelton went to Cathedral City hoping to access a more authentic and spiritual 
experience. Her redolent and adventurous semi-abstractions—like the Loewy House’s modernist 
framing of the desert vista—created a new pastoralism for a new age. Yet, no matter the sincerity 
of her conviction, her belief that she could extricate herself from the modern world and commune 
in accord with an untampered natural order remained fantasy. It was a fantasy that elided the 
complexities of the supply-chains, racial violence, and environmental costs that made her life in 
the desert possible. As she constructed this fantasy, she drew on aesthetic traditions and 
metaphorical associations to landscape that had developed during the earliest period of American 
expansion. Pelton’s painting is in this way, a moralistic and sentimental image of the middle-
landscape that recalls Cole’s earliest work. Her paintings indulge a yearning for the restoration of 
an invented arcadian past. At the same time, through her use of modernist abstraction, they express 
the promise of spiritual and cultural evolution. This futurity reflects the syncretic relation of 
technological second-creation and Edenic return that Durand, Church, Bierstadt, and Moran made 
cogent.132 Similarly, her unique spiritual practice, the occult community she moved among, and 
the art that it inspired, are part of a historical continuum that leads from the utopian community at 
Lomaland back through the heterodox religious and secular utopias of the nineteenth century. 
Pelton’s ambivalence, if not umbrage, to the “decadence” of modern society and orthodox religion, 
as well as her complicated relationship to the Coachella, are likewise reflective of those utopian 
colonies’ own contradictory relation to the expansion of American empire.  
Across the nineteenth century, politicians, land speculators, and industrialists mirrored 
these idealized conceptions of the American landscape and implemented complementary spatial 
 
132 See Marx, Machine in the Garden, 114-116, 5, 22. 
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metaphors and legal geographies to shape a story of American territorial progress. These political, 
economic, and religious ideals often formed a circular chain of legitimation that the artists 
discussed here unified in the image of landscape. The aesthetics of that image changed over time 
according to specific social, political, and economic conditions, yet, the idea of the American 
landscape as a space of transcendent liberation would remain one of the most consistent features 
of Anglo-American self-perceptions. It was this complex relationship of idealism and religious 
conviction which contributed to the material and cultural development of Coachella Valley in the 
early-to-mid-twentieth century.  
In the painting Future (1942), Pelton obliquely depicts her journey and arrival in that region 
a decade earlier. (fig. 43) From Palm Springs, she travelled along the straight two-lane highway 
cutting between the open and undeveloped sections of Agua Caliente territory until arriving at a 
1927 landmark that stood at the gateway to Cathedral City known as “the Arch.”133 (fig. 44) In 
Pelton’s rendering, The Arch’s granite columns become mysterious elongated towers concealing 
multi-valiant personal and occult meanings. Future was “a kind of Pilgrim’s Progress,” she wrote 
in her journal. “Through Darkness + oppression, across a stony desert and through a symbolic arch 
is seen a mountain of vision, above which open by degrees windows of illumination.”134  
Pelton is here referencing one of the most salient allegories in American cultural history: 
John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim's Progress from This World, to That Which is to Come. First published 
in England in 1678 and among the first books printed in the American colonies, The Pilgrim's 
Progress traces the story of one man’s journey along a broken path through “the wilderness of this 
world” toward the eternal promise of the “Celestial City.” (fig. 45-46) Generations of Americans 
mapped the Pilgrim’s journey toward salvation onto their own vision of the American landscape. 
 
133 Armstrong, “Agnes in the Desert,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 62. 
134 Qtd. in Zakian, “Agnes Pelton: Transcendentalist Symbolist,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 52. 
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Tingley at Point Loma, and visitors to the Chicago Columbian Exhibition, each drew on parallels 
to the image of the Celestial City in their respective visions of the “White City.”135  
Indeed, throughout the Nineteenth Century, Bunyan’s picaresque novel was one of the 
most well published and illustrated texts in the country. Miller reads Bunyan’s influence in the 
“rugged, impassable landscape” of Church’s 1862, Cotopaxi.136 (fig. 8) The frontispiece to an 1850s 
edition of the Pilgrim’s Progress depicts a mountain range modelled on Church’s Andes. (fig. 46) As 
Jerome Tharaud explains, the image, “signals just how intimate and self-reinforcing the association 
between landscape imagery… and Protestant piety had become.”137 In 1850, Church along with 
Jasper Francis Cropsey and other Hudson River School painters contributed designs to the 
colossal, nine-hundred-foot, fifty-three scene panorama Bunyan's Tableau. Over 200,000 
spectators witnessed this “Grand Moving Panorama” as it toured from New York to the “towns of 
the interior.”138 The Pilgrim’s Progress was likewise the basis for George Inness’ three painting 
series, The Triumph of the Cross (1867), as well as the “visionary mirage” in Cole’s The Voyage 
of Life (1840) and his proposed series The Cross and The World, unfinished at his death in 1848.139 
(fig. 47, 29, 48)  
 
135 Scheer, “Point Loma,” in Enchanted Modernities, 26. Hales, “Photography and the World’s Columbian 
Exposition”; Malamud, “The Pleasures of Empire,” 151. “Bunyan’s City Beautiful made real in the White City by the 
Lake,” explains a character in Frances Hodgson Burnett’s 1895 children’s book, Two Little Pilgrim’s Progress. Qtd. 
in Burg, Chicago’s White City of 1893, 286–290. 
 
136 Miller, Empire of the Eye, 134. To contemporary viewers it might be difficult to see the images of South and 
Central America as fitting within the conception of Manifest Destiny. However, throughout the nineteenth century, 
the limits of territorial expansion were undetermined. At the time Church painted Cotopaxi, some politicians were 
arguing to make Mexico City the U.S. capital and to extend American sovereignty as far south as Rio. Frymer, Building 
an American Empire, 173. 
 
137 Tharaud, Apocalyptic Geographies, 10. 
138 Routhier, Avery, and Hardiman. The Painters' Panorama; American Art-Union, Bulletin, 48. 
139 DeLue, George Inness and the Science of Landscape, 145–170; Cole: The Cross and the World: Baigell, 25; 




Enigmatic spiritual seekers and nationalists alike embraced The Pilgrim’s Progress as a 
prophetic allegory for obscure religious utopian schemes and the nation as a whole. Its invocation 
ascribed a spiritual relationship between the American landscape and the destiny of the world. 
Indeed, as with Bunyan’s story, the spatial image of the frontier and the determinism of imperial 
progress relied on a secondary metaphor that secured that spatial image within a teleological 
horizon. How that historicist horizon further legitimated religious and ideological connotations to 
the American frontier is the subject of chapter two. For, explained Cole, “American associations 
are not so much of the past as of the present and the future.”140  
 








Millenarian Historicism, 1820-1843. 
 
In 1836, Thomas Cole exhibited his epic cycle of five oil paintings titled The Course of 
Empire. (fig. 49-53) The polyptych portrayed a progressive story of civilizational development, ruin, 
and spiritual renewal. The cycle begins with a primitive village in a prelapsarian forest. From a 
fixed vantage, that village becomes an arcadian Greek-like city-state; grows into an imperious 
Roman metropolis; collapses violently; and returns finally to a state of natural sublimity. In Cole’s 
words, “Showing the natural changes of landscape, and those effected by man in his progress from 
barbarism to civilization—to luxury—to the vicious state… and to the state of ruin and 
desolation.”1 Cole intended The Course of Empire as a cautionary circular telos of imperial rise 
and fall, admonishing Jacksonian expansionism and arguing for a return to pastoral agrarianism.  
However, Cole’s cycle also carried associations with time and the American landscape that 
resonated with his own mainline religious interests, his patrons’ evangelism, and—often 
inadvertently and uncomfortably—with the era’s populist religious movements and millenarian 
impulses.2 This chapter begins by contextualizing Cole’s painting cycle and the development of 
nineteenth century landscape painting within multiple strands of religious, utopian, and nationalist 
belief. Although reflective of disparate purposes and ideologies, these strands express a collective 
 
1 Cole and Noble. The Course of Empire, 176. 
2 See Novak, Nature and Culture; Pfluger, “The Views and Visions of Thomas Cole,” 629-635; Wilton and Barringer, 
American Sublime. For a more in depth and contextualized discussion of Cole’s religious practice, see Gaudio, “At 
the Mouth of the Cave”; Miller, Empire of the Eye; Tharaud, Apocalyptic Geographies; Pfluger, “The Views and 
Visions of Thomas Cole”; Baigell and Kaufman, “Thomas Cole’s ‘The Oxbow’”; Moore, “Thomas Cole's ‘The Cross 
and the World,” 50-60; Bjelajac, “Thomas Cole's Oxbow and the American Zion Divided.” 
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belief among certain nineteenth century Americans that space and time worked in unison according 
to a universal design. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the flexibility of historicism as 
an aesthetic, religious, and ideological construct. 
As Thomas Cole began his career in the 1820s, waves of convulsive revivalist camp-
meetings were sweeping across the wilds of New York State in what became known as, the Second 
Great Awakening. 3  Its spark ignited on the frontiers of Kentucky at the turn-of-the-century during 
a period of economic shocks and of political instability.4 (fig. 55 & 56) The revivalist movement 
quickly spread north, following paths of commerce deeper into the countryside of Ohio and 
Indiana, and peaked in the years surrounding the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825. The newly 
settled frontiers of Western New York, where Cole made some of his earliest paintings, became 
known as the “Burned-over district” for the number of charismatic preachers crisscrossing the 
region and “scorching” the ground with their footsteps and apocalyptic oratory. The man who 
termed the region was the charismatic evangelical minister and future president of Oberlin 
University, Charles Finney. “If the church will do all her duty, the millennium may come in this 
country in three years,” said Finney in 1835.5 Scholar Michael Gaudio reads Cole as consciously 
linking the cacophony of this revivalism to the storm of water in his lauded 1826 oil painting, 
Kaaterskill Falls. (fig. 54) “As I listen to Cole’s landscape,” Gaudio writes, “as the turbulence of the 
cataract insists on my bodily presence in the foreground despite the attraction of the distant 
 
3 Hankins, The Second Great Awakening and the Transcendentalists; Bloom, The American Religion. John L. Brooke 
has written extensively on the broad influence of occult and radical religious activity that fomented in the Burned-
over district focused on its influence in the early Mormon faith, see Brooke, Refiners Fire. See also: Albanese, A 
Republic of Mind and Spirit; Seldes, The Stammering Century. The region was also the epicenter of the Spiritualist 
movement of the 1850s discussed in chapter three. 
 
4 The tenor of the Second Great Awakening strikes a decisively Romantic tone of self-expression as Chris Lehmann 
explains: “the guiding authority of the Second Awakening resided almost entirely within the solitary believer’s 
emotional experience of conversion.” Lehmann, The Money Cult, 72-73. See also Gabriel, “Evangelical Religion and 
Popular Romanticism in Early Nineteenth-Century America.” 
 
5 Qtd. in Bratt, “The Reorientation of American Protestantism, 1835-1845.” 
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prospect, I experience a disruption similar to that experienced by observers of the camp meeting.”6 
Although cautious not to overdetermine these links to Cole, Gaudio points out that revivalists made 
frequent allegorical use of waterfalls, while, “revivalism… went hand in hand with the Cult of 
Nature.”7 As discussed in the previous chapter, nineteenth century viewers found both religious 
and nationalist meaning in Church’s Niagara. (fig. 9.) David Huntington calls the associations: “the 
American’s mythical Deluge which washes away the memory of the Old World so that man may 
live at home in the New World.”8 Likewise, to evangelicals in the antebellum period, Niagara was 
important as both a symbolic reference point and as a tourist destination.9 In the 1850s periodical 
Waymarks in the Wilderness, James Inglis, a founder of the Niagara Bible Conference, describes 
apocalyptic prophecy as if devising a landscape painting in the panoptic style of Church: 
The history of man is but the fulfillment of prophecy; and the record of history throws a 
flood of light upon the Divine character and purpose…. The first view of the great scheme 
is dim and distant. It has been appropriately likened to the distant view of a vast mountain 
range to the traveler. In the purple haze that envelops it, it seems a solid rampart, raising 
its ragged outline to the sky. But as he approaches it, distinct eminences begin to stand out 
from the seemingly smooth surface of the barrier… the valleys deepen; the single mountain 
becomes a wide-spread range of hills; into which at length he enters and after having 
climbed many a succeeding height, and threaded the devious path of many a valley and 
ravine, he find himself still surrounded by the majestic hills…. This is our position amid 
the sublime and heavenly grandeur of the revealed purpose of God, advancing to its 
consummation.10 
 
In the Christian millenarian image of American landscape, space and time fused on the infinite 
plane of the horizon: history was accelerating toward the singular point on the frontier where all 
lines converged in redemption. For Inglis, historical and biblical events were the product of fixed 
 
6 Gaudio, “At the Mouth of the Cave,” 461. 
7 Gaudio, 461. 
8 Huntington, “Frederic Church’s Niagara.” Qtd. in Wallach, “Accounting for the Panoramic in Hudson River School 
Landscape Painting,” 80. 
9 Gaudio quotes an observer of the surging crowd of twenty-five thousand at the inaugural Cane Ridge revival in 
Kentucky as reporting, “the noise was like the roar of Niagara.” Gaudio, “At the Mouth of the Cave,” 448-465, 461. 
See also Tharaud, Apocalyptic Geographies, 29-30. 
 
10 Inglis, and Others. Waymarks in the Wilderness, 6. 
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internal causal mechanisms that individuals could study and come to fully fathom.11 The 
nineteenth-century pastor and orator Elias L. Magoon summarized it this way: “without an 
intelligent faith in the divine purpose to incite and control perpetual progress toward the perfection 
of mankind, history is an insoluble enigma, a huge pile of detached fragments, and the great drama 
of humanity must forever remain devoid of all proper results.”12  
In the 1820s, while Cole was first travelling out into the New York wilderness, and the 
revival camp-meetings were raging, another resident of the Burned-over district named William 
Miller was constructing his own systematic narrative of human and sacred history. From a reading 
of the book of Daniel, Miller divided history into causal ages, or Advents. The last age, Christ’s 
Second Advent, he determined would commence sometime between March 21, 1843 and March 
21, 1844. In 1840, publisher Joshua V. Himes began presenting Miller’s prophecy in a series of 
pictographic charts that showed human and sacred history as series of connecting events leading 
to the imminently approaching millennium. (fig. 57) Himes’ Signs of the Times & Expositor of 
Prophecy, along with as many as forty-eight other periodicals, re-printed and disseminated the 
charts, thereby confirming the Millerites among the most effective users of nineteenth-century 
mass-media. As 1843 approached, half-a-million Millerites organized on the borderlands running 
between New York City and Montreal, many giving away their possessions and homes in 
preparation for Christ’s Second Advent. When Miller’s prophecy climaxed in “The Great 
Disappointment,” his followers splintered into several sects most notably the Seventh Day 
Adventists. Indeed, well into the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, dispensationalists continued 
 
11 See Kraus, Dispensationalism in America.  
12 Qtd. in Ross, “Historical Consciousness in Nineteenth-Century America,” 909. 
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to produce vibrant charts illustrating an ever-moving date for the Christian end-of-history in a style 
popularized by Miller and his acolytes.13 (fig. 58) 
Many religious utopians also understood themselves to be preparing the world for the 
Christian millennium. Rapp, whose three settlements had been a paragon of American industry, 
thought of earthly prosperity and displays of human ingenuity as reflections of a divine order. It 
was his belief that in creating a communal society, in which spirit and matter were harmoniously 
balanced, he would bring about, “the restoration of the golden age, the dignity of the human 
character, and the happiness of man.”14 A German pietist follower of the seventeenth century 
mystic Jakob Böhme, Rapp was also a close reader of German idealist philosophy and he took the 
writing of Johann Gottfried Herder as the basis for his Thoughts on the Destiny of Man (1824). 
Herder was among the first to expound what Dorothy Ross calls the “new theology” of idealist 
historicism.15 Like Christian millenarianism, historicism converted the events and contingencies 
of history into, as Pierre Shaefer writes, “signs of a more fundamental reality, into empirical 
manifestations of transcendent determinations of essence…. [transforming history] into a moment 
toward Salvation.”16 Rapp transposed Herder’s system onto his own apocalyptic timetable and saw 
the historical events unfolding around him—e.g. Napoleon’s ascent, the trans-Atlantic telegraph—
as ruptures in the course of history that confirmed the imminent millennial age.17 
 
13 Crocombe, “A Feast of Reason.” Other significant groups who later emerged and who traced a direct lineage to the 
Millerites include Charles Taze Russell’s Zion’s Watch Tower Tract Society from which would eventually branch the 
Jehovah’s Witnesses. See Numbers, and Butler, The Disappointed; Little, Borderland Religion, 128-148; Brown, “The 
Millerites and the Boston Press,”; Butler, “Millerism to Seventh-Day Adventism,” 50-64; Harrison, The Second 
Coming: Popular Millenarianism 1780-1850. 
 
14 Qtd. in, Darlage, “Heaven on Earth,” 481. See also: Bos, “Nineteenth-Century Historicism and Its Predecessors.” 
15 Ross, “Historical Consciousness in Nineteenth-Century America”; See also: Bos, “Nineteenth-Century Historicism 
and Its Predecessors.” 
16 Schaefer, Art of the Modern Age: Philosophy of Art from Kant to Heidegger, 71-72. 
17 Arndt, “Herder and the Harmony Society,” 108–113. 
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The social utopians were likewise prone to framing their endeavors through a millenarian 
and historicist lens. Before coming to the theories of Fourier, Brisbane studied with Hegel in 
Berlin.18 There, in 1828, he encountered Hegel’s exposition of history as the dialectic realization 
of human Spirit or Idea, by which, the Spirit would be impelled upward, through historical ages 
until it became fully self-determined: “The History of the World begins with its general aim—the 
realization of the Idea of Spirit…; a hidden, most profoundly hidden, unconscious instinct; and the 
whole process of History… is directed to rendering of this unconscious impulse a conscious one.”19 
Hegel’s influence may have informed Brisbane’s attraction to the ideas of Fourier whom he 
encountered in Paris not long after leaving Berlin. Brisbane brought those ideas to America, 
publishing The Social Destiny of Man, in 1840, the same year that Himes began publishing his 
Millerite tracts. In it, Brisbane presented a chart showing the four “ascending and descending” 
“ages or phasis” of civilization moving upward from Infancy to Maturity, passing downward 
through an age of decline, into an age of Decrepitude and then, pivoting into the new Harmonic 
cycle of Association.20 (fig. 59) “This Table, which Fourier has traced with so much precision of 
analysis,” Brisbane explained, “shows at one glance the whole course of civilization—shows 
where this society now is, and where it is trending.”21 
When considered in tandem with these heterodox millenarian perspectives, The Course of 
Empire’s circular and nostalgic didacticism stands adjacent to a more ambiguous amalgam of 
American beliefs about history, progress, and salvation. Indeed, if examined exclusively in the 
language of antebellum millenarianism, The Course of Empire reads as a dispensational narrative 
 
18 Jennings, Paradise Now, 172-175. 
19 Hegel, The Philosophy of History, 25. See also Hegel, Lectures on The Philosophy of World History, 62-67; 
“History in general is therefore the development of Spirit in Time, as Nature is the development of the Idea in 
Space.” Hegel, The Philosophy of History, 73. 
 
20 Brisbane, Social Destiny of Man, 277-294. 
21 Brisbane, 284. 
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of epochal ruptures that terminates in a final stage of Christian restoration. Through this 
restoration, as Novak writes, “Christianity could redeem history, the landscape, the world.”22 To 
viewers sympathetic to millenarian discourse, The Course of Empire might therefore read as more 
progressive than recursive, suggesting a way out of these—notably European and pagan—
historical cycles of ascension and collapse. Undeniably, Cole’s cautionary series did little to quell 
the expansionist appetite among its many admiring contemporary viewers.23 “Americans seemed 
unaware that the pictures’ didacticism could apply to them,” writes Novak, after all, “God had 
given white America the mandate to develop the land and endowed it with the technology to do 
so.”24  
 
Manifest Destiny, 1828-1882. 
 
When painters in the 1850s began depicting the railroad cleaving deeper into the American 
landscape, the image of the locomotive they created only seemed to rush faster and further away 
from the Old-World that Cole’s series described. In the popular Curry & Ives chromolithograph 
of Fanny Palmer’s Across the Continent: “Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way” (1868), 
the train’s engine powers a technological conversion, barreling into the open terrain of the future, 
perpetually remaking the world as it advances. (fig. 62) Durand’s Progress (The Course of 
Civilization) demonstrated the Lockean transformation of wilderness into property. However, it 
was the intrusion of the railroad into the image of wilderness that most fully defined what Leo 
Marx called, the complex pastoral.25 In Inness’ The Lackawanna Valley (1856), and Cropsey’s 
Starrucca Viaduct, Pennsylvania (1865), the pastoral reverie is expanded to include a train winding 
 
22 Novak, Nature and Culture, 10. 
23 See Miller, Empire of the Eye, 23-24, 33-34. 
24 Novak, Nature and Culture, 164. 
25 Marx, The Machine in the Garden. 
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across the horizon. (fig. 60 & 61) Most Americans, writes Nye, had trained their eye “to see not the 
landscape that was there but what it might become.”26 As one French engineer phrased it in 1830, 
Americans were “eaten by the necessity of locomotion.”27  
In Connecticut or Massachusetts there isn’t a farmer who hasn’t invented his machine, nor 
a man of reasonable means who hasn’t projected his railway or planned his city or town, 
or secretly nourished some great speculation….An irresistible current drags everything 
along, melts everything down, and recasts all things in new shapes….the earth itself… 
partakes of the universal instability.28  
 
In John Gast’s popular painting American Progress (1872), that current is a white storm of 
technological determinism washing away all who come before it. (fig. 63) Nine years after Cole first 
exhibited The Course of Empire, John L. O’Sullivan coined the term that gave that storm its name: 
“Manifest Destiny.”  
 
“TEXAS IS NOW OURS,” O’Sullivan began his 1845 essay written as annexation of the 
territory loomed. It would, he continued, usher America toward “a fulfillment of our manifest 
destiny to overspread the continent allotted by Providence for the free development of our yearly 
multiplying millions.”29 O’Sullivan used the periodical he founded and edited, The United States 
Magazine and Democratic Review, as a mouthpiece for frothy Christian Nationalism and jingoistic 
Westward expansion. “In its magnificent domain of space and time,” O’Sullivan wrote in 1839, 
“[America] is destined to manifest to mankind the excellence of divine principles; to establish on 
earth the noblest temple ever dedicated to the worship of the Most High—the Sacred and the 
True.”30 Democratic Review also printed some of the most esteemed writers of the era, including 
 
26 Nye, America as Second Creation, 31. 
27 Qtd. in Seldes, The Stammering Century, 39. 
28 Seldes, 39. 
29 O’Sullivan, “Annexation,” 5. 
30 O’Sullivan, “The Great Nation of Futurity,” 427. 
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Emerson, Hawthorne, Henry David Thoreau, and Walt Whitman and thus, to paraphrase his 
associate George Bancroft, O’Sullivan spoke truth and humanity through a distinctly American 
literature.31  
Bancroft was the country’s most esteemed historian in an era in which Americans were 
obsessed with history and their young nation’s place in it.32 During the early years of the century, 
Bancroft had studied philology at universities in Berlin, Heidelberg, and Göttingen earning a 
doctorate in 1820. There, he too became a disciple of the “new theology” of German idealist 
historicism. Correspondingly, in the first of his nine volume History of the United States from the 
Discovery of the Continent (1837), Bancroft rendered history as a dynamic process of historical 
periods that constantly resolved toward ideals of Liberty and Progress. For Bancroft, this 
culminated in the Declaration of Independence and the American Revolution. 33  
Two years later, in an 1839 essay, O’Sullivan presented his own telling of civilization’s 
course. He too betrayed the influence of Historicism with a distinct Hegelian tenor. Civilization, 
he wrote, was a process of historical stages working through time to progressively “improve the 
social conditions of man.”34  O’Sullivan claimed there had thus far been three stages: The 
Theocratic, The Graeco-Roman State, and the stage of Feudal Despotism. “Step by step they have 
each removed from realms of thick darkness to regions of gradually increasing light,” he wrote.35 
 
31 Wilsey, “‘Our Country Is Destined to be the Great Nation of Futurity,’” 68. 
32 Of interest to the discussion of American Historicism is the work of women’s rights and education reformer Emma 
Willard whose striking graphic and pedagogical chronographs lead among a field of popular historical atlases. In 
History of the United States, or The Republic of America (1828), Willard merged spatial and temporal horizons in a 
“series of progressive maps” tracing two and a half centuries of cogent American Providence that Susan Schulten 
describes as, “a cumulative statement of nationhood, as each moment of the past… [evolve a] story of territorial 
fulfillment. The very structure of cartography [simplifying] a contingent story of struggle to realize the nation, 
dramatized further by Willard’s exuberant nationalism.” Schulten, “Emma Willard and the Graphic Foundations of 
American History.” 
 
33 Ross, “Historical Consciousness in Nineteenth-Century America.”  916-918. 
34 O’Sullivan. “The Course of Civilization,” 209. Referenced in in Wilsey, “‘Our Country Is Destined to be the Great 
Nation of Futurity.’” 
35 O’Sullivan. “The Course of Civilization,” 208–210. 
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For O’Sullivan, claims Historian Adam Gomez, “the teleological endpoint of this linear time, 
which is to say the end of history itself, [was] a democratic millennium with the United States in 
the role of the messiah.”36 “The expansive future is our arena, and for our history,” wrote 
O’Sullivan. “We are entering on its untrodden space, with the truths of God in our minds, 
beneficent objects in our hearts, and with a clear conscience, unsullied by the past. We are the 
nation of human progress, and who will, what can, set limits to our onward march?”37 For 
O’Sullivan, the American landscape thus synthesized two ideas of progress, one spatial, the other 
historical. History was propelling Americans into the open and perpetually regenerative landscape 
upon which the future of the nation, and indeed humanity, would discover itself. 
A teleological development of historical stages is legible in Durand’s Progress and other 
similarly composed paintings of the era that use Indigenous figures as a framing device. 
Superficially sympathetic and reverent, DeWitt Clinton Boutelle’s The Indian Hunter (1843) and 
Indian Surveying a Landscape (1855) are emblematic of this symbolic presentation of the noble 
savage as indistinguishable from wilderness. (fig. 64) Such images present Indigenous peoples as 
fixed within the linear and causal historical horizon. The trope, likewise, appears in popular 
ephemera such as the cover illustration to Samuel G. Goodrich’s 1832 The First Book of History: 
For Children and Youth.38 (fig. 65) An 1844 map of the, then Mormon, city of Nauvoo further 
evidences the elasticity of this trope. The map depicts the Sauk tribal leader Keokuk whom, a 
decade earlier, the painter George Catlin had rendered as the emblematic noble savage.39 (fig. 66 & 
67) In the Nauvoo map, the pictorial image of Keokuk stands-in as a substitute for wilderness in 
opposition to the abstract cartesian rendering of the city.  
 
36 Gomez, “Deus Vult,” 24.  
37 O’Sullivan, “The Great Nation of Futurity,” 427. 
38 Goodrich, The First Book of History: For Children and Youth. 
39 See Boime, “George Catlin’s Wilderness Utopia”; Schimmel, “Inventing 'the Indian.’” 
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Bierstadt’s The Rocky Mountain, Landers Peak (1863)—which sold for a then record fee 
of $25,000—locks Indigenous peoples in a tableau of naturalist grandeur. (fig. 6) The monumental 
painting presents the encampment in the foreground as a primitive complement to the geological 
wonders and unique plant specimens which complete the scene.40 “Bierstadt uses the landscape… 
to illustrate Indian life,” wrote Jarves, “his figures are picturesquely grouped, prosaically true to 
actual life, giving additional interest to most observers.”41 Through several watercolor sketches 
culminating in the paintings Green River Cliffs, Wyoming (1881) and Cliffs of the Upper Colorado 
River, Wyoming (1882), Moran further mythologizes the Indian-as-landscape as the affectations 
of an already vanished past. (fig. 7) Moran molds the landscape surrounding the Green River to fit a 
dramatic vista of his own devising and at the same time, erases the image of industrial progress. 
Nancy K. Anderson examined contemporaneous photographs that showed a smokestack, hotel, 
brewery, and railroad bridge leading into the prospering Green River City. Moran expunged these 
details from the scene, and, in their places, he conjured flanks of Indigenous people on horseback. 
They ride toward distant teepees in what Anderson calls a “dreamscape” crafted to assure eastern 
viewers that “the grandeur of the West had not been compromised by the advent of technological 
progress” nor, despoiled the “ancient grandeur that had inspired [its] earliest chroniclers.”42  
American progress, however, did not only oblige the expulsion of Indigenous populations. 
Americans likewise linked European nations to the phases of history the United States was quickly 
bypassing. As Bryant put it in 1843: “It is a duty which the United States owes to mankind, to 
assert inflexibly its title to its proper territory, to guard it religiously from all encroachments by 
 
40 Conn, History’s Shadow, 65-66. 
41 Qtd. in Conn, 66. 
42 Anderson, “The Kiss of Enterprise,” in The West as America: Reinterpreting Images of the Frontier, 1820-1920, 
edited by William H. Truettner, 246-248. 
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the powers of Europe, that it may become the home of men living under democratic institutions.”43 
The course of American empire is, therefore, one that sweeps away both primitive societies and 
the empires of the past, recovering Eden and at the same time guiding humanity to the next stage 
of civilization. O’Sullivan, and those with whom his words resonated, thus perceived America as 
a providential nation, perpetually re-inaugurated as sinless, unbound by history and the corrupted 
yoke of a despoiled Europe. American progress, and American settler colonialism, stood 
paradoxically apart from history even as it fulfilled a historical process. “Our national birth,” 
O’Sullivan wrote, 
was the beginning of a new history, the formation and progress of an untried political 
system, which separates us from the past and connects us with the future only, we may 
confidently assume that our country is destined to be the great nation of futurity. It is so 
destined, because the principle upon which a nation is organized fixes its destiny, and that 
of equality is perfect, is universal.44  
 
Or, as Hegel put it: “America is therefore the land of the future, where, in the ages that lie before 




Theosophical Evolutionary Cosmology, Race, and Elite American Art Patronage, 1888-1920. 
 
By the late 1880s, the period of continental expansion was ending. Many industrialists and 
nationalists were now arguing for a continuation of Manifest Destiny across the Pacific toward the 
Philippines, Hawaii, and Asia.46 For the Reverend Josiah Strong, the accelerating reach of global 
 
43 Qtd. in Boime, The Magisterial Gaze, 15. 
44 O’Sullivan, “The Great Nation of Futurity,” 427. Also, qtd. in Wilsey, “‘Our Country Is Destined to be the Great 
Nation of Futurity.’” 
45 Hegel, The Philosophy of History, 86. 
46 See Brechin, Imperial San Francisco, 121-171. At the same time, the popularity of the landscape painters was 
rapidly diminishing. With Impressionism ascendent, the futurity and technical innovation that the Hudson River 
School paintings once embodied had come to be perceived as stale and old-fashioned. As Kevin J. Avery describes, 
The Hudson River School had begun to “evoke the specter of coercive Academicism, brutishly opposed to individual 
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commerce, influx of European immigrants, and innovations in technology were signs that history 
was reaching a climactic focal point. This climax would affect the “destinies of mankind for 
centuries to come,” he wrote in Our Country: Its Possible Future and its Present Crisis (1885).47  
Strong argued that a physically and mentally superior “new Anglo-Saxon race of the New World” 
was evolving in America. Inevitably, he wrote, the “inferior tribes… voices in the wilderness 
crying” would be pushed toward extinction.48 Strong quoted Herbert Spencer: 
The allied varieties of the Aryan race… will produce a more powerful type of man that has 
hitherto existed, and a type of man more plastic, more adaptable, more capable of 
undergoing the modifications needful for complete social life…. the Americans may 
reasonably look forward to a time when they will have produced a civilization grander than 
any the world has known.49 
 
 
“There is predestination in the geological life of our globe, as in the history, past and future, 
of races and nations,” writes Blavatsky in the first volume of The Secret Doctrine: The Synthesis 
of Science, Religion and Philosophy.50 Published in 1888, three years after Strong’s Our Country, 
The Secret Doctrine re-purposed Spencerian social Darwinism, Hegelian historicism, and many 
other contemporary anthropological and scientific theories to fit a grand cosmological narrative.51 
Blavatsky framed it as the restoration of lost occult knowledge found “scattered throughout 
thousands of volumes embodying the scriptures of the great Asiatic and early European religions, 
 
poetic expression.” By the turn of the century, their “aesthetic and commercial value… had commensurately 
declined… to almost nothing.” Avery, “A Historiography of the Hudson River School,” 7-9. 
 
47 Strong, Phelps, and American Home Missionary Society, 1, 175. 
48 Strong, Phelps, and American Home Missionary Society, Our Country, 169, 176. See also Stephanson, Manifest 
Destiny, 79-81. 
49 Strong, Phelps, and American Home Missionary Society, 172. 
50 Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, vol. 1, 641. Blavatsky wrote this line in direct response to Hegel’s Philosophy of 
World History. In an earlier paragraph, she quotes the passage beginning: “The history of the World begins with its 
general aim…” cited in the previous section. Elsewhere she writes: “[Hegel’s] Absolute Being… is identical with 
Vedanta philosophy.” Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, vol. 2, 450. 
 
51 “From Kant to Herbert Spencer, it is all a more or less distorted echo of the Dwaita, Adwaita, and Vedantic doctrines 
generally.” The Secret Doctrine, vol. 1, 79. 
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hidden under glyph and symbol, and hitherto left unnoticed.”52 Across an immense spiraling 
cosmic arc—beginning at the volatile origin of the planet’s history with a pre-human Root Race 
of astral and etheric energy beings—Blavatsky maintained human consciousness was ascending 
through seven successive, upwardly spiraling Planetary Rounds. Each Round had its Root Race, 
each with a “globe” of seven successive sub-races through which the human spirit was rising.  
The first sub-race of a Round was the least corporeal and most spiritual. Gradually as they 
progressed, sub-races became more materially dense and lost their connection to the spiritual, until 
at the fourth sub-race—in what Hammer calls a cosmological U-Curve—the progression reversed, 
advancing upward and becoming more supple as the next cycle began.53 The story told of 
migrations, recurring patterns of evolution and involution, societal ascension and cataclysm. She 
packed her dense tome with the histories of ancient civilizations of technologically advanced 
giants, the lost continents of Lumeria and Atlantis, and the hidden kingdom of Shambhala founded 
by the surviving elite of the Fourth (Atlantean) Root Race. Analogous to Cole’s Course of Empire, 
Blavatsky framed the story as a cyclic teleology of civilizational rise and fall centered on the 
familiar dualistic antagonism of the primitive and the modern, the pastoral and the urban, the 
spiritual and the materialistic.54 “Humanity is the child of cyclic Destiny, and not one of its Units 
can escape its unconscious mission, or get rid of the burden of its co-operative work with nature,” 
wrote Blavatsky. “Thus will mankind, race after race, perform its appointed cycle-pilgrimage.”55 
 
52 Blavatsky, vol. I1 vii; Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, vol. 2, 595; 450.  
53 Hammer, “Theosophy,” 254. 
54 Describing the Third Root Race of Lumerians on the eve of a civilization-ending collapse, Blavatsky writes: “While 
their pastoral brethren enjoyed wonderous powers as their birthright, the builders, could now obtain theirs only 
gradually… [the city dwellers use their] power over physical nature [for] selfish and unholy purposes… civilization 
has ever developed the physical and the intellectual at the cost of the psychic and spiritual.” Blavatsky, The Secret 
Doctrine, vol. 1, 319. It is the hierarchy of the “Elect,” from this Third Root Race who Blavatsky claimed escaped the 
cataclysm and migrated into what is now the Gobi Desert where they built the hidden city of Shambhala. 
 
55 Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, vol. 1, 446. 
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 Stripped of its supernatural elements, however, Theosophical Root Race theory was a 
product of its time. Blavatsky and Olcott held to specious contemporary beliefs about race, 
hierarchy, and civilizational progress that were ontologically grounded in Western historicism. 
Their mission statement claimed a “Universal Brotherhood of Humanity without distinction of 
race, creed, sex, caste or color,” and indeed, Theosophical views on issues regarding race and 
gender were at times among the more progressive of the era.56 Yet, Theosophists remained 
contradictorily tethered to their Western chauvinism, confirming what Dohra Ahmad terms an 
“‘affirmative-Orientalism’… easily [romanticized] when marketed to an American public hungry 
for spiritual vitality.”57 Indeed, theosophical journals were full of tropes about lost Eastern wisdom 
centered on the phlegmatic Masters cloistered in their exotic Tibetan location. The Society actively 
organized against India’s caste system, yet Theosophy’s own cosmology emphasized hierarchal 
relations of Master, Adepts, and so on, and their real-world organizational structures displayed a 
notable elitism. “The brain of the average brahmana compared with the average of any other class 
in the world is superior,” Besant once wrote describing members of the highest caste in Indian 
society that were among her wealthy backers in Adyar.58 Likewise, Olcott and other members of 
Theosophical leadership claimed a mission to liberate an authentic Indian subject from the 
perverting influence of Western colonialism. Yet, Olcott was strict in his conviction about what 
constituted “real” Buddhism, lecturing the locals he tutored on correct religious traditions and 
historical heritage, rejecting as “brutalizations of their primal types” those practices he viewed as 
tainted by modernization.59 Thus, irrespective of the munificence of their intention, affirmative-
 
56 After Blavatsky and Olcott relocated the Society to Adyar in 1879, the pair became pivotal to the Buddhist-
nationalist revival in Ceylon. See Morrison, “The Periodical Culture of the Occult Revival,” 7. 
 
57 Ahmad, Landscape of Hope, 12; See Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 73-78. 
58 Qtd. in Rees, 77. 




Orientalism and elitism disfigured Theosophical practice. Blavatsky, Olcott, Besant, and their 
followers produced a generic Asian metaphysics, in which, as Albanese judges, “Asian historical 
particularity was effaced, and the universalizing potential of concepts like reincarnation, karma, 
and subtle bodies was amplified many times over.”60 Theirs was, she continues, a late nineteenth-
century liberal Anglo-Protestantism that produced a “model reading of Asia that colonized it to 
suit American Metaphysical requirements.”61 
Most nineteenth century Americans who encountered these popularized forms of Eastern 
mysticism did so for the first time at the Parliament of the World’s Religions held during the 
Chicago’s World Colombian Exhibition in 1893. Its aim, Parliament chair John Barrows wrote, 
was, “to change the many-colored radiance [of the world’s religions] back into the white light of 
heavenly truth.”62 The Parliament proved to be one of the more popular events held at the 
exhibition and, led by then Vice-President William Q. Judge and future President Annie Besant, 
the Theosophical Society and Society allied and trained spiritual leaders dominated the 
Parliament’s diesis.63 It was, writes Christopher M. Scheer, “an important turning point for the 
whole Theosophical movement, bringing recognition of Theosophy’s growing presence in the 
landscape of world religion, while also, perhaps unintentionally, granting it a hitherto withheld 
validity.”64 As Josephon-Storm has shown, the Theosophical Society achieved significant 
 
60 Albanese, A Republic of Mind & Spirit, 336. 
61 Albanese, 335, 346. 
62 Barrows, The World's Parliament of Religions, 4. 
63 Theosophical Society-allied speakers included Swami Vivekananda, who emerged from the Parliament a national 
celebrity, touring the country, spurring interest in yoga, and establishing Vedanta centers in Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, and New York; Anagarika Dharmapala who had converted to Theravada Buddhism under Blavatsky’s 
guidance and become an icon of Ceylonese nationalism; and Soyen Shaku, who, in the Twentieth century, helped to 
popularize a Western tinged Zen Buddhism together with his future student D. T. Suzuki. Albanese, A Republic of 
Mind and Spirit, 331-354. Suzuki joined the Theosophical Society in 1920 after his wife Beatrice Erskine Lane 
introduced him to it. “Undoubtedly Madame Blavatsky had in some way been initiated into the deeper side of 
Mahayana teaching and then gave out what she deemed wise to the Western world,” he wrote. See Alego, “Beatrice 
Lane Suzuki.” 
 
64 Scheer, “Point Loma,” in Enchanted Modernities, 26. 
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legitimacy during these years, exerting an influence upon the development of modern linguistics 
and religious studies. Theosophical discourse shaped the work of Ferdinand de Saussure and 
Walker Evans-Wentz, and indeed, Josephon-Storm writes, “scholars of religion are still grappling 
with the legacy and unconscious influence of Theosophical terminology.”65 
Likewise, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, support for the Theosophical 
Society overlapped with the elite collectors and patrons of America’s museums and cultural 
institutions affecting the direction of Asian art historiography. This overlap was particularly 
pronounced on the East Coast in what scholar Kathleen Pyne refers to as “the ground swell of 
spiritualism, Theosophy, and mind-cure within circles of Boston brahmins and northeastern 
intelligentsia.”66 Indeed, none embraced pan-Eastern mysticism more eagerly than Boston high-
society, among whom an Asian “therapeutic aestheticism” aligned with “respectable Victorian” 
moral revelation.67  
Fenollosa—the curator of the department of Oriental Art at the Museum of Fine Art, 
Boston—was characteristic of this late nineteenth century affirmative-Orientalist tendency. In a 
fifty-three-page poem composed for the opening of the Japanese art exhibit at the 1893 Chicago 
Exhibition, Fenollosa rhapsodized a harmonizing of the East’s feminine “peaceful impotence” 
with the West’s masculine industry. At the end of a great cycle the two halves of the world come 
together for the final creation of man,” Fenollosa prefaced. From this syncretic re-unification 
would emerge the “Model of millennial man.”68 “In the coming century,” he continued, “the 
blended strength of Scientific Analysis and Spiritual Wisdom should wed for eternity the blended 
 
65 Josephson-Storm, The Myth of Disenchantment, 120. 
66 Josephson-Storm, 79. 
67 Tweed, “Smells and Bells,” in Inventing Asia: American Perspectives Around 1900, edited by Noriko Murai and 
Alan Chong, 51-58. 




grace of Æesthetic Synthesis and Spiritual Love.”69 Fenollosa’s brand of Buddhist mysticism 
shared many of the same Anglicized propensities as Theosophy despite his being a noted sceptic 
of the “Theosophy craze.” As Fenollosa’s biographer Lawrence Chisolm writes, his own practice 
was more of an, “aesthetic and philosophical exploration rather than a personal conversion.”70 
Boston, Chisolm continues, was the city where “the tendency [was] evident… to treat personal 
mysticism as a sign of advanced evolution, with the implication that those without occult 
knowledge or experience would not be saved.”71   
Arthur Wesley Dow worked as Fenollosa’s assistant in Boston during those years.72 In his 
book Composition (1899), Dow—who was sympathetic toward Theosophy—credited Fenollosa’s 
“synthetic principles” for furthering his own teaching methods.73 In his courses, Dow taught a 
synthesis of multicultural aesthetics emphasizing Asian design techniques and Indigenous 
American arts. (fig. 70) In 1895, two years after the Parliament of the World’s Religions, fourteen-
year-old Pelton enrolled in Dow’s painting course at Pratt Institute, becoming one of his favored 
students. Five years later, during the Summer of 1900, she worked as his teaching assistant in 
Ipswich, Massachusetts where students learned to fabricate ersatz Indigenous pottery, textiles, and 
baskets. For Dow, learning “primitive man’s” “authentic” and intuitive techniques was crucial to 
developing a spiritual and emotive ideal.74 As Fredrick Moffat explains, Dow’s course was “an 
ideal testing ground for what was popularly known as the ‘cultural epoch theory’ which held that 
in acquiring skills, the individual reexperienced the developmental stages of the human race.”75 
 
69 Fenollosa, v-vi. 
70 Chisolm, Fenollosa, 181-185.  
71 Chisolm, 181-183. 103-104. 
72 Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 59; Georgia O’Keefe was another of Dow’s students see Moss, “Art 
and Life Illuminated.” 
73 Dow, Composition. 
74 See Rees, 59, qtd in Rees 101. 
75 Moffatt, “Arthur Wesley Dow and the Ipswich School of Art,” 348. 
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Elsewhere in late nineteenth century Boston, Sara Chapman Bull became a disciple of 
Swami Vivekananda, the charismatic star of the World Parliament of Religions, and hosted 
lectures in her parlor that were attended by luminaries William James, George Santayana, and 
others.76 Collectors William Bigelow and Isabella Stewart Gardner found a shared piety in the 
balance of Buddhism and Catholicism, embracing Asian “artifacts, environments and ritual that 
enlivened the senses, evoked the beautiful, and stirred the emotions.”77 This occult impulse was 
widely shared among America’s privileged class. In 1890’s Detroit, the founder of the 
Smithsonian’s Freer Gallery of Art, Charles Lang Freer, conducted Theosophy reading groups at 
his home. Freer, Pyne writes, relished the “occult side of Buddhism” and wrote to the Theosophical 
Society’s journal, The Path to order Blavatsky’s Isis Unveiled (1877) along with several books by 
Bessant.78   
Orientalist tendencies and Spencerian cultural evolutionary theories appeared through a 
more distorted lens on the West Coast where industrialists and newspaper tycoons were pushing 
for the continuation of Manifest Destiny across the Pacific. “This instinct is as much a part of our 
nature as is the color of our skin,” reads an 1898 editorial in the Overland. “Its roots are so deeply 
embedded in us that our Anglo-Saxon character is but as a thin veneering in comparison; for it was 
a strong and lusty growth when, our ancestors overran the plateau of central Asia and our not 
remote posterity may complete the girding of the earth which our Aryan forefathers began.”79 
Accordingly, in the wake of the Spanish-American War, California Universities encouraged the 
 
76 Moffatt, 348. 
77 Tweed, “Smells and Bells,” in Inventing Asia: American Perspectives Around 1900, edited by Noriko Murai and 
Alan Chong, 51-58. 
78 Pyne, “Portrait of a Collector as an Agnostic,” 79-80; The Path was one of at least sixty-one Theosophical and 
Theosophically inclined periodicals published around the world between late 1890s through and the 1920s. See 
Morrison, “The Periodical Culture of the Occult Revival.” 




future managerial class of American hegemony to acquaint themselves with Asian religions, and 
culture.80 These sons and daughters of conquest would help to finance Asian religious centers and 
institutions along the West Coast throughout the early years of the twentieth century. Yet, across 
America’s cultural institutions, the divisions between rigorous historiography, religious 
scholarship, and Westernized Pan-Eastern mysticism were often unclear.  
In 1919, Ananda Coomaraswamy was appointed the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston’s first 
curator of Indian art, a post he was to hold for the next forty years.81 Coomaraswamy was the 
product of the elite boarding schools, universities and genteel parlors of late nineteenth-century 
London society.82 As described by a biographer, he was to his admirers the embodiment of 
Fenollosa’s syncretic ideal: “a man in whom the East and West met in a creative way. Through his 
veins flowed the blood of an Asiatic father and an English mother…. He was educated in the liberal 
arts as well as in the sciences of the West. Yet he remained a true Hindu because he believed that 
a true Hindu was also a true Christian.”83 After his graduation from the University of London in 
1903, Coomaraswamy was appointed Director of the Mineralogical Survey of Ceylon. In Ceylon, 
he found a country percolating with religious and nationalist fervor spearheaded by what historian 
Mark Frost describes as, an elite-class of, “urban intelligentsias, bilingual, western-educated and… 
highly anglicized.”84 He first crossed paths with the Theosophical Society in Adyar becoming an 
 
80 Brechin, 296. 
81 McCauley, “Ananda Coomaraswamy and the Myth of India In Early Twentieth-Century America,” 181-182. 
82 Bagchee; Ananda Coomaraswamy: A Study, 39-42.  
83 His father was the esteemed politician Sir Muthu Coomaraswamy: the first non-Anglo/Jewish person to sit for the 
English bar in 1862 and the inspiration for the character of Kusinara in Benjamin Disraeli’s novel, Falconet (1880). 
Sir Muthu was a fellow of the Royal Geographic Society, the Geological Society of London, and an honoree member 
of the Royal Society of Arts. He published several academic texts on Indian mythology and translated and performed 
the Tamil play Harischandra before Queen Victoria who knighted him in 1874. Three years later, Sir Muthu married 
Lady Elizabeth Clay Beeby—eighteen years his junior. He died when Ananda was two years of age in 1879. Kamaliah, 
Ananda Coomaraswamy, 19-21; 92; F.M., 
 
84 Frost, “‘Wider Opportunities,’” 937. Coomaraswamy’s notions about folk art were indebted to Arts and Crafts 
movement figurehead William Morris. After joining the Guild of Handcrafts, Coomaraswamy acquired Morris’ 
Kelmscott printing press on which he handprinted and self-published his early books. McCauley, “Ananda 
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associate of Besant and officially joined the Society in 1907 not long after returning to London.85 
His first major work, Mediæval Sinhalese Art (1908), was an encyclopedic and meticulously 
assembled volume that was “not primarily intended as a work of scholarship” but rather, written 
for “those in the East or West who are interested in the reorganization of life, and especially of the 
arts and crafts under modern conditions.”86 (fig. 68) In 1916, Coomaraswamy made his introduction 
to the New York avant-garde and the world of elite American art patronage mixing with the Alfred 
Stieglitz circle and briefly coming into the orbit of Dodge whom he visited at Finney Farm in 
Croton.87 He arrived as an “Eastern scholar,” speaking primarily about Indian folk music before 
recitals of classical ragas and Kashmiri folksongs performed by his second wife, Alice Richardson 
working under the exoticized stage name of Ratan Devi.88 (fig. 69) Soon after arriving in America, 
he published the monumental Rajput Painting (1916) in which he further elaborated his idea of a 
pure Indian folk art that was not dissimilar to Dow’s appropriation of Indigenous American art.89 
Coomaraswamy saw these Hindu folk traditions as a static artistic production surviving from the 
Medieval period into the early nineteenth century. It was, Coomaraswamy claimed, “the last visual 
record of an order, rapidly passing away, never to return,” an order that reflected the, “self-control 
and sweet serenity of Indian life, and the definite theocratic and aristocratic organization of Indian 
 
Coomaraswamy and the Myth of India In Early Twentieth-Century America,” 178-179; Bagchee; Ananda 
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85 Coomaraswamy’s initial interest in the Theosophical Society was based in a shared commitment to comparative 
religion and Sri Lankan independence. In later years he distanced himself from the Society. See Lipsey, 
Coomaraswamy, 30-31. 
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society.” 90 Likewise, in the medieval miniatures he studied, he believed he found the presence of 
a deeper reality, thought lost to modern-man, still manifest in the traditional arts and crafts of a 
peasant class as archetype for an essentialist Indian identity. He described it in an essay from 1919 
as a kind of hierarchal holistic consciousness reflecting a “social equilibrium” in which the, “taste 
of the folk and persons in power is identical.”91 In The Dance of Śiva (1919), a text that became a 
staple in occult circles, he wrote,  “the caste organization of India” produced “a very nearly ideal 
combination of duty and pleasure, compulsion and freedom,” in contrast to the individualism 
initiated in the West by the Renaissance and later exacerbated globally by industrialization.92 Such 
atomized societies disturbed the ideal balance of archetypal human qualities. These he divided into 
three categories that together formed the “natural hierarchy of human society.”93 It descended in 
scale from the mob, to the dutiful and finally to the brahmin, the “great men—heroes, saviors, 
saints and avatars—who have definitely passed the period of greatest stress and attained peace or 
at least to occasional and unmistakable vision of life as a whole.”94 
Yet, despite producing pioneering work, without which, much subsequent art historical 
scholarship would not have been possible, Coomaraswamy’s deep sense of essential and universal 
spiritual truths, manufactured an ahistorical reading of Indian art that elided specific material and 
social relations. Like Olcott, he was a man very much of his time and class. His primary focus was 
not to conduct rigorous historiography, but to promote a spiritual philosophy of essential and 
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hierarchical religious truth. As such, his art scholarship reveals as much about Indian art as it does 
the belief systems of late nineteenth and early twentieth-century Western intellectuals and art 
connoisseurs such as himself. “A total confusion of castes is the death of a society,” 
Coomaraswamy opined, “nothing but a mob remaining where a man can change his profession… 
as though it had been something altogether independent of his own nature. It is thus that traditional 
societies are murdered, and their culture destroyed by contact with industrial and proletarian 
civilizations.”95 
Many of the elites who encountered Asian religions and art in the grey area between 
scholarship and occult fantasy thus found historical and spiritual accounts that supported 
aristocratic constructs about morality, history, and race. In this way, Theosophical and 
Westernized Pan-Eastern occult studies were drawn from, inextricably linked to, and constrained 
by specific material structures and cultural distortions generated in the mainline culture of late 
nineteenth and early twentieth-century society. Among claims Blavatsky made in The Secret 
Doctrine were ideas that described the “American Indian, Malayan, and Mongolian” as the still 
living vestiges of the earlier Atlantean Root Race superseded by the current Aryan Root Race. 
“Mankind is obviously divided into god-informed men and lower creatures,” Blavatsky wrote:  
The intellectual difference between Aryan and other civilized nations and such savages as 
the South Sea Islanders is inexplicable on any other grounds…. No amount of culture, nor 
generations of training amid civilization, could raise such human specimens as the 
Bushmen, the Veddhas of Ceylon, and some African tribes, to the same intellectual level 
as the Aryans, the Semites, and the Turanians so called. The ‘sacred spark’ is missing in 
them and it is they who are the only inferior races on the globe, now happily – owing to 
the wise adjustment of nature which ever works in that direction – fast dying out.96 
 
 
95 Coomaraswamy, Hinduism and Buddhism, 28. 
96 Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, vol. 2, 421. See Partridge, “Lost Horizon.”; Lubelsky, “Mythological and Real 
Race Issues in Theosophy.” 
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Her fatalism recalls the trope of the Indian-as-landscape: “Redskins, Eskimos, Papuans, 
Australians, Polynesians, etc.—all are dying out. Those who realize that every Root Race runs 
through a gamut of seven sub-races with seven branchlets, etc., will understand the ‘why’. The 
tide-wave of incarnating Egos has rolled past them to harvest experience in more developed and 
less senile stocks.”97 Despite the anti-colonial rhetoric elsewhere, Theosophic cultural 
evolutionary theories fit within the social and scientific discourse typified by British Prime 
Minister Lord Robert Gascoyne-Cecil Salisbury’s famed 1898 address to the Primrose League: 
You may roughly divide the nations of the world as the living and the dying. On one side 
you have the great countries of enormous power growing in power every year growing in 
wealth, growing in dominion, growing in the perfection of their organization…. By the 
side of these splendid organizations… are a number of communities which I can only 
describe as dying…. Decade after decade, they are weaker, poorer…. It needs no special 
prophecy to point out to you what the inevitable result of that combined process must be.98 
 
For Blavatsky, the World cycle would eventually erode the Aryan race too. They would exist for 
a time alongside the more advanced Sixth Root Race, “overlapping the new Race for many hundred 
thousands of years to come,” until they too died out and were forgotten.99 Seeing themselves as 
“sowing seeds for a forthcoming, grander, and far more glorious Race,” Theosophists could have 
faith that their own spiritual pilgrimage was helping a universal human spirit progress closer to the 
point when “the majority of the future of mankind will be composed of glorious Adepts.”100 The 
cosmological U-curve thus presented Anglo-American occult revivalists with the sympathetic 
perception of non-European peoples as more spiritually advanced even as they retained the 
essential historicist hierarchy of white supremacy. “The human Races are born one from the other, 
grow, develop, become old and die,” Blavatsky explained.101 
 
97 Blavatsky, 780. 
98 “From Lord Salisbury's Speech to The Primrose League, May 4,” The New York Times, May 18, 1898: 6. 
99 Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, vol. 2, 446. 
100 Blavatsky, 446.  
101 Blavatsky, 444. 
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 Blavatsky claimed the cycle was currently at the nadir of the fifth (Teutonic) sub-race of 
the Fifth (Aryan) Root Race which had emerged in India with the first (Hindu) sub-race around 
60,000 B.C.E. Now, Blavatsky claimed, the Sixth sub-race was starting to evolve out of the Fifth. 
“The Americans of the United States have already become a nation apart,” she wrote echoing 
Spencer, “almost a race sui generis, not only mentally, but also physically.” Through a three-
hundred-year “admixture of various nations and inter-marriage,” Americans had become: 
a ‘primary race,’ pro tem., before becoming a race apart, and strongly separated from all 
other now existing races. They are, in short, the germs of the Sixth sub-race, and in some 
few hundred years more, will become most decidedly the pioneers of that race which must 
succeed to the present European or fifth sub-race, in all its new characteristics…. For long 
millenniums shall its pioneers—the peculiar children who will grow into peculiar men and 
women—be regarded as anomalous lusus naturæ, abnormal oddities physically and 
mentally.102  
 
Thus, “in about nine years hence,” Blavatsky assured, the new sub-race and “The Dawn of the 
New Cycle” would commence. Indeed, she wrote, it was already “silently” rising in California.103 
 
3. 
Pelton’s Metaphysical Aesthetics and the Promotion of the West, 1920-1960. 
 
 “NEW CYCLE. YEAR ONE,” read the inscription on the corner-stone Tingley lay at Point 
Loma in February of 1897, precisely nine years after the publishing of The Secret Doctrine.104 “All 
that has ever been, all that has ever come together in ages that have preceded us have gathered into 
one focus,” said a delegate to an 1899 ceremony, “we are the center of it all. The world is a point 
in space, and we are the nucleus of that world; it is with us that the future of humanity rests.”105 
 
102 Blavatsky, 444-445. 
103 Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, vol. 1, xliv. 
104 Rudbøg, “Point Loma, Theosophy, And Katherine Tingley,” in Handbook of the Theosophical Current, 58. 
105 Somers, “Purple and Gold Flag Unfurled: A Very Impressive Rites on Point Loma,” in The San Francisco Call, 
15, April 1899. 
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Thirteen years after the founding of Lomaland, the Adyar branch under Besant’s leadership 
established the settlement of Krotona in Hollywood. Besant announced the Lord Maitreya would 
soon arrive to speak through the teenage Jiddu Krishnamurti, teach the “New Religion” and found 
the “New Civilization.”106 The West Coast was exhibiting a marked “increase of people who 
possess powers at present abnormal and unusual,” she claimed.107 “Several reports from American 
ethnologists… have pointed out, definitely and clearly, that a new type of man different from any 
now existing, is slowly rendering itself manifest in the United States of America.”108 Writing in 
Pasadena in 1919, Comfort thought he too saw signs around him of an emergent “New Race.” It 
was forming in North America “out of the centuries of moil and mix,” blending “the mind of the 
occidental with the soul of east,” and becoming, “something arrived, at last from all the fusion—
en rapport with nature, children of the light, living and abiding constantly in the essences of 
sunlight.”109 The New Race was attuned to the Unseen, “healthier, swifter, sharper, tougher, 
bolder… practically immune to disease.” Comfort emphasized the New Race’s youth, describing 
an unprecedented generation gap in a way that pre-figures perceptions of the 1960s counterculture 
by thirty years. “Naturally intolerant of barriers and partitions,” they would strip away “the laws 
and rules of Yesterday.” Their “artists, singers, painters, and idealists” would be “the heroes of the 
generations to come, for they will add the quest of beauty to the unwashed goodness of the saints 
and pilgrims.”110 
 
106 Wessinger, “The Second Generation Leaders Of The Theosophical Society (Adyar),” 37-39; The TS relocated to 
a 465-acre compound north of Los Angeles to Ojai, California in 1926. See: Washington, Madame Blavatsky's 
Baboon, 276-278. Both Tingley and Besant accelerated Blavatsky’s timetable and predicted that the millenarian-turn 
would occur within the twentieth century. 
 
107 Besant, Theosophy and the New Psychology. London: Theosophical Publishing Society, 73. 
108 Besant, Initiation: The Perfecting of Man. London: Theosophical Publishing Society, 119. 
109 Comfort, The Hive, 21. 
110 “A gleaming archetype has emerged here which may be called the real North Americans.” Comfort, 20-21. 
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 Still living in New York, Pelton read Comfort’s book and, on a page in her notebook, 
quoted the line, “…to find a form that will not maim his dream.”111 It was 1922 and she was first 
beginning to fully engage Theosophy, thinking about ways to represent a more spiritual art, and 
turning her mind toward abstraction. She may also have recognized herself in Comfort’s 
description of the ideal New Race woman: 
…open, strong, eye-to-eye free spoken. They are capable of friendships; they are not averse 
to being wholly understood by males. They are not popular with ordinary women, who 
surmise their superiority but comprehend it not. Deceit, jealousy and such common 
disturbances evident in the sex are unknown to them…. Often they are solitaries, coming 
and going with the secrecy of kings and eagles.112 
 
Ten years later, Pelton arrived at her new home in Cathedral City and looked out from her modest 
rented bungalow at the dust storms and cumulous clouds rolling against the San Jacinto Mountain. 
“Door blew open,” she wrote in her journal, “soft lovely Presence from Palm Canyon.”113 The 
small town was growing but still reflected a “pioneer” spirt and she set herself to work. “The lovers 
of Beauty begin with the sand, with the clay,” Comfort had written in his 1919 book, and so she 
did.114  
 In the paintings she began to produce, she took inspiration from the desert and shaped it 
into an astral plane, upon which she cast symbolic and decorative motifs, radiant colors, undulant 
blobs, and lithe curlicues. She saw this mix as representing a mutable current of space and time 
that embodied her ideas about spirituality and her place in the universal order. The constellating 
shapes, altering both within singular paintings and from canvas to canvas, suggests a perpetual and 
active evolution of matter. Orbits (1933), Messengers (1932), Even Song (1934), Resurgence 
 
111 Comfort, 76. Pelton, Box 2, Folder 6: Notebook/Sketchbook IV, circa 1917-1929. Agnes Pelton Papers, 1885-
1989, AAA, 38-3082360. 
112 Comfort, The Hive, 23. 
113 Pelton, Box 2, Folder 8: Notebook/Sketchbook VI, 1930-1935, AAA, 81-3082547. 
114 Comfort, The Hive, 20. 
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(1938) and Light Center (1947-1948) are remarkably different paintings. (fig. 72-75) Yet, they all 
retain a central thrust rooted equally in the desert landscape and Theosophic cosmology. 
 Of the early abstract artists contemporaneously associated with Theosophy, Mondrian was 
among the most assertive in acknowledging its full influence. Having joined the Dutch 
Theosophical Society in 1909, Mondrian claimed that he had “gotten everything from The Secret 
Doctrine by Mme Blavatsky.”115 In mature Neoplasticism, Tessel M. Baudin explains, Mondrian 
conveyed the oppositional modes of male-absolute truth and female-absolute beauty through the 
intersection of kinetic vertical lines and static horizontal fields of space. These intersections 
represented an idea of male and female “vibrations of energy” respectively conjoined in the 
Absolute One. For Mondrian the communication of this cosmic harmony necessitated a fully 
abstract art. “Art is higher than reality, and has no direct relation to reality,” he wrote. “To approach 
the spiritual in art, one will make as little use as possible of reality, because reality is opposed to 
the spiritual.”116 
By contrast, Pelton’s paintings demonstrate aspects of Theosophical inquiry based in 
cosmological evolution. Rather than an attempt to render the metaphysical plane whole, her use of 
the spatiotemporal horizon portrays active processes of energy and matter cyclically flowing 
toward transcendence. In this sense, the liminal state between representation and abstraction 
articulates a vital metaphysical principle. The image of the desert transforming into abstraction 
mirrors the process of individuals and humanity evolving from material to spiritual forms. To 
depict that movement from matter to spirit, most of her paintings divide space and time into 
intersecting horizontal and vertical lines with the terrestrial horizon acting as a stable fissure 
between matter and spirit. Space remains affixed to the terrestrial horizon line with time spiraling 
 
115 Qtd. in, Bauduin, “Science, Occultism, and the Art of the Avant-Garde in the Early Twentieth Century,” 432. 
116 Qtd. in Bauduin, 433. 
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upward. These transmutations often move in undulating and circulating orbs and spheres as in 
Light Center or as conjoined lens-like rings as in Departure (1952). (fig. 88) By contrast, Ascent (aka 
Liberation) is a more linear and propulsive. The forms accelerate from the ancient terrain of the 
desert and climax in the singularity of a star, usually identified as Venus or Sirius, which conveys 
an evolutionary meaning in Theosophic cosmology.117 Yet, Even Song and Memory (1937) break 
the linear flow of time with rising and cascading forms. (fig. 80 & 77) The more circular movement in 
these two paintings is illustrative of reincarnation themes and indicative of what Pelton called 
“distillations” of experience, “seen at that moment or on that plane which is neither past or future—
perhaps aspects of both.” Despite their differing stylistic and thematic approaches, the result in all 
these examples hierarchizes the composition vertically and drives the viewer’s eye upward to the 
top of the canvas and beyond. 
 The compositional hierarchy present in Pelton’s paintings shares a resemblance to key 
Theosophical texts. In Initiation: Human and Solar (1922), Baily illustrated the macrocosmic 
order of Beings and Planes as a series of ascending interlocked spheres and globes.118 Like Pelton’s 
compositions, Baily’s “Solar and Planetary Hierarchies,” are grounded by “dense” corporeal 
modes that become more supple as they ascend until reaching universal harmony in the “Solar 
Logos.” (fig. 76) Bailey, who lived at Krotona in 1917 at the same time as Comfort, was both inspired 
by and influenced what Besant and C.W. Leadbeater called the Occult Hierarchy. In her 1912 book 
Initiation: The Perfecting of Man, Besant explained that an adept who fulfilled their evolutionary 
cycle-pilgrimage and who “won” the “mighty consciousness… 
becomes what we call a Master, a liberated Spirit who still bears the burden of the flesh…. 
rising in grade beyond grade of superhuman wisdom and power… He forms the Occult 
Hierarchy, which consists of the Guardians of the world. They it is who, remaining with 
us, remain to help, to guide, to strengthen, to uphold, so that humanity may not be without 
 
117 See Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, vol. 2., 365; Roerich Shambhala, 140. 
118 See Borsos, “Communicative Prajñā: Cultivating Solidarity and Establishing Right Human Relations,” 502. 
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its Guides along the Path, may not be left to wander unhelped, unaided, in the difficult 
ways of human evolution.119 
 
Besant and Leadbeater delivered several key addresses in the nineteen-teens in which they further 
articulated this Occult Hierarchy culminating in Leadbeater’s 1925, The Masters and the Path. 
There, Leadbeater borrowed from Bailey and diagramed “The Inner Government of the World and 
the Great Plan.” “As a proud subject of the British Empire and ordained in the Church of England,” 
writes Nicolas Goodrick-Clarke, “Leadbeater projects a form of imperial or ecclesiastical 
administration onto the Occult Hierarchy.”120 (fig. 77) 
A similar concept of Hierarchy was essential to Agni Yoga which Pelton began studying 
around the time she moved to California. “Naught save Hierarchy will transform life into higher 
consciousness,” wrote Helena Roerich in Agni Yoga Hierarchy (1931).121 For Roerich, Hierarchy 
had multiple levels of meaning. First, Hierarchy referred to the differing states of matter associated 
with three planes of existence: The Subtle or Astral world, The Fiery world, and the solid world. 
Second, Hierarchy referred to a universal order of authority flowing from the Shambhala Masters 
downward. Thirdly, Hierarchy referred to the individual capacity for creative evolution. Through 
Hierarchy, Roerich explained, humanity would, “realize all the best strivings. Only thus can one 
progress in evolution… Hence, in the great time of shifting, humanity can be saved only through 
Hierarchy.”122 Although Pelton finished Orbits and Memory three years apart, sketches for the 
paintings occur sequentially in her notebook. Attached to each are references to passages from 
Roerich’s Hierarchy.123 While the central vase form in Memory explores her themes of 
“distillations” of cosmic time, Orbits with its seven linked oscillating stars alludes to ideas about 
 
119 Besant, Initiation, 91. Also qtd. in Goodrick-Clarke, “The Coming of The Masters,” 146. 
120 Goodrick-Clarke, “The Coming of The Masters,” 153-154. 
121 Agni Yoga Society, Hierarchy, 5. 
122 Agni Yoga Society, Hierarchy, 313. 
123 Agni Yoga Society, Hierarchy, 41-42; 46. 
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individual and epochal transformation. Though they each emphasize the individual path of spiritual 
progression, each also has an implicit relation to Root Race theory.  
Rees has explored Pelton’s subtle evocation of Indigenous peoples as vestiges of the Fourth 
Root Race. “In Pelton’s view,” writes Rees, “the history of past civilizations not only evidenced 
the cyclical patterns through which Western society was moving, but provided knowledge essential 
for the successful continuation of the evolutionary process, furnishing necessary wisdom to help 
modern civilizations learn from the lessons of the past and avoid repeating mistakes.”124 Rees 
points to Pelton’s use of blank vessels in paintings such as Memory, Even Song, and Star Gazer 
(1929) to symbolize repositories of ancient wisdom and the human spirit transmuted through 
evolutionary stages of Being. With Dow, Pelton had studied pottery and other Indigenous modes 
of artistic production as methods for connecting to a primal stream of universal creativity. Rees 
argues that Pelton returned to Dow’s syncretic lessons and appropriated the image of Indigenous 
pottery to evoke these “primal instincts” as an important chain in the cosmological cycle. A poem 
Pelton attached to Even Song supports Rees’ interpretation: “Within the urn the fires are banked / 
Conserved and glowing / While underground the deep streams flow / Endlessly renewing.” Besant 
made a similar allusion to race and vessels in Initiation. In it, Besant describes a Master as pouring 
down “his Life and inspiration” into the religions of the world “made as vessels…. to shape and 
mould special civilisations, and so guide and help the races and sub-races of men.”125 Pelton’s 
sketch for Even Song appears near several pages of her notes on Blavatsky’s Root Race theory.126 
Her accompanying sketch of the cosmological U-curve—through which sub-races gradually 
become denser and less spiritual before ascending again to supple/spiritual form—resembles the 
 
124 Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 73. 
125 Besant, Initiation, 92-93. 
126 Pelton’s citations are for Blavatsky, Barker, and Sinnett, The Letters of H. P. Blavatsky to A. P. Sinnett, And Other 
Miscellaneous Letters, 243-363. 
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contour of Even Song’s central vase.127 (fig. 82) Etheric vases following the U-curve also appear in 
Orbits, Messengers, and Alchemy (1937-1939). (fig. 72, 77 & 71)  Zakian has identified the golden palm 
fronds floating like a canopy over the urn in Messengers with the traditional dwellings of the 
Cahuilla people, thus further demonstrating Pelton’s subtle use of Indigenous cultural forms in this 
macrocosmic setting.128 The implicit association between Indigenous peoples and the “ancient” 
land of the Coachella, imbued Pelton’s image of the terrestrial horizon with a temporality vital to 
the cosmological story she painted. “Pelton lauded the ancient wisdom she believed American 
Indians maintained,” writes Rees, “but her abstractions depict a world evolving toward a new age, 
relegating actual contemporary Native Americans to the past.”129 Her paintings can therefore be 
located in a lineage of work maintaining the trope of the Indian-as-landscape. This trope persisted 
in its pure form into the twentieth century in works such as Henry Farny’s The Happy Days of 
Long Ago (1912). (fig. 83) Yet it simultaneously acquired a new sympathetic form in metaphysical 
vernaculars. Rees observes that around 1915, there was a noted shift in Theosophical literature 
with a rehabilitated attention to North American Indigenous peoples as the remnants of the Fourth 
Root Race. While earlier descriptions had often been derogatory, Theosophists now began to 
describe Pan-American Indigenous peoples as possessing an ancient occult knowledge, a more 
authentic spirituality, and deeper ties to the natural world. Accordingly, esoteric writers extended 
to Indigenous peoples those affirmative-Orientalist tropes that they had previously reserved for 
Pan-Asian cultures. Articles on “Occult and Hypnotic Magic Ceremonies of the American Indian” 
and ones opposing “injustice to the American Indian purely in the interest of science and 
 
127 Box 2, Folder 8: Notebook/Sketchbook VI, 1930-1935, 154-3082620. 
128 Pelton spent time driving into the underdeveloped adjacent Agua Caliente reservation to paint and sketch and had 
a degree of familiarity with at least some tribe members. Zakian, “Agnes Pelton: Transcendentalist Symbolist,” 48. 
  
129 Rees, “Where ‘Deep Streams Flow, Endlessly Renewing,’” 117. 
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occultism” became commonplace in Theosophic literature.130 “In his normal state, the Indian is a 
child of Nature,” a 1936 article in the journal Theosophist states. “His rhythms are all natural 
rhythms, and his life and consciousness are closely attuned to the life and consciousness in Nature, 
in the clouds, the rivers, the hills, the trees, the mountains and the air itself.”131 
 The Theosophic reframing of North American Indigenous peoples was part of a larger 
cultural trend that accompanied the so-called closing of the frontier and the perceived pacifying of 
the Western tribes. The cultural trend marked what Alan Trachtenberg called the, “turn toward the 
‘good’ Indian.” Indigenous art similarly became a reified aesthetic category with the influential 
1932 Exposition of Indian Tribal Arts and the Indian Court at the 1939 Golden Gate International 
Exposition among a handful of exhibitions and books that reframed Indigenous art as an “art that 
is really American.”132 (fig. 85) In truth, the laudatory Indian—as evidenced in Boutelle’s Indian 
Surveying a Landscape—had always co-existed with images of the hostile “savage” typified by 
John Mix Stanley’s Osage Scalp Dance (1845). (fig. 64 & 84) Likewise, the Anglo appropriation of 
the Indian spirit in costume formed a vital aspect of frontier identity as evidenced by the buckskin 
coat that Grayson wears in Jewett’s 1850 portrait.133 (fig. 11) Indeed, writes Marcia Crosby, the 
creation of both the laudatory and savage Imaginary Indian, 
dates back hundreds of years, and has been manifest in many ways. Collecting and 
displaying ‘Indian’ objects and collecting and displaying ‘Indians’ as objects or human 
specimens, constructing pseudo-Indians in literature and the visual arts. This interest 
extended to dominating or colonizing First Nations people, our cultural images and our 
land, as well as salvaging, preserving and reinterpreting material fragments of a supposedly 
dying native culture.134 
 
130 “The Editorial Platform of the Occult Digest.” Occult Digest vol. 3, No, 7 (July 1927): 3; Reagan, “Occult and 
Hypnotic Magic Ceremonies of the American Indian.” Occult Digest vol. 5, No. 1 (January 1929): 10. 
131 Hodson. “Relics of Atlantean Occultism.” The Theosophist, v57 n9 (June 1936): 253. 
132 Horton and Berlo, “Pueblo Painting in 1932: Folding Narratives of Native Art into American Art History,” 264-
278. The TPG also exhibited during the San Francisco Exposition. Pelton included Orbits (1934) and Bistrram showed 
Pulsation-Oversoul. 
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Nye described how, in the nineteenth century, Americans created second-creation myths to 
supplant Indigenous people’s first-creation myths as part of the ambient justification for Manifest 
Destiny. By contrast, in first-creation myths, “the first people are said to have emerged out of the 
local earth,” writes Nye and were thus incarnated in the landscape.135 Through the economies of 
recreational and therapeutic desert tourism, Indigenous first-creation myths were activated as part 
of an authentic Anglo-national identity—a spirit of “Indianness” that could be channeled through 
a reconnection to that land as part of a shared heritage. From the nineteen-teens and twenties 
onward, Indigenous peoples were frequently featured in Desert Magazine, the Automobile Club 
of Southern California’s Westways magazine, and other travel and leisure periodicals as 
advertisement for the enchanted desert landscape. In Arizona, boosters promoted a road leading to 
the Roosevelt Dam as The Apache Trail: the Wonder Trip Through The Oldest America, “where 
Geronimo’s wild raiders once rode.”136 The promotional booklet featured photographs by Russell 
Todd of a weary looking “warrior” symbolizing the local color that auto tourists would encounter 
while espying stunning panoramas through the windscreen. Likewise, in Pelton’s layered 
representations of the California desert, Indigenous peoples were always tacitly present and 
embodied in the land.137 Her paintings thus demonstrate how an inverted indexical mode of 
landscape-as-Indian could become an equally powerful trope in American modernist art. 
  Many in Pelton’s extended social and artistic networks repeated similarly contradictory 
ideas about Indigenous peoples, primitivism, and the American West. Even before arriving in New 
Mexico, Dodge concocted romanticized opinions about Indigenous people as supernatural beings. 
As her biographer Emily Hahn explains, “the seers and fortunetellers” that Dodge consulted often 
 
135 Nye, America as Second Creation, 2. 
136 Qtd. in Culver, Frontier of Leisure, 207. 
137 Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 69. 
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channeled Indigenous “controls.” Dodge reveled in stories of Indigenous ceremonial magic and 
indulged the fantasy that Indigenous peoples might possess secret knowledge about the Egyptian 
pyramids and the lost world of Atlantis.138 For Dodge, like Dow, the primitive quality of 
Indigenous culture could act as inspiration for modern artists. In1917, she wrote from New York 
to her then husband Maurice Sterne while he was travelling in New Mexico excitedly telling him 
about her “good idea” for hiring a “family of Indians,” for “6 months,” and installing them in a 
cottage nearby in Croton. Sterne, she explained, could “study the habits—rhythms, poses—& ways 
of them as a whole” to “serve him as a structure for the imagination & memory.”139 After she 
relocated to Taos and separated from Sterne in 1918, Dodge vociferously promoted “going Indian” 
as a way to reenchant modernity. A year later, an occultist in New York informed Dodge that she 
had a mission to act as the arbitrator between Indigenous and Anglo societies.140 Thus, as Lois 
Palken Rudnik writes, when Dodge began compiling her memoirs in the 1920s, her intention was, 
“to offer her life as a metaphor for the decline of American civilization and its potential 
regeneration in the Indian Southwest.”141 In her vision of epochal transformation, Dodge described 
“a huge wheel turning slowly, weighted down with all the accretions of our civilization… on the 
other side of the wheel, rising bare limbed and free, heads up bound with green leaves, sheaves of 
corn and wheat across their shoulders, this dark race mounting.”142 Dodge and the artists and 
writers who were drawn to Taos in her wake often propagated primitivist ideas about what 
constituted pure Indianness, challenging local autonomy when it did not conform to their 
 
138 Hahn, Mabel, 112-113. 
139 Qtd in Burke, From Greenwich Village to Taos, 29. 
140 Luhan and Rudnick. The Suppressed Memoirs of Mabel Dodge Luhan, 40. 
141 Rudnik, introduction to Luhan, Movers and Shakers, xv. 




notions.143 Scholar Flannery Burke details the resentment many Taos Pueblo and Nuevomexicans 
held toward her. Burke writes:  
Dodge’s picture of Taos reveals more about the Taos Dodge wanted to see than it does the 
Taos that existed in 1918. Dodge never mentioned the poverty that plagued northern New 
Mexico and that possibly contributed to some Nuevomexicanos’ decision to sell her and 
her friends their religious objects….She saw only those members of the Pueblo who visited 
members of the Anglo arts community while maintaining the Pueblo’s traditional mores. 
Members of Pueblo who had assimilated into Anglo or Nuveomexicano life did not interest 
her, and she did not interest the numerous Pueblo residents who scorned any contact with 
Anglos.144 
 
In 1949, Dodge wrote an article reproving attempts to modernize Taos Pueblo with “plumbing, 
electricity, and gas stoves,” deeming those amenities destructive to the beautiful “old ways” of 
“dirt floors, the open fire place for cooking, the river water for needs.” In response, a Taos Pueblo 
member named J.R. Martinez addressed her in a letter to the editor: “I was born at Taos Pueblo 
and I live at Taos Pueblo. How would you like to exchange places? Say I live at your house and 
you live at mine. You can have all the horse[s] and buggies you want and I’ll have your nice new 
cars. You drink muddy water which came down from the mountains… and my five children will 
drink nice clean water from your faucets…. We are tired of being fed by you writers and artists 
with peanuts.” 145 
 Uneasy associations and unanswerable questions attend Dodge’s marriage to Taos Pueblo 
member Tony Lujan. Reminiscent of the East/West syncretism of Fenollosa and Coomaraswamy, 
Dodge placed their marriage in “a messianic role as ‘bridge between cultures.’”146 However, writes 
Burke, because Lujan was functionally illiterate and left no documentation of his own, “how he 
felt about his years with Dodge is almost impossible to uncover.”147 She not only changed the 
 
143 See Burke, From Greenwich Village to Taos. 
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spelling of Lujan’s name to Luhan when they wed, but fully mediated his self-expression in her 
own writing, labeling it the “voice of the land.”148 “In her public work, at least,” Burke states, “the 
land was as much Dodge’s lover as Lujan…. Anyone who questioned Dodge’s presence in New 
Mexico had only to look to this love story between Anglo, Pueblo Indian, and the land, to find 
Dodge’s response.”149 
 The members of the Transcendental Painting Group were similarly explicit in their 
celebratory appropriation of Indigenous cultural themes and aesthetics. Rudhyar and Bisttram held 
to the millenarian expectation of a new sub-race emergent in the American West. They each 
accepted the Theosophic assertion that Indigenous peoples were the last remnants of the Atlantean 
Fourth root race. Accordingly, they also accepted the implicit erasure and “assimilation” of this 
race in the “higher collectivity of the Spirit” that would appear with the new hierarchal stage of 
human consciousness.150 In his early primitivist Hopi Snake Dance (1931) and the cubist 
influenced abstraction Eagle Dance (1934), Bisttram used Native American ceremonies as the 
basis for modernist experimentation. (fig. 86 & 87) As Rees states, in each of these works, Bisttram 
emulated a generalized primitivism with little connection to Indigenous art in order to signal his 
allegiance to both modernist painting and, “an allegedly primitive mentality.”151 Elsewhere in his 
practice, as Massimo Introvigne has shown, Bisttram used Hopi inspired encaustic techniques in a 
series of works that he used as “meditation tools and mystical objects” for the purposes of 
realigning “spiritual forces in anticipation for the advent of the New Age.” 152 In his mature abstract 
work typified by the painting Pulsation-Oversoul (1938), Bisttram depicts the “new cycle in Man’s 
 
148 Burke, 115. 
149 Burke, 117. 
150 Rudhyar, New Mansions for New Men, 20-21. 
151 Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 142. 
152 Introvigne, “‘Theosophical’ Artistic Networks in the Americas, 1920–1950.”, 33–56. 
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evolution” by appropriating Pueblo inspired geometric design and following a hierarchal 
compositional strategy similar to the one Pelton used.153 (fig. 88) 
Jonson—the ostensible leader of the TPG—made similar use of Indigenous design motifs 
and stylized elements of Pueblo architecture in his paintings. He emphasized the inextricable 
relation between Indigenous peoples and the desert landscape to describe a Theosophically derived 
evolutionary cosmology.154 The abstracted images that these artists created, thereby updated 
Moran and Bierstadt’s romanticist depiction of the Indian-as-landscape and the implicit hierarchy 
of civilizational progress to fit their own religious ideals. However, like Dodge, Jonson, and the 
other members of the TPG had little interest in contemporary Indigenous life. As they declared in 
their 1938 manifesto: “The work of the group does not concern itself with political, economic, or 
other materialistic problems.”155 The TPG thus disassociated themselves from the realities of the 
Southwest. They ignored the violence and historic power structures that continued to determine 
the infrastructural underdevelopment of the Reservations and governed the industrial supply chains 
required to build and maintain the modern American West. As such, they failed to grasp the 
inextricable political, economic, and social consequences of their artmaking.  
The artists of the TPG, including Pelton, idealized a static and essentialized pan-Indigenous 
culture. They perceived Indigenous peoples as possessing an intrinsically spiritual connection to 
the land and cosmos. Each of these artists understood their own modernist art as a step toward 
realizing the evolution of a new syncretic race that would meld this archaic mysticism with 
Western technology and science. The TPG’s positioning of themselves on a cultural evolutionary 
continuum with Indigenous peoples, gives a millenarian charge to their material and cultural 
 
153 Qtd. in Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting,164 citing Emil Bisttram, “Dynamic Symmetry,” unfinished 
book manuscript in the Emil Bisttram Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution [2893:222]. 
154 See Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting. 
155 Qtd. in Strickler, and Gustafson, The Second Wave, 108. 
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incursion into the American landscape. Thus, like the advocates of Westward expansion and the 
religious and utopian movements of the nineteenth century, the TPG artists rationalized their 
settlement in these Western territories as the inauguration of a preordained epochal transformation.  
At the same time, the speculative real estate, leisure, and consumer economies of the early-
to-mid-twentieth century inherited Manifest Destiny’s legacy of territorial exploitation and racial 
violence. In selling the modernized frontier, regional boosters softened the image of that legacy by 
utilizing Indigenous art and culture as the affectation of an essential Anglo-American identity. 
Promoters of the new West celebrated modernist aesthetics and the technologies that made these 
spaces accessible and inhabitable to white Americans. Through their efforts, the American frontier 
was increasingly associated with the fulfillment of individual desire, modern living, and the 
transformative promise of capitalism and industry.  
In their own ways, Pelton, Dodge, and the members of the TPG each professed an iteration 
of American exceptionalism that mirrored the language of these legacies. Through her 
compositional hierarchy and semi-abstract liminality, Pelton synthesized her own ideas about 
space and time. Yet, for occult-modernist artists like Pelton, the ultimate frontier lay beyond these 
vistas within the self. She believed, that individual humans possessed latent supernatural powers 
and that by voyaging within the infinite territory of her own mind, she would open the mysteries 
of the universe and help to transform the world. Her image of the liberatory horizon therefore 
operates on a third allegorical level that further legitimizes the religious and ideological meanings 








The Inward-Horizon, 1932-1961. 
 
 When she arrived in California in the early 1930s, Pelton’s communion with nature and 
engagement with evolutionary cosmology was a means to orientate herself to a perceived universal 
dynamism. Looking up at the vast desert starlight, she could place herself in silent correspondence 
to Venus and Sirius’ celestial orbits and imagine herself as a surging current of hidden forces 
rippling across the horizon. Yet, her true focus had always been toward an inwardly projected 
horizon-of-the-self. “These pictures are like little windows, opening to the view of a region not yet 
much visited consciously or by intention” she wrote, “an inner realm, rather than an outer 
landscape.”1 “Through your inner self, your spiritual nature, you have a road reaching to the very 
heart of the universe,” wrote Purucker in a 1931 text that Pelton read. “It is a long road; It is the 
road whereon you have nature’s streaming current of energy with you, and following that road you 
will reach perfection.”2 Purucker’s framing of the path to enlightenment resembles Bunyan’s 
Pilgrim’s Progress and auto tourism guidebooks alike. Reorienting their external pathways toward 
the self, he wrote: 
It is the pathway of consciousness and spiritual realization leading ever inward, more 
inward, still more inward, toward the mystic East, which is the heart of the universe, and it 
is the core of you — the rising sun of spiritually divine consciousness within you…. If you 
travel that road leading ever within, if you can go into yourself, go behind veil after veil of 
selfhood, deeper and deeper into yourself, you go deeper and deeper into the wondrous 
mysteries of universal nature.3 
 
 
1 Qtd. in Zakian, Agnes Pelton: Poet of Nature, 53. 
2 Purucker, Golden Precepts of Esotericism, 17-18, 13. 
3 Purucker, 12-18. 
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For Pelton, art was the fissure between the sensible world of things and this higher metaphysical 
correspondence to the self. In this sense, the materiality of paint on canvas was also a horizon. 
Likewise, the act of painting was an almost ritualistic endeavor and an act of self-discipline and 
ascetic constraint. She was out “at early hours every day” to produce her plein air paintings. The 
demanding work was a complement to her meditation practice for which she used her semi-
abstractions as guide.4 “Physical knowledge of the body in painting is the doorway through which 
we look,” she wrote. “What appears to be a physical body must be spiritually articulated—as 
spirituality is the only truth, the only reality.”5  
 Jonson, Bisttram, Rudhyar, and the other members of the TPG adhered to similar 
convictions. “The work that surpasses or transcends the natural and undeveloped aspect of the 
paint can approach and at times move directly into the spiritual,” wrote Jonson, “providing the 
feeling and attitude on the part of the painter deals with the inner spirit of man rather than the outer 
and physical.”6 Jonson called this “absolute painting,” and in the 1938 TPG manifesto he penned 
with Rudhyar and the painter Alfred Morang, he further claimed to “carry paintings beyond the 
appearance of the physical world, through new concepts of space, color, light and design, upon 
planes that are termed idealistic and spiritual.”7 As Sarah Victoria Turner explains, “here, painting 
is conceived as a portal, a material threshold through which to delve into vast immaterial worlds.”8 
The TPG accordingly positioned the artist as messianic teacher and initiate within a cosmic 
organization derived in part from Theosophical evolutionary cosmology and the Occult Hierarchy. 
 
4 Pelton to Comfort, April 15, 1935. Box 1, Folder 4: Comfort, Jane Levington, 1930-1932. Agnes Pelton Papers. 
AAA; On using painting as mediation guide, see Zakian, “Agnes Pelton: Transcendentalist Symbolist,” in Agnes 
Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist. 
5 Pelton, Box 2, Folder 6: Notebook/Sketchbook IV, circa 1917-1929. Agnes Pelton Papers, 1885-1989. AAA, 6- 
3082328 
6 Qtd. in Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 216. 
7 Middleman, “Outlying Modernism,” 62.  
8 Turner, “Painting Portals on Other Worlds,” in Enchanted Modernities, 41. 
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“The artist was the possessor of special powers, a kind of medium who could convey messages 
about the secrets of the cosmos,” explains Turner.9 For Pelton, Bisttram, Jonson, and Rudhyar a 
source for this idea of the artist-as-initiate was Roerich. “Art will unify all humanity, art is one—
indivisible,” read the motto of Roerich’s Master Institute of United Arts in New York where 
Bisttram and Jonson taught in 1929. “Art has its many branches, yet all are one. Art is the 
manifestation of the coming synthesis.”10 The artist, Bisttram wrote, was “the synthesizer of the 
reality of religion and the truth of science.”11 The TPG thus understood their project as a matter of 
“historical necessity” that centered on an innate American exceptionalism. The group aimed to 
become, they stated: 
A focal point for the development of Art vitally rooted in the spiritual need of these times 
and expressing the most truly creative, fundamental and permeant impulses emerging from 
the American continent: an Art which releases from its creators the deepest springs of 
vitality and consciousness and which aims to stimulate in others, through deep and 
spontaneous emotional experiences of form and color, a more intense participation in the 
life of the spirit.12 
 
Morang made the appropriation of the frontier mythos even more explicit. “The desire of the 
Transcendental Painting Group,” he wrote, “is to push onward toward new horizons, to carry the 
American spirit of the pioneer into the regions of mental experience, and to translate its discoveries 
to living people.”13 
 
Absolute Idealism, Landscape, and American Transcendentalism, 1780-1855. 
 The sentiment that the artist can be a conduit to an empyreal and universal consciousness 
place Pelton and the TPG in an intellectual tradition that leads to Hegel, Schelling, and the early 
 
9 Turner, 49. 
10 Qtd. in Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 157. 
11 Qtd. in Rees, 137. 
12 “Transcendental Painting Group: Statement of Purpose.” Box 1, Folder 21: Transcendental Painting Group, circa 
1938. Agnes Pelton Papers, 1885-1989. AAA.  
13 “Transcendental Painting Group: Statement of Purpose.”  
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Romantics. Hegel and Schelling spoke of the absolute as a dynamic self-totalizing force, “the in-
itself” or, as Schelling defined it in an 1804 lecture, the “from itself and through itself.”14  In 
absolute idealism, writes Fredrick Beiser, “the opposition between the real and the ideal, the mental 
and the physical, disappears in the absolute, which is a single reality.”15 The sensible and 
supersensible therefore constitute an immensurable whole with the horizon of the mind positioned 
as a conduit to the absolute. “The absolute is not the cause of the universe but the universe itself,” 
writes Schelling.16 “To comprehend what is,” writes Hegel, “this is the task of philosophy, because 
what is, is reason.”17 Among the early Romantics, Novalis formulated this vitalism as “God-
Nature-Ego” or what Schaeffer explicates as, “the idea that God is identical with the menstruum 
universal of life, which is realized conjointly in nature and in the ego. Life is therefore not 
identified with nature, which constitutes only its visible form; it is the unity of nature and the ego, 
of the visible and the invisible.”18 The means of attaining this unity is art. “Through aesthetic 
experience,” Beiser clarifies, “they believed, we perceive the infinite in the finite, the supersensible 
in the sensible, the absolute in its appearances.”19 As Hegel explained in the introduction to his 
lectures on aesthetics: “fine art stands above Nature…. Artistic beauty is a beauty born and reborn 
of mind, and, just as mind and its products stand above nature and its appearance, artistic beauty 
stands above the beauty of nature.”20  
 Similarly, for Cole, communion with nature was a means to access the absolute by 
sounding the chord within, but it was the artist who, through painting, then revealed that deeper 
 
14 Das An-sich, alternatively Ansichsein. Beiser, German Idealism, 351-355. 
15 Beiser, 353. 
16 Qtd. in Beiser, “Introduction: Hegel and the problem of metaphysics,” 5. 
17 Hegel, The Philosophy of Right, 11. 
18 Schaefer, Art of the Modern Age, 75-76. 
19 Beiser, The Romantic Imperative, 73. 




reality to the world. “All nature is not true,” Cole wrote in 1842, “what I mean by true in nature 
is—the fulfillment in themselves, the consummation…. of created things, of the objects & 
purposes for which they were created.”21 Writing in 1855, Durand implored young artists to go out 
into the woods and draw directly from nature, “scrupulously [accepting] whatever she presents 
him, until he shall to a degree have become intimate with her infinity, and then he may approach 
her on more familiar terms, even choosing to reject some portions of her bounded wealth.”22 
Durand then advised painters to move beyond imitation and express their own inward impulse. 
Cole and Durand’s processes thus emphasized subjectivity, memory, intuition, and a persistent 
moral vision to attain a more substantiated expression of reality. 
“In landscapes the painter should give the suggestion of a fairer creation than we know,” 
wrote Emerson in 1841. “The details, the prose of nature he should omit and give us only the spirit 
and splendor….What is man but a finer and compacter landscape than the horizon figures…?”23 
In Nature (1836), Emerson described the unification of the “Me” and the “Not-Me” writing: 
“Standing on the bare ground—my head bathed in blithe air, and uplifted into infinite space,—all 
mean egotism vanishes, I become a transparent eye-ball; I am nothing; I see all; the currents of the 
Universal Being circulate through me; I am part or particle of God.”24 
Emerson’s term for the absolute was the Over-Soul: “That Unity, that Over-Soul, within 
which every man’s particular being is contained and made one with all other.”25 In his 1841 essay 
of that name, he wrote: “Within man is the soul of the whole, the wise silence; the universal beauty, 
to which every part and particle is equally related; the eternal One.”26 The essay continues: “Let 
 
21 Qtd. in Novak, Nature and Culture, 53. Italics added. 
22 Durand, “Letters on Landscape Painting” Letter II, 34-35. 
23 Emerson, “Art,” 351. 
24 Emerson, Nature, Addressed, and Lectures. New and rev, 15-16.  
25 Emerson, “The Over-Soul,” 268. For Blavatsky individual souls were a “spark” of the universal consciousness: 
“The fundamental identity of all Souls with the Universal Over-Soul.” Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, Vol. 1, 17. 
26 Emerson, “The Over-Soul,” 269. 
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man, then, learn the revelation of all nature and all thought to his heart; this, namely; that the 
Highest dwells with him; that the sources of nature are in his own mind, if the sentiment of duty 
is there.”27 For Emerson, therefore, introspection did not mean rejecting extrospection. Instead he 
insisted on a correspondent harmony between the internal and external: “The lover of nature is he 
whose inward and outward senses are still truly adjusted to each other.”28 Emerson’s conception 
of the inward horizon thus worked together with the historical and spatial horizons to legitimate 
the industrial transformation of the natural world and expansion of American sovereignty. In The 
Poet (1844), he writes: 
Readers of poetry see the factory-village and the railway and fancy that the poetry of 
landscape is broken up by these; for they are not yet consecrated in their reading; but the 
poet sees them fall within the great Order not less than the beehive, or the spiders 
geometrical web. Nature adopts them very fast into her vital circles, and the gliding cars 
she loves like her own.29 
 
For Emerson, art and technology were creations of individual genius that synthesized the sensible 
and insensible and resolved the tension between artifice and nature. “Machinery and 
Transcendentalism agree well,” he wrote in 1843.30 As Leo Marx summarized, Emerson believed 
that “[Individuals] of genius, who perceive relations hidden from other men, disclose the 
underlying unity of experience and so help to direct the course of events.”31 Emerson’s hovering 
ego-less and all-seeing, “transparent eye-ball” is in this way, akin to the magisterial gaze of the 
surveyor and the panoptic sublime of Church, Bierstadt, and Moran; the Over-Soul analogous to 
the universal expansion of the territorial grid. Durand’s Progress (The Course of Civilization), 
Inness' The Lackawanna Valley, and Cropsey’s Starrucca Viaduct, Pennsylvania, in this sense, 
 
27 Emerson, “The Over-Soul,” 294. 
28 Emerson, Nature, Addressed, and Lectures, 14. 
29 Emerson, “The Poet,” 23-24. Referenced in Marx, The Machine in the Garden. 
30 Qtd. in Marx, 232. 
31 Marx, The Machine in the Garden, 242. 
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depict the unification of outward, temporal, and inward horizons in a singular image. The paintings 
by Pelton and the artists of the TPG construct a similar unicity of the spatiotemporal and mental 
horizons. Likewise, many of the artists in the TPG used airbrushes and other technological aids as 
a form of multi-sensorial ritual. They perceived this technological augmentation to be forms of a 






Animal Magnetism and Spiritualism, 1775-1883. 
 
To fully appreciate the nuances of Pelton’s engagement with these metaphysical concepts, 
it is necessary to further explore an intellectual history of the occult tradition in America. The next 
two sections follow the development of the horizon-of-the-mind in Theosophy and New Thought 
as it occurred parallel to the historical events encountered in the previous two chapters. The 
purpose of these sections is to create a basis for appreciating ideas expressed in Pelton’s work and 
to understand the diffused influence of these intellectual roots in American art and culture from 
the early nineteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries.  
A genetic ligature of this horizon-of-the-mind leads back to the late eighteenth century and, 
more specifically, to Mesmer. In 1775, Mesmer promulgated a theory of universal harmony that 
he called “animal magnetism.” As Mesmer explained, there is a pervasive mediumistic fluid 
binding the universe that flows and pools in individuals. Anyone trained in the laws of attraction, 
could use their body and mind to exert physical control over this fluid in order to heal the 
unbalanced.33 (fig. 90) Throughout the nineteenth century, a spate of theories and disciplines, ranging 
 
32 Turner, “Painting Portals on Other Worlds,” 41-42. 
33 See Ellenberger, The Discovery of the Unconscious, 190, 38. 
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from the racist “science” of phrenology to the foundations of mainline psychoanalytic therapy, 
developed from Mesmer’s core insights.34 Indeed, Mesmerism precipitated two distinct, yet 
overlapping, belief systems that are key to understanding Pelton’s life and work. These were: 
Spiritualism—out of which the Theosophical Society would emerge —and New Thought.  
For the German absolute idealists, animal magnetism confirmed the unity of nature and 
intellect, as well as the syncretism of art and science.35 In the Philosophy of the Subjective Spirit 
(1817), Hegel wrote that animal magnetism revealed “the substantial unity of the soul and the 
power of its ideality.”36 Likewise, Schelling enthusiastically proposed mesmeric somnambulism 
as the means through which the individual could access the “World Soul.”37 “German Romantics,” 
explains Albanese, “had come to see a link between magnetism and a mystical religion replete 
with clairvoyant insight and psychic powers.”38 In the 1840s, as mesmerism became a persistent 
plot device in Gothic and Romantic novels, descriptions of the mesmerized became increasingly 
supernatural.39 As Robert C. Fuller describes, mesmerists and their champions began “[implying] 
that those in a magnetic state had gained an interior rapport with levels of reality far more sublime 
than are available to the average person.”40 In an 1843 text, self-described “practical-magnetizer” 
K. Dickerson boasted: “[Mesmerism] exhibits a development of the mind heretofore unknown—
it tells us plainly that the mind, freed from the ‘husk of organization,’ becomes immortal; that 
when the physical organization decays, that the immaterial principle expands its powers and exists 
in another sphere.”41 During the popular era of Spiritualism that commenced in the late 1840s, that 
 
34 See Ellenberger, 38; Ogden, Credulity; Wrobel, Pseudo-Science and Society in 19th-Century America; Benjamin, 
Brief History of Modern Psychology. 
35 Tresch, The Romantic Machine, 29. 
36 Qtd. in Magee, Hegel and the Hermetic Tradition, 220. 
37 Ellenberger; Discovery of the Unconscious, 119; See also: Beiser, German Idealism, 353. 
38 Albanese, A Republic of Mind and Spirit, 98. 
39 See DeLong, The Romantic Discourse of Spontaneous Creativity; Andriopoulos, Ghostly Apparitions;  
40 Fuller, Mesmerism and the American Cure of Souls, 4. 
41 Dickerson, The Philosophy of Mesmerism or Animal Magnetism, 4. 
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sphere became associated with the afterlife. As Emma Hardinge Britten—a founding member of 
the Theosophical Society—described in her 1884 history of “Modern Spiritualism,” animal 
magnetism was a “stepping-stone to Spiritualism” and Mesmer an accidental “pioneer in the 
realms of the imponderable, through whose stupendous revelations, miracle became converted into 
law, the supernatural into the spiritual, and ancient alchemy into modern magnetism.”42  
The popular Spiritualist era began in 1848—four years after the United States Congress 
financed the first electric telegraph lines in America—when two adolescent sisters living just 
outside Rochester in the heart of the Burned-over-district claimed to be communicating with the 
dead by way of disembodied and coded knocks or “raps.”43 The sisters quickly became national 
celebrities and by the time the Spiritualist movement reached its height in 1867, eleven million 
Americans, or one third of the population, self-identified as Spiritualists, with as many as 35,000 
individuals claiming to practice some form of mediumship.44  
Writing in 1855, former New York State Senator and Governor of the Wisconsin Territory 
Nathaniel P. Tallmadge asserted: “Mesmerism, Clairvoyance, and Psychology are all ‘Spiritual 
Manifestations.’ They show the operation of a spirit in the body upon another spirit in the body; 
in other words, the operation of mind upon mind, and the power of the spirit to leave the body and 
again return to its fleshy tabernacle.”45 Here too, transcendentalism and machinery proved 
complimentary. Adherents spoke of their bodies as “spiritual telegraphs” and of channeling etheric 
networks and electrical currents. In his 1853 book The Present Age and Inner Life, famed medium 
 
42 Britten, Nineteenth Century Miracles, 7-18. 
43 An important antecedent to Spiritualism was the period circa 1837 to the mid-1850s that the Shakers called the “era 
of Manifestations.” See Albanese, A Republic of Mind and Spirit 182-190. There has been much contemporary 
discourse that noted the relation of Morse code to the “knocks” and “raps” of Spiritualism. Rochester, where the sisters 
resided, was at time known as the “telegraph capital” of America. See Enns, “Spiritualist Writing Machines.” 
 
44 Enns, 1. 
45 Tallmadge, “Introduction,” 45. 
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Andrew Jackson Davis described the body as a “conductor” and an “earthly terminus” tethered via 
“a fine thread of magnetism,… perforating and passing through all intervening substances,” into 
the spirit realm.46 (fig. 91) In Experimental Spritism (1861), Allan Kardec likewise described himself 
as an automatic metaphysical dictation machine transcribing the messages of spirits: 
[The medium’s] task is that of an electric machine, which transmits telegraphic despatches 
from points of the earth to another far distant. So, when we [spirits] wish to dictate a 
communication, we act on the medium as the telegraph operator on his instruments; that 
is, as the tac-tac of the telegraph writes thousands of miles away, on a slip of paper… so 
we , from the immeasurable distance that separates the visible from the invisible world, the 
immaterial from the incarnated world, communicate what we wish to teach you by means 
of the medianimic instrument.47 
 
The Spiritualist era produced a wealth of material and print cultural ephemera, including spirit 
photography, electric spirit transcription machines, and other examples of what Jeffery Sconce 
terms “haunted media.”48 (fig. 92 & 93) Yet, the primary instrument of spirit communication remained 
the body and, in particular, the female body. Authors produced innumerable books and journals 
that they claimed had been written by hands and pens involuntarily compelled by the spirits. “The 
human organism is the most superior, natural, efficient type of mechanism known to earth,” wrote 
Davis.49 
Pelton likewise understood her art as mediating communications from a deeper plane of 
reality. “Pelton thought of herself less as an active creator and more as a passive receiver,” writes 
Zakian.50 Her paintings are in this way a kind of inscription of the immaterial. They were her 
“especial light message to the world,” as she called them.51 Hers was, in this way, a holistic and 
pedagogical process evocative of Romanticist Bildung, by which she understood the viewing and 
 
46  Qtd. in Enns, “Spiritualist Writing Machines,” 7. 
47 Kardec, Experimental Spiritism, 292-293. Also qtd. in Enns, “Spiritualist Writing Machines,” 6. 
48 Sconce, Haunted Media. 
49 Qtd. in Britten, Nineteenth Century Miracles, 224. 
50 Armstrong, “Agnes in the Desert,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 61. 
51 Qtd. in Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 116, 118. 
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creation of art as a way of strengthening her own mystical perception. This greater spiritual fidelity 
would, in turn, guide others to “the apprehension of spiritual life, and the expansion of a deeper 
vision.”52 An abridged passage from a 1921 novel by Algernon Blackwood that Pelton recorded 
in her journal summarizes her belief:  
No mind, no intellect, can convey a message that transcends human experience and 
reason…. Art, however can. It can supply the vehicle, the body. The artist cannot talk about 
it. He can only show the result…. Beauty, the arts can alone provide a vehicle for the 
expression of those Intelligences which are cosmic powers—A bridge between our 
evolution and their own—art is only great when it provides a true form for the expression 
of an eternal cosmic power.53 
 
The influence of Spiritualism and clairvoyance on Pelton leads through Beasant and 
Leadbeater’s 1901 book Thought-Forms. Thought-Forms was a seismic event in the history of 
modernist abstraction, directly influencing Mondrian, Kandinsky, Klint, and many others.54 In this 
book, Besant and Leadbeater grouped specific colors and forms into distinct classes and types 
produced by the quality, intensity, and nature of thought. (fig. 94-97) Auric and astral color-theory 
was already a staple in occult literature but what made their volume so exceptional were its fifty-
eight accompanying illustrations, all but four of which they printed in color.55 (fig. 94-97) The 
antecedent for these types of globules, clouds, flares, cones, and variegated abstract shapes was 
nineteenth-century spirit photography and other forms of haunted media. As in these spirit 
documentations, Beasant and Leadbeater claimed to be objectively recording independent psychic 
 
52 Rees, 118. 
53 Box 2, Folder 7: Notebook/Sketchbook V, 1929-1931, Agnes Pelton Papers, 1885-1989. AAA 26-3082450. 
Pelton is quoting from Blackwood, The Bright Messenger, 342. 
54 See Baudin, “Science, Occultism, and the Art of the Avant-Garde in the Early Twentieth Century”; Ferentinou, 
“Thought-Forms and a New Art for the Future”; Tuchman and Haycock, The Spiritual in Art Abstract Painting, 1890 
–1985; Bramble, Modernism and the Occult. 
55 In the Secret Doctrine, Blavatsky described the Masters as communicating, “through sounds and colours in 
correlation between the vibrations of the two.” The Secret Doctrine, vol. 1, 514. Founding Theosophical member A.P. 
Sinnett expanded upon Blavatsky in a well-known address on the Human Aura in 1896. Leadbeater published The 
Astral Plane, Its Scenery, Inhabitants and Phenomena and Clairvoyance in 1895 and 1899, respectively. After 1900, 
auric color theory was a frequent topic in Theosophic journals and emulated in popular texts such as J.C.F. Grumbine’s 
Auras and Colors: An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning Halos, Aureolas, and the Nimbus from 1900. 
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phenomena. Although Pelton did not subscribe fully to Besant and Leadbeater’s classifications, 
several of their distinct thought-forms are identifiable in paintings such as Alchemy, Resurgence, 
and Primal Wing (1933). (fig. 71, 73 & 99) The three largest images that conclude the book overlay 
monumental multi-colored abstractions atop representational images of cathedrals grounded in 
naturalistic settings. Besant and Leadbeater claimed the images depicted “forms built by music” 
performed in the cathedrals. (fig. 97) These monumental illustrations of crisscrossing ribbons and 
coruscating billows of color share a relation to Pelton’s mixed use of the terrestrial horizon and 
abstraction and to the hierarchal compositional style that she developed in her fully mature work.  
While not directly causal, the relation of Theosophic thought-forms and Pelton’s practice 
to mediumship is part of another distinctive cultural continuum. As Susan L. Aberth writes: “In 
many cases, involvement with esoteric groups was one of the few avenues helping women break 
free of Christianity’s restrictive stranglehold on their lives, allowing for greater autonomy and self-
development in the arts and beyond.”56 Within Theosophic and esoteric communities, the binary 
of the feminine-spiritual-East and the masculine-rational-West proved crucial to the opening of 
this cultural space for women. That binary originated most immediately in the Spiritualist era when 
greater spiritual proficiency was ascribed, often derisively, to women.57 Likewise, as Anne Braude 
famously argued in Radical Spirits (1989), Spiritualism afforded women the rare opportunity to 
assume leadership positions and the platform to express their interiority. Blavatsky, Besant, and 
Tingley all lay claim to this lineage. Yet, while women were able to create leadership roles for 
themselves within the Spiritualist movement, the public often viewed them as vessels through 
which other entities spoke. Indeed, a somatic dissonance of male and non-white inhabitation of the 
white female body was often central to Spiritualist performance.  
 
56 Aberth, “Women, Modern Art and the Esoteric,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 179. 
57 Braude, Radical Spirits. 
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Among the frequent guests who “appeared” through female mediums to council séance 
attendees were the ghosts of America’s founding fathers, esteemed Enlightenment figures, and 
other “great men” of history.58 Indigenous peoples were another common spiritual manifestation. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the trope of the mediumistic Indigenous voice was popular 
among the fortune tellers and seers Dodge consulted. Late-nineteenth century séance goers 
likewise considered Indigenous spirits to be particularly potent yet beneficent beings. Indigenous 
spirits were described entering through white bodies into Victorian parlor rooms to offer medicinal 
and magic protection, guide séance attendees to hidden treasures and warn them of impending 
dangers. “Having shed their material bodies,” writes Robert Cox, Indigenous peoples had also 
“shed with them the confinements of racial antagonism, thereby restoring a harmonious balance 
between the races.”59 Indigenous ghosts were also conflicted figures and expressions of a haunted 
frontier. They were vessels through whom sympathetic white Americans could practice acts of 
atonement for the racial violence of Westward expansion and thereby redeem that violence as a 
project of cosmic unification. Spiritualists described these Indigenous ghosts as romantic figures 
haunting the periphery of the frontier and fated for extinction in much the same way as they were 
depicted in the contemporaneous paintings of Durand, Boutelle, and Moran. “They are fading 
away like dreams of the past,” wrote Jane M. Jackson in an 1867 issue of the Banner of Light. 
“Accounts of their strength, agility, and bravery will soon appear as fables to coming generations. 
Beyond the grave we now turn our attention, for Spiritualism has opened its portals, giving us 
power to hail the return of the lost Indians who come to us for good.”60  
 
58 See Galvan, The Sympathetic Medium. 
59 Qtd. in Albanese, A Republic of Mind and Spirit, 248. 
60 Qtd. in: McGarry. Ghosts of Futures Past, 69. 
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In this way, Spiritualism was a complement to technological second-creation myths, the 
transcendentalist machine, and the trope of the Indian-as-landscape. As Erik Davis writes: 
“Séance-goers, were treated to vague techno-utopian prophecies that claimed social progress and 
spiritual uplift would ride in on the back of technological advances.”61 In an 1852 essay for the 
journal he edited, The Spiritual Telegraph, S.B. Brittan emblematically describes the techno-
millenarian promise of Spiritualism and the unicity of outward and inward horizons:  
The old world—we mean the world of human thoughts, customs and institutions—is 
fearfully shaken now. To-day we sit musing among the ruins…. The old Materialism is 
startled and driven from its dusty abodes…; Science is overwhelmed with images—vague 
and shadowy they may be—of a new world and another life, now opening as the great 
theater of its future and its final triumphs.62 
 
The following year, New York Supreme Court Justice and former New York State Senator, John 
W. Edmonds adopted a similarly millenarian tone describing a new advent and dispensation of the 
human mind that would “teach man his origin, his duty and his destiny.”63 Correspondingly, many 
people who had been committed to material social reform, or been involved in the early nineteenth 
century utopian schemes, switched their allegiances to Spiritualism. In the last years of his life—
long after he had abandoned plans for his “New Jerusalem”— Owen published pamphlets about 
the egalitarian nature of the afterlife that were penned in dialogue with the ghosts of Jefferson, 
Benjamin Franklin, and Marry Shelly.64 Publisher Horace Greely, who had worked closely with 
Brisbane to promote Fourierism in America, now became one of the chief advocates of 
Spiritualism. Likewise, several Associationist and Transcendentalist-connected utopian colonies 
underwent a Spiritualist conversion and newer Spiritualist utopian colonies such as John Murray 
 
61 Davis, Techgnosis, 5. 
62 Brittan, “Address to the reader,” Spiritual Telegraph. Vol. 1 No. 1 (May 8, 1852): 2. 
63 Edmonds, “Introduction,” 67. 
64 Following his death in 1858, Owen’s son, the former U.S. Indiana Congressman Robert Dale Owen, wrote two 
books on Spiritualism and imported to America a proto-Ouija spirit transcription board known as a planchette. See 
Horowitz, Occult America, 63; Albanese, A Republic of Mind and Spirit, 220, 267. 
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Spear’s Harmonia were founded.65 Consequently, many reformers and radicals diverted their 
energies away from the politics of collective material liberation and moved toward immaterial 
expressions of self-emancipation.  
 However, by around 1870, the scientific viability and millenarian promise of Spiritualism 
had begun to wane. At the time, Blavatsky was working as a practicing medium. Olcott—who had 
been a founding member of the New York Conference of Spiritualists when it formed in 1853—
was a sympathetic writer on the subject.66  The pair met in 1874 while investigating a haunted 
hotel in New Hampshire. The following year, they publicly announced the formation of the 
Theosophical Society in a series of essays printed in the Spiritual Scientist. Theosophy did not so 
much abandon Spiritualist practice as absorb and reinvigorate many of its central affectations. In 
the process, as Stephen Prothero writes, Blavatsky and Olcott excised Spiritualism’s cruder and 
more salacious aspects while emphasizing those which had “appeal to genteel and aristocratic 
markets.”67 Suitably, Blavatsky and Olcott replaced Spirit communication and the haunted 
American frontier with the telepathic communications of the Shambhala Mahatmas and an 
Orientalist occultism centered on India.68  
 
New Thought, 1838-1936. 
While Spiritualism was traversing its zenith and the Theosophical Society forming, another 
cluster of religious movements and doctrines that trace their origins to mesmerism was beginning 
to coalesce. Collectively, this was what came to be known as New Thought and from the 1870s 
 
65 Albanese, 177-182, 268-269; Gura, American Transcendentalism, 77-90; Britten, Modern American Spiritualism, 
220; Laycock, “God’s Last, Best Gift to Mankind, 63–83; Cheng, Irene. The Shape of Utopia, 399-441. 
66 Prothero, “From Spiritualism to Theosophy.” 
67 Prothro, The White Buddhist, 54. 
68 Manning, “Spiritualist Signal and Theosophical Noise,” 85. 
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onward, it came to dominate the American metaphysical imaginary. Indeed, while the European 
avant-garde has an established connection to Theosophy and the occult more broadly, the influence 
of New Thought is an underappreciated yet distinguishing feature of American avant-garde artists 
like Pelton. Indeed, the esoteric literature that Pelton engaged with was as indebted to New 
Thought as it was to Theosophy and, in the early 1920s, she found comfort in the treatment 
regimens of one of New Thought’s foremost figures, Emma Curtis Hopkins. New Thought 
likewise commanded an outsized influence on the metaphysical communities of Southern 
California that Pelton moved among. Comfort, the other TPG artists, and Dodge all expressed 
philosophical ideas that fit within the broad definition of New Thought.69  
Like the adherents of both mesmerism and Spiritualism, New Thought practitioners were 
allied in the belief that individuals were holistically bound to a universal order and that the power 
of mind could physically shape the material world.70 Yet, New Thought rejected mesmerism and 
Spiritualism’s passivity; the body was no longer acted upon by a magnetizer nor was it used as 
terminus by spirits. Rather, New Thought promoters taught an aspirational, social-Darwinian 
doctrine of self-actualization, in which matter was an illusion, reality determined by strength of 
will, and material prosperity and physical health the result of mental attitudes. As the members of 
The Metaphysical Club of Boston described it in 1895: “Ideals are realities and… all primary 
causes are internal forces. Mind is primary and causative, while matter is secondary and 
resultant.”71 Hence, explains, Jeremy Rapport, though nominally Christian, the New Thought God 
 
69 In print from 1895 to 1911, Metaphysical Magazine is illustrative of how New Thought acted as a repository for the 
kinds of occult, idealist, and transcendental philosophies that later interested these artists and writers. The magazine’s 
topics included Vedanta, Kabbalah, Sufiism, Taoism, psychical powers, German idealism and American 
Transcendentalism. As the masthead stated, Metaphysical Magazine was “devoted to… a systematic inquiry in the 
faculties and functions, the nature and attributes of the soul—the ego of mankind.” The publisher of Metaphysical 
Magazine was Edmund Whipple, another student of Eddy. Braden, Spirits in Rebellion, 150, 328-329. 
 
70 Rapport, “New Thought Traditions,” 207; See also: Haller, The History of New Thought from Mind Cure to Positive 
Thinking and the Prosperity Gospel; Recken, “Fitting-In.” 
71 Qtd. in Braden, Spirits in Rebellion, 9-10. 
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was “no longer a sovereign with total control and power to grant grace and salvation to the 
individual, but a fount of life and the forces that shape it.”72  
Emerson died just as New Thought was codifying, yet many of its leaders embraced him 
as their founder and frequently quoted his essays and poems. The true progenitor of New Thought, 
however, was the fantastically named Phineas Parkhurst Quimby. Inspired after attending an 1838 
demonstration by the influential French mesmerist Charles Poyen, Quimby adapted the principles 
of magnetism as the basis of his own mind-cure philosophy. “Disease is what follows an opinion,” 
he wrote, “it is made up of mind directed by error.” 73 As Quimby began traveling, lecturing, and 
treating patients, he acquired disciples among whom his ideas flourished in the latter half of the 
century. Among them was the founder of Christian Science, Mary Baker Eddy who published her 
seminal work, Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, the same year that Blavatsky and 
Olcott founded the Theosophical Society.  
Hopkins—Pelton’s future therapist—first worked in Boston as the editor of Eddy’s 
Christian Science journal. By then, there were many competing mind-cure churches and 
associations, and a thriving New Thought economy of books, journals, and circulars. In 1885, 
Hopkins broke with Eddy, relocated to the Midwest, and established what eventually became 
known as the Emma Hopkins College of Metaphysical Science. By the early 1890s, when Pelton 
was beginning her study with Dow at Pratt, Hopkins had become known as “the teacher of 
teachers” having inaugurated seventeen branches of her College in cities across the country. As 
with all New Thought metaphysicians, she believed physical suffering and disease was a product 
of the mind’s prejudices. She rejected germ theory, promoting the mind as the root cause of 
sickness, and preached a unique amalgam of Christian, libertarian, and Platonic idealism. As 
 
72 Rapport, “New Thought Traditions,” 207. 
73 Qtd. in Rapport., 211. 
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scholar John Haller describes, she believed her mission was to save humanity by breaking the 
“shell of materialism,” moving beyond what she called a “shadow system” through “right 
thinking” focused “on the central elements of healthy-minded-ness, spirit, purity, and selfhood.”74 
“All round about us is an invisible power (invisible to the senses) that our word acts upon, bringing 
it into action,” she wrote. “Whatever we desire can be invoked into sight.”75   
New Thought was a practice focused on healing physical ailments by denying their material 
causation. From its origination however, there was a valence between biological and economic 
health. This valence grew into what is known as the “prosperity gospel” which developed in 
tandem with Pentecostal and evangelical traditions traced to the Second Great Awakening. As 
Dawn Hutchinson describes, “visualizing healing and affirming health unlocked the power of the 
God-Mind, allowing the mental image to take material form.”76 “Thoughts are forces, the most 
vital and powerful in the universe,” wrote New Thought leader Ralph Waldo Trine, “they have 
form and substance and power…, through the instrumentality of our thought forces we have 
creative power, not merely in a figurative sense, but creative power in reality.”77 Trine’s 1897 
book, In Tune with the Infinite, became what Charles Braden called, the most successful and 
clearest distillation of early New Thought. It was translated into twenty languages and sold in the 
millions.78 For Trine to tune in, was to live “in the realization of his oneness with this Infinite 
Power,” thus becoming “a magnet to attract to himself a continual supply of whatsoever things he 
desires.”79 In concurrence, Hopkins wrote: “there is good for me, and I ought to have it.”80  
 
74 Haller, The History of New Thought from Mind Cure to Positive Thinking and the Prosperity Gospel, 98-100. 
75 Qtd. in Haller, 100. 
76 Hutchinson, “New Thought’s Prosperity Theology and Its Influence on American Ideas of Success,” 31. 
77 Trine, In Tune with the Infinite, 24. 
78 Braden, Spirits in Rebellion, 164-165. Wallace D. Wattles the Secret of Getting Rich (1910) eclipsed Trine’s text 
as the most influential New Thought text, becoming the basis of Rhonda Byrne’s 2006 film and book The Secret 
promoted heavily by Oprah Winfrey. See Horowitz, Occult America, 87-96. 
 
79 Trine, In Tune with the Infinite, 176. 
80 Qtd. in Haller, The History of New Thought from Mind Cure to Positive Thinking and the Prosperity Gospel, 102. 
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Comparable the era that gave rise to the Second Great Awakening, New Thought 
developed during a volatile period in American history that featured massive social and material 
change, increasing levels of capital concentration, and frequent financial collapses. Many thus 
found succor in a dogma that could explain the precarity they experienced and that promised a 
means of transcending their material constraints. Yet, Trine and Hopkins eschewed political action 
and claimed that speaking about poverty and injustice only served to perpetuate it.81 Their 
metaphysics placed the onus for health and prosperity entirely on the individual. By extension, any 
absence of material wealth or physical well-being, they taught, was evidence of a moral weakness 
and deficiency of the will. Their emphasis on individuality, desire, and personal fulfillment 
complemented the language used in the burgeoning marketing and advertising professions. “Just 
make up your mind that you were made to be happy, that you are a happiness-machine, as well as 
a work-machine,” wrote the publisher of Success magazine Orison Swett Marden in a 
characteristic New Thought text from 1903. “Think positive, creative, happy thoughts, and your 
harvest of good things will be abundant.”82 As millions of marginalized and displaced Anglo, 
African American, and Latino workers began migrating to the state during the 1920s and into the 
years of the Great Depression, Southern California became the epicenter of New Thought and 
Pentecostal prosperity gospel activity. These activities merged with the wider culture and economy 
of metaphysical exchange percolating in Los Angeles around the time that Pelton was 
contemplating her move there.83 Comfort’s journal, The Glass Hive: A New Thought Magazine, 
was typical of the wide field of esoteric inquiry that New Thought encompassed. New Thought 
was, hence, foundational to the fusion of esoteric beliefs that formed New Age practice. “Today 
 
81 Horowitz, Occult America, 90-91. 
82 Qtd. in Lehmann, The Money, 180. 




there are no new lands to be pioneered,” reads the ad copy in a 1941 issue of Rosicrucian Digest. 
“The Last Frontier [is] the Hidden Possibilities of your Mind.” The Rosicrucian courses, they 
promised, would unlock, “the phenomena of self, the simple universal natural laws that make for 
man’s happiness and rightful place of dominance on earth.”84  
 “Power of positive thinking” books, for example Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and 
Influence People (1936), and radio programs, such as Norman Vincent Peale’s Art of Living, 
further amplified the values of the New Thought message among middle-class listeners. Peale’s 
program, which began airing coast-to-coast on NBC in 1936, would stay on the air for fifty-four 
years, and his impact on the emergence of modern conservatism and neoliberalism in the post-war 
period is emblematic of New Thought’s wider political influence.85 The mass cultural appeal of 
this message meant that millions encountered and internalized its mores while remaining oblivious 
to its metaphysical origins.86  
A dialogue between automobile tycoon Henry Ford and Trine, published as The Power that 
Wins (1930), demonstrates how deeply engrained ideas originating in Theosophy and other 
esoteric traditions had become in American thought. “What we call spirit and what we call matter 
are one, and the All,” Ford began, “I don’t like to talk about ‘spiritual’ and ‘material’ as if they 
were different or opposed.” Over several days, the pair discussed Ford's many abstruse 
 
84 Rosicrucian Digest, Vol. XIX, No.1 February 1941, 3. 
85 Peale sat on the board of Spiritual Mobilization (SM). SM was founded by Prosperity Gospel minister James Fitfield 
and Howard J. Pew of Sun Oil in 1935. SM’s first act was to send hundreds of copies of Fredrich von Hayek’s Road 
to Serfdom to ministers across the country. Through their magazine, Faith and Freedom and radio program, The 
Freedom Story, SM published and disseminated the works of key early neoliberals Ludwig von Mises, Leonard Read, 
and Henry Hazlitt. See Phillips-Fein, Invisible Hands; Lehmann, The Money Cult Herzog, “America’s Spiritual-
Industrial Complex and the Policy of Revival in the Early Cold War.” In the 1950s, Peale became the family minister 
of the Trump family. “I still remember [Peale’s] sermons,” Donald Trump said in a 2015 campaign rally. “You could 
listen to him all day long. And when you left the church, you were disappointed it was over. He was the greatest guy.” 
Trump credited Peale’s book The Power of Positive Thinking (1952) with helping him survive bankruptcy. Blair, 
“How Norman Vincent Peale Taught Donald Trump to Worship Himself.” 
 
86 Braden, Spirits in Rebellion, 165. 
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convictions. These included his belief in progressive reincarnation, through which, he said, great 
business leaders and inventors acquired the “intuitive ‘gift’” through “hard-won experience” 
gained over many lifetimes. He expounded a notion of cyclic world history in which there had 
been “millions” of “very ancient peoples… highly developed in the arts and science,” and far more 
technologically advanced than the present society. These lost civilizations, he speculated, 
possessed “the automobile, the radio, the airplane… and perhaps many things that we have yet to 
discover.” Nonetheless, they had each collapsed because “they did not have a counter-balancing 
moral development.”87 Finally, he described the mind as a microcosm of capitalist production. The 
self, Ford explained, was a hive of sentient “little entities,” “a stream of little organizations that go 
to and fro,” called to “work under our direction... according to our character,” and the intensity of 
our thought. “They are all one, part of All that is,” he explained, “everything is right here among 
us, and we can appropriate and use it.” The Power that Wins thus distilled Romanticism, German 
idealism, Emersonian Transcendentalism, and modern occult philosophy into a plainspoken paean 
to optimism, entrepreneurial savvy, and technological innovation. “To me, Mr. Ford,” Trine 
summarized, “the inventor, and the poet, and the prophet, all belong in the same class. They are 
seers. They have a sight—a vision of some kind—that is beyond that of ordinary man.”88 
 
3. 
From 23 Fifth Avenue to Taos, 1913-1923. 
In 1913, Dodge played a significant role in developing and funding the International 
Exhibition of Modern Art, known more familiarly as the Armory Show. She had also begun 
hosting bohemian New York’s entangled “lyrical left” downtown at her 23 Fifth Avenue 
 
87 Trine and Ford, The Power that Wins, 13, 76. 
88 Trine and Ford, 13-21. 
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Apartment. Dodge’s salon was a legendary mélange of communism, Bergsonian vitalism, 
“Atlantis, Rosicrucianism, the Seven Worlds of Theosophy,” and psychoanalysis all mixed 
together with the vanguard of Modern art, and poetry.89 In her essay on Gertrude Stein published 
to coincide with the Armory Show, Dodge reveals a distinctly New Thought framework. “Many 
roads are being broken today and along these roads consciousness is pursuing truth to eternity,” 
she writes. Stein, she explained, “is finding the hidden and inner nature of nature,” while, “nearly 
every thinking person nowadays is in revolt against something, because the craving of the 
individual is for further consciousness, and because consciousness is expanding and is bursting 
through the molds that have held it up to now.”90 Likewise, when, in the 1920s, Dodge looked 
back to describe the radical activities of 1913, she reached for tropes originating in Spiritualism, 
casting herself as sympathetic medium: 
Everywhere… barriers went down and people reached each other who had never been in 
touch before; there were all sorts of new ways to communicate, as well as new 
communications. The new spirit was abroad and swept us all together. My own part in it 
was involuntary…. I was at that time really more essentially an instrument of the times.91 
 
By 1916, however, the whirlwind of activity had begun to exhaust Dodge and “the old 
fatigue and depression came back.” A friend introduced her to Hopkins who was then living in 
Manhattan and treating private patients in her rooms at the Iroquois Hotel on West 44th street. 
Dodge began sitting for thrice-weekly, hour-long, therapy sessions and “Lessons in Mysticism.” 
“She called me her ‘child from Atlantis,’” Dodge recounted, “and to the others she explained me 
away by telling them that I was an Atlantean and could only be understood by other Atlanteans.” 
 
89 Luhan, Movers and Shakers, 83-84; For “Atlantis…” quote, Rees, Synthesizing Transcendental Painting, 61. 
90 Dodge, “Speculations, Or Post-Impressionism in Prose,” 172–174. Dodge’s essay was published in a special issue 
of Art and Decoration that sold at the Armory and was later reprinted in Alfred Stieglitz, Camera Work. She began 
hosting her salon in January 1913, the same year she penned the article. See Altshuler, The Avant-Garde in Exhibition, 
72; Henderson, “The Fourth Dimension and Non-Euclidean Geometry in Modern Art.” 
 
91 Luhan, Movers and Shakers, 34. 
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“For a time,” she wrote, Hopkins “soothed me into ‘the effortless way,’” and in turn, “I gradually 
impelled all my entourage to her quiet asylum.”92 Among those she eventually coaxed there was 
Pelton.  
When Dodge and Pelton first met, Pelton’s paintings were in a Symbolist mode indebted 
to the influence of Arthur B. Davis and Albert Pinkham Ryder. Pelton referred to these paintings 
of “sweet virginal figures” in tranquil woodland settings, as her “Imaginative paintings.”93 
Although two of these paintings, Vine Wood (1913) and Stone Age (1913), hung in the Armory at 
Walt Kuhn’s invitation, she was at the time still only reservedly hovering at the periphery of 
Dodge’s salon.94 (fig. 100) Her introduction came through the daughter of Brisbane, Alice Brisbane 
Thursby whom John Singer Sargent had immortalized in an 1898 portrait as the dynamic and 
sagacious epitome of the “New-Woman.” In 1912, Thursby had emerged as Pelton’s chief 
benefactor staging an exhibition of her work in her Manhattan apartment. The two became close 
friends as Thursby helped Pelton to navigate the New York artworld, and the following year, 
invited Pelton to join her for an evening at Dodge’s salon.95  
Six years later, Pelton made her first pilgrimage to the American West accompanying 
Thursby to visit Dodge at her new home in Taos.96 At the time of the trip to New Mexico, Pelton 
had begun to question her Imaginative practice and was promising to develop an art of “perfect 
consciousness” through which she could express “Divine Reality.” She stayed on at Los Gallos 
 
92 Luhan, 467-468. 
93 Zakian, “Agnes Pelton: Transcendentalist Symbolist,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 43. 
94 Luhan, Movers and Shakers, 524. 
95 Doss, “Agnes Pelton’s Spiritual Modernism,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist. 
96 Doss, 37. By coincidence, Pelton was with Thursby visiting Dodge at Finney Farm in 1916 when Dodge and Sterne 
suddenly announced their impromptu marriage over breakfast. Although at the time she did not know her well, Dodge 
later credited Pelton’s presence there as, “having awakened some of the old, strained feeling about ‘my situation,’” 
which spurred her to propose to Sterne. Later that afternoon, Pelton and Thursby accompanied the couple “motoring 




for four months painting landscapes, visiting the Pueblo reservation, making pastel portraits of 
Taos Pueblo tribe members and discovering she had “the gift of portraiture, that is, the presentation 
of what may be called life or living spirit in a person.”97 During her stay, Pelton also became 
friends with the famed writer and playwright Mary Austin. Austin’s The Land of Little Rain (1903), 
celebrated the mystical promise of the California desert and Cahuilla people.98 Like Dodge, Austin 
exulted the transformation of Anglo society through the absorption of the desert landscape and 
Indigenous culture. As Culver writes, in books like The Land of Journey’s End (1924), Austin laid 
claim to being “the chief writer, intellectual, and chauvinist of the Southwestern cult.”99 Dodge 
and Austin both helped to shape Pelton’s understanding of the American West and Indigenous 
peoples. They were also both aspirational figures, embodiments of the artist and spiritual seeker 
she wanted to become.100 Each was, in her own way, catalyst to Pelton’s most exciting period of 
artistic discovery. 
 
“The Color of Thought Vibrations,” 1920-1961. 
While in Taos, Pelton also met Hopkins who was there visiting Dodge at the same time.101 
“She is a real person whom I can & will come to know better,” Pelton wrote, “a wise & blessed 
presence—real.”102 Pelton’s sessions with Hopkins coincided with an instable period in her life. 
 
97 Qtd. in Zakian, “Agnes Pelton: Transcendentalist Symbolist,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist, 44. 
98 Austin abandoned California for Santa Fe in the 1920s to escape what she called “probably the most impotent—
culturally and spiritually impotent—society that has yet got itself together in any quarter of the United States.” Qtd. 
in Culver, Frontier of Leisure, 163. 
 
99 Culver, 163. When, at the conclusion of her stay, Pelton’s pastel portraits of Taos Pueblo members and desert scenes 
received a solo exhibition at The Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, it was Austin who wrote the introduction. Later, 
in 1932, when Pelton applied for her Guggenheim grant, Austin again wrote on her behalf. Rees, Synthesizing 
Transcendental Painting, 67. Referencing Sheley, Bringing Light to Life. 
 
100 Rudnik, Utopian Vistas, 88. 
101 Luhan and Rudnick, The Suppressed Memoirs of Mabel Dodge Luhan, 40. 
102 Doss, “Agnes Pelton’s Spiritual Modernism,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist. 36. 
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After returning from Taos, she set up a studio in Greenwich Village that she maintained until her 
mother’s death in 1920. The following year, she moved to Southampton Long Island where she 
rented a historic nineteenth-century windmill. Alone in the windmill, Pelton’s interest in astrology, 
Theosophy, New Thought, and esoteric literature deepened. On Hopkins’ advice, she developed 
her habit of dutifully recording her dreams and transcribing passages from the books she read in 
her journal. She was entering her forties and, over the next few years, would synthesize the fluid 
metaphysical inquiry that would inform the art she made for the rest of her life.103  
In 1923, Pelton commenced one of her first experiments into abstraction, The Fountains 
which she completed three years later. She began this experiment shortly after having read The 
History and Power of Mind (1902) by Richard Ingalese.104 (fig. 98) The History and Power of Mind 
amalgamates New Thought science of mind with Theosophic principles and Root Race theory.105 
Across the two journal pages preceding the sketch for Fountains, Pelton copied passages from a 
chapter entitled “Colors of Thought Vibration.”106 “When we come to the higher centers of 
consciousness as in man, we not only have the life force as an element… we also have a thought 
force which is constantly manifesting, and by its vibratory flow is modifying, the life force,” wrote 
Ingalese.107 This force emanated as an aura or “Auric egg”, in billowing cloud-like forms that 
expands as “man develops in thought, power and capacity to draw to himself the cosmic forces.”108 
One could use their knowledge of these cosmic forces, Ingalese wrote, to “become conscious upon 
 
103 Qtd. in Doss, “Agnes Pelton’s Spiritual Modernism,” in Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist. 36. 
104 Pelton often spent years worked on her semi-abstract paintings. She began The Fountains in 1923 finishing it three 
years later. While her paintings adhere closely to the original sketch, her symbology was fluid and she often changed 
her associations in later descriptions. See Zakian, “Agnes Pelton: Transcendentalist Symbolist.” 
 
105 Ingalese and his wife Isabella regularly published and advertised writing in the journal Occult Life which began 
publishing out of Los Angeles in 1929. Occult Life featured regular contributions from Comfort. 
 
106 Box 2, Folder 6: Notebook/Sketchbook IV, circa 1917-1929. Agnes Pelton Papers, 1885-1989. 
AAA, 46-3082368 
107 Ingalese, The History and Power of The Mind, 130. 
108 Ingalese, 132. 
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other than the material plane.” Colors, accordingly, held specific qualities related to the vibratory 
frequency of emotive and rational activity: “The size and color of the human aura changes 
according to the intensity and quality of the thought,” he wrote.109 “The inner man, usually the 
soul or ego, the real man, always has a color as distinctly his own as has the outside man.”110 As 
he explained: “a genius is a man whose consciousness has become expanded through his evolution 
until he can contact more planes of cosmic consciousness than other men.”111 
In the sketch for Fountains, like all her subsequent semi-abstract work, Pelton uses a 
meticulous numbering system for assigning color to the various biomorphic shapes. (fig. 102) She 
identifies these shapes using a combination of color names and poetic phrases that signal deeper 
spiritual meanings. Color, she later wrote, was not a property of the visible world but rather a 
determinate of metaphysical substance.112 “My abstract pictures are just as real to me as nature, 
but they are not material, but mental images,” she explained.113 “They are records of inner visual 
experiences, bringing light out of darkness, or serenity out of oppression, by the sensitive use of a 
wide range of colour, and forms, which either in movement or rest, maintain their relationship in 
space.”114 For Pelton, color was a liminal horizon between the inner and outer realm. That horizon 
materialized at the point where color changed “from etheric colour to physical colour” and thought 
became active in the world.115 
The relation of sound to color was another key component of Theosophic aesthetics and in 
the late 1930s Pelton composed several paintings using color relations that she associated with 
 
109 Ingalese, 134-135. 
110 Ingalese, 136. 
111 Ingalese, 144, 145-146. 
112 Pelton, Box 2, Folder 6: Notebook/Sketchbook IV, circa 1917-1929. Agnes Pelton Papers, 1885-1989. AAA, 83-
3082405. 
113 Qtd. in Middleman, “Outlying Modernism,” 63. 
114 Box 1, Folder 18: On Abstract Painting, circa 1930-1940. Qtd. in Gawboy, “Agnes Pelton and the Musicalization 
of Color,” in Enchanted Modernities, 69. 
115 Pelton, Box 2, Folder 8: Notebook/Sketchbook VI, 1930-1935. AAA, 55-3082521 
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specific sounds and harmonizations.116 “According to the degree of our receptivity, [the paintings] 
communicate to us through colour as music reaches us with sound,” she wrote.117 Painting was, in 
this way, a multi-sensorial experience which she understood as an aid to reaching evolutionary 
perfection. Elsewhere, using a distinctly Trine-like formulation, she clarifies: “To achieve more 
and more radiance and potency in the manifestation of pure colour is the objective, because colour 
is a force, and should be an influence—a language which sounding as a vibration…can radiate 
from some quiet wall, those qualities of light that are beneficent—of stimulus or peace.”118 Color 
was the tool for channeling hidden energies that would amplify her own molten dynamism in 
material form and stimulate a clairvoyant inner-vision in the mind of the viewer. At its initial stage 
in her experimentation, however, The Fountains was more of a direct descriptive illustration of 
Ingalese’s thesis than the realization of the wholly “new experience in seeing” that she was 
seeking. As Ingalese wrote: 
I know of no better comparison than to liken the progressive inner man, in his appearance, 
to an electric fountain all blue, at another green and blue mingling; then perhaps it will 
change to purple, with now and again a flash of red, or with red suffusing the whole. So 
man, according to his thought, is always radiating these beautiful colors which are in each 
mind or human soul.119 
 
Over the next few years as she pushed further into abstraction, Pelton grew increasingly 
confident. By the time she visited California in 1929, she was in control of her seductively lissome 
style of abstraction and had mastered her technique of slowly building glazes to achieve a 
luminosity and spatial depth that could express her ideas of inward transcendence. While Pelton 
was mingling there in the Glass Hive with Rudhyar in 1930, Jackson Pollock was leaving Los 
Angeles for New York. Still in his developmental phase as an artist, he too was amalgamating 
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strands of Theosophy, Native American ritual art, New Thought, and Spiritualist automatism.120 
However, unlike Pelton and the other artists of the TPG, Pollock was not a rigorous metaphysician. 
Instead, he reflects the pervasive and diffused influence of these esoteric currents in American 
culture at the time. His art also indicates a further spiraling of the inward horizon deeper into the 
individual self. The liminality of Pelton’s infinite horizon suggests a hierarchal equilibrium 
between space, time, and mind. She gives primacy to the inward horizon, but it remains rooted in 
representational bio-morphism and set to the specific coordinates of Coachella Valley and 
Theosophic evolutionary cosmology. In the new American abstraction that emerged with Pollock 
and his irascible cohort in the years following World War Two, the individual expression of self 
would exclusively come to define the line where the sensual and the absolute touched.  
Unapologetically metaphysical, Romantic, and sentimental, Pelton’s semi-abstractions did 
not conform to the formalist narrative that developed around these mostly male artists of the New 
York School. Consequently, at the time of her death, five months before her eightieth birthday on 
March 13, 1961, she had become a marginalized and forgotten figure. With little interest from 
collectors or institutions, her cousins sorted through her possessions and sold-off the bulk of her 
artwork in a year-long estate sale. Many of her paintings such as Orbits began to circulate at garage 
sales and in second-hand stores for prices as low as $5.121 Yet, although the art world rejected what 
critic Chloe Wyma describes as the “gorgeously weird” and “enduring wrongness” of Pelton’s 
painting, her alluring and transcendent aesthetic was in dialogue with other populist art forms.122 
 
120 “I am still interested in theosophy and am studying a book light on the path,” Pollock wrote to his brother in January 
1930, “every thing it has to say seems to be contrary to the essence of modern life but after it is under stood and lived 
up to i [sic] think it is a very helpful guide.”  Friedman, Jackson Pollock, 13. See also: Golding, Paths to the Absolute; 
Bramble, Modernism and the Occult; Wigal, Jackson Pollock; Fingesten, “Spirituality, Mysticism and Non-Objective 
Art.” 
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The lustrous depth of pinks and nocturnal blues, enchanted musicality, motion, and cartoonish 
symbolism in Orbits, The Primal Wing, and Untitled (1931), prefigure the work that the animators 
at the Walt Disney studios were only just beginning to make. (fig. 75, 99, & 101) Such similarities are 
the result of Pelton and Disney’s synchronistic channeling of the design, advertising, and pop-
cultural motifs circulating the interwar zeitgeist.123 There are, however, also more direct, if not 
circumstantial, chains of influence that link Theosophic aesthetics to Disney’s 1940 feature film 
Fantasia. These links speak to the deep influence of Theosophic thought-forms and the esoteric 
communities of Southern California and the Southwest during the 1930s and 40s.  
In February 1938, Disney and the conductor Leopold Stokowski were in the early planning 
stages of Fantasia.124 Months earlier, Stokowski was Dodge’s guest at Los Gallos.125 As 
Stokowski wrote, Taos was “one of the great magnetic centers of the world,” at which, a select 
few were carrying “the sacred fire,” of human creativity on a lineage that led through “Benares, 
Athens, Egypt, Peiping, Rome.”126 Later that year, the TPG officially formed in Taos staging 
multiple exhibitions at major institutions in the Southwest and California. Their exhibitions 
included the 1939 Golden Gate International Exposition in San Francisco which Disney attended, 
and at which Pelton and Bisttram showcased Orbits and Pulsation—Oversoul.127  
 
123 Wyma.  
124 Culhane, Walt Disney's Fantasia, 18; See also: Willis, “Fantasia.” 
125 Stokowski visited Taos multiple times in 1937 and 1938 using it as a cover to meet with his lover Greta Garbo who 
was also friends at the time with Pelton’s neighbor Christina Lillian. Opperby, Leopold Stokowski, 148-149. 
 
126 Qtd. in Burke, From Greenwich Village to Taos, 116-117. 
127 San Francisco and Golden Gate International Exhibition, Department of Fine Arts, Division of Contemporary 
Painting and Sculpture, Contemporary Art: Official Catalog, exhibition catalogue, San Francisco, 1939. James and 
Weller, Treasure island, ‘the magic city,’” 134; One of Disney’s acknowledged influences on the Bach section was 
Thomas Wilfred’s colored light and sound machine, the Cavilux. See Culhane, Walt Disney's Fantasia, 37. Wilfred 
had an interest in Spiritualism and founded a Theosophist group with the modernist architect Claude Bragdon called 
the Prometheans. Wilfred’s stated reason for developing the Cavilux was to create a new art that could reproduce 
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the time Pelton was first exploring auric color and contemplating how to develop an art of “perfect consciousness.” 
See Orgeman, Keely, Borgen, DeBlock, Snow, Zinman, and Wilfred, Lumia: Thomas Wilfred and the Art of Light. 
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When Fantasia premiered later that year, the film’s program promised a “new kind of art 
form,” that would demonstrate “the perfection of color blending, color harmony and color 
meaning.” It would be the culminating “voyage of discovery in the realms of color, sound, and 
motion” in which “you will be able to SEE the music and HEAR the picture.”128 The film’s opening 
section was set to J.S. Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D Minor. In it, Technicolor non-objective and 
semi-abstract forms evolve across the screen in veils of cascading light. (fig. 104-106) Approximating 
Jonson, Rudhyar, and Morang’s TPG manifesto, the language around Fantasia expressed a sense 
of American exceptionalism and didacticism. Disney’s objective for this “absolute music” was to 
guide “ordinary folk” to “find entertainment in these visualizations of so-called classical music.”129 
Stokowski was more moralistic in his ambitions believing, as Mark Clauge writes, that “music 
could shape the behavior of individuals, communities, and nations.”130 Stokowski explained in 
1943: “We cannot measure how greatly music and motion pictures contribute toward a higher 
standard and enjoyment of living, increasing the well-being of each one of us, as well as our nation, 
by giving us not only recreation and pleasure, but stimulation and nourishment of the mind and 
spirit.”131 “Fantasia can thus be seen as an effort toward the invention of a better conception of 
life through ideological Imagineering,” Clauge concludes.132 
One of the artists who worked on this section of the film was the German experimental 
filmmaker Oskar Fischinger. For Fischinger, multi-sensorial abstraction was deeply mystical. He 
too had arrived in Los Angeles in the 1930s and become immersed in its Theosophic and esoteric 
communities.133 Like Pelton, he had an interest in auric color-theory, Theosophic thought-forms, 
 
128 Original promotional material quoted in Clague, “Playing in ‘Toon,” 91; Culhane, Walt Disney's Fantasia, 36. 
129 Culhane, 10. 
130 Clague, “Playing in ‘Toon,” 97. 
131 Clague, 91. 
132 Clague, 97.  
133 Fischinger had been a collaborator of the photographer, painter, and Bauhaus professor Lászlo Moholy-Nagy with 
whom he shared a strong interest in Theosophy and mysticism. See Otto, Haunted Bauhaus. Hilla Rebay, then director 
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and synesthesia. He shared her vision that art was a medium through which individuals could 
expand their consciousness and reach a new evolutionary stage. Disney however, found 
Fischinger’s work staidly geometric. He worried it would confuse and alienate viewers and 
Fischinger ended up leaving the project after a year. The completed sequence of the Toccata and 
Fugue in D Minor instead straddles a line between representation and abstraction in a way that 
more closely resembles the kitsch vitality of Pelton’s work. The vibrancy of the palette, the 
atmospheric setting, movement of the shapes across the horizon, and the quasi-religious tone of 
the concluding scene all display analogies to her paintings.  
Regardless of the chain of influence, with Fantasia, the aesthetics that Pelton, Fischinger, 
and the artists of the TPG imagined as a radical new spiritual art for the New Age, became part of 
Disney’s populist paeon to technological innovation and the American imagination. An 
advertisement for classes at the Rosicrucian school in San Jose published the year after Fantasia’s 
release reveals how defensively some esoteric communities responded to this mainline 
appropriation of occult aesthetics: “Your life will be illuminated, beautified, and colored with such 
spiritual aspirations and thought forms that those of ‘Fantasia’ will be dwarfed in comparison.”134  
 
The Occult Legacy, 1950-1972. 
 
Critically acclaimed from the start, Fantasia was re-released multiple times throughout the 
1940s achieving its widest audience in 1956. The year before, Disney opened the gates to his own 
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planned utopia amid the orange groves of Anaheim.135 At the same time, in desert modernist ranch 
homes throughout the country’s suburbs, the largest generation of American children in history 
was reaching consciousness. Pelton was nearing eighty years old and in quickly declining health. 
Throughout the 1950s, her practice had slowed, and her paintings often focused on themes of 
mortality. In Departure from 1952, she reduced her forms to a pair of eclipsed circles that hover 
in a dusky surface of evenly gradating color fields that are dichotomously flat and spatial. (fig. 89) 
The simplicity of the forms, both abstract and representational, imply stillness and transition; the 
stately introspection of the painting conveying the sense of an artist knowingly contemplating the 
finitude of individual life.  
All around her, the characteristic signs of mid-century Southern California were now 
visible. The granite Arch, which she had once described in Future as welcoming her as a pilgrim, 
had been bulldozed a decade earlier and the highway that ran from Palm Springs through her 
adopted home expanded to four lanes.136 On a 1950s postcard, tail-finned coupes and tanned bodies 
in swimsuits lazily promenade where the dusty road and bungalows once stood. (fig. 32) “One of the 
fastest growing cities on the California desert with modern stores and shops for the tourist's every 
need,” reads the text on the back of another postcard. The magisterial view on the opposite side 
shows the city grid now expanded to the foot of Mt. San Jacinto: “Located only a few miles east 
of Palm Springs and nestled against the copper-hued mountains which form the southern rim of 
Coachella Valley.” In the pages of Desert Magazine, however, it was as if time stood still. The 
unspoiled image of arid vistas and exotic flora persisted, presented beside the smiling faces of 
 
135 To help fund the construction of Disneyland, Disney sold the house that he had owned at Smoke Tree Ranch outside 
Palm Springs from the 1930s. Disney had a deep affection for Coachella Valley. In 1953 he produced the Academy 
Award Winning documentary film The Living Desert shot in Coachella. Even after selling his home, he was a frequent 
visitor to the area. Culver, The Frontier of Leisure, 166, 192. 
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Indigenous mothers and their babies wrapped in traditional garments. Meanwhile, at the heart of 
Palm Springs, in section 14 of the grid, Agua Caliente tribe members and the African American 
and Latino laborers who worked in the orchards and resorts, crowded into one of the poorest slums 
in America. Since the 1930s, Palm Springs officials had been actively hostile to using federal 
subsidies to build affordable housing there. They rationalized their decision as preserving a Palm 
Springs architectural style of low-rise single-occupancy homes and resorts. Meanwhile, those same 
officials denied the reservation infrastructural necessities such as gas, electricity, and water.137 
Then, as Carrió, writes, from 1951 to 1967, “the city maneuvered with tacit agreement of the local 
Tribal Council to condemn section 14 on the grounds of ‘insalubrity’, operating a number of fire 
campaigns to burn the homes of the 3,500 workers living there. In the end, almost two-thirds of 
Palm Springs’ entire adult population was forcefully dispossessed and ejected from the city.”138 
The glamorous sheen of Coachella Valley was aging, too. Retirees, or “Snowbirds,” now made up 
a substantial proportion of new settlers. Developers advertised retirement communities as a new 
frontier of crystalline swimming pools and verdant golf courses where seniors could continue to 
discover themselves in the final stage of life.139  The sprawling tracts of decentralized suburban 
communities that dominated the Southern California landscape fulfilled the radical conception of 
individualism and decentralized urban planning that Wright and the desert modernists had 
proposed decades earlier. Across the region, commuters now navigated a serpentine network of 
freeways and highways. Atomized in their automobiles, they grew attuned to the rhythms of their 
own perpetual migration in the seasonless warmth of the California sun, driving off, into sunsets 
that grew ever more glorious in the amber filter of smog. 
 
137 Carrió, “Palm Springs and the Nomos of Modernity”, 177. 
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The main branches of the Theosophical Society had by then lost much of their cultural 
authority. Yet, as the 1960s opened, their latent currents were rising again in the embryonic 
counterculture and maturing New Age faith. When it fully emerged in the mid-1960s, the 
aesthetics and philosophies of the counterculture appeared detached from history as a sudden 
outburst of sartorial revolution and spiritual rejuvenation. The counterculture’s roots, however, 
had been long germinating in the esoteric and occult communities of Southern California and the 
Southwest. Shunning the political confrontation that defined their contemporaries in the New Left, 
this counterculture would inaugurate a utopian back-to-land movement that far exceeded the 
utopian settlements of the nineteenth century. Between 1965 and 1972, 750,000, mostly white, 
Americans settled over 10,000 communes in rural areas throughout America.140 This 
counterculture pastoral reverie and exodus from the city mirrored the larger reconfiguration of 
American society which saw suburbs growing ten times faster than cities and “white flight” 
constituting new racial geographies in urban centers.141 “Yet even as they set out to escape 
mainstream technocratic society,” writes media historian Fred Turner, these countercultural 
utopian settlers “embraced the technophilic, consciousness-oriented value systems… of cold war 
America.” They likewise celebrated “the stereos and automobiles and radios that industrial society 
had created” as tools for expanding consciousness.142 At the same time, the new communalists re-
invigorated the mythos of the American frontier. “Many communards saw themselves as latter-
day cowboys and Indians, moving out onto the open plains in order to find a better life,” writes 
Turner.143 As the founder of The Whole Earth Catalogue, Stewart Brand would explain: 
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“Americans dwelling in the wilderness of changing eras are re-learning to be natives from the most 
native Americans, The Indians, studying with the new clarity the ancient harmony of a shared land-
heritage.”144 Yet, the communards often found themselves at odds with the Indigenous, African 
American, and Latino populations with whom they attempted to “share” the land. “You see the 
scenery. We see a battleground,” said one resident of Taos. Taos was at the center of this new 
utopian movement where communes such as The Lama Foundation—with its individualistic 
alternative spirituality and entrepreneurial modes of expression—were emblematic of the 
counterculture’s New Age ethos. 
 The term New Age retained something of the millenarian impulse, yet the promise for a 
universal evolutionary leap was now subordinate to individual acts of self-actualization. The 
“spiritual supermarket” is a common metaphor that scholars and commentators have used to 
describe the variety of practices that comprised this New Age activity.145 Adherents, nominally 
linked by their willingness for religious experimentation, selected personal practices from diverse 
dogmas to fit their individual taste and temperament. The genetic streams that reconstituted the 
metaphysical imaginary in the mid-century—e.g., belief in psychic powers, astrology, non-western 
healing practices, and shamanism—were therefore those that emphasized subjectivity and 
independence mirroring the lifestyle-consumerism evidenced throughout Southern California. 
Indeed, for all the abstruse grandness of Theosophic cosmology, its real vitality had always been 
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An Infinite Horizon, 1929-1961. 
For Pelton, experiments in form and color were a serious and rigorous spiritual endeavor. 
“Receptivity of color, as used in these paintings, will reveal their intention, if they have meaning 
to you,” she wrote.146 That sentiment reveals the didacticism of her painting and idea of the artist 
as messianic teacher. It expresses not only her understanding of the multi-dimensional meaning of 
color, but also her faith in painting’s capacity to transmit thought directly to the viewer and 
enhance their spiritual fidelity. When in the late 1920s, Pelton began to explore the unique 
associations of the American frontier, she unlocked a style capable of capturing her vision of art 
and life. The desert as subject allowed her to fuse inward and outward horizons and aestheticize 
the occult and abstruse philosophical texts she read. It likewise brought the Symbolist tendencies 
of her earlier Imaginative style to greater maturity. Beginning with Star Gazer in 1929, she 
commenced a period of great experimentation and ingenuity. In so doing, she pushed Jonson, 
Bisttram, Rudhyar, and the other artists of the TPG to break further from European modernist 
traditions and develop a self-perceived American mode of abstraction. These artists were all 
rigorously intent on using art as a means for spiritual revelation. For Pelton, this spiritual quest 
consumed the totality of her practice. Her plein air landscapes, her portraits, and the shimmering 
diversity of her abstractions, constitute part of a whole that reveals the impenetrability of a singular 
mind restlessly inquisitive about the nature of the universe and the potential of painting to access 
it. Moreover, her story is that of an artist’s life-long commitment to her craft and to learning to use 
her tools as an act of self-reinvention.  
Nearing the end of her life in 1960, Pelton returned to Light Center, a canvas, that she had 
completed twelve years earlier, and produced a second iteration that remained unfinished at her 
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death in 1961. (fig. 107) It was the only time in her career that she reproduced an earlier painting. Its 
themes distill the essence of her inquiry: individual and cosmic evolutionary processes, the 
liminality of the material and the immaterial, and the unicity of earth and light. As she looked out 
onto the desert terrain, Pelton fused these filaments into her own polyvalent style. Versed in her 
cosmology of epochal transformation, she recited the familiar psalms of Nature as holy text. She 
developed a unique symbolic form of narrative which she used to tell a story of sacred history and 
her place in cosmic time. All the while, she drew from what she believed were the energies and 
forces of an unseen universal consciousness made accessible through the Self and the materiality 
of painting. In the ritual of its making and viewing, she believed her paintings could heal her, and 





In the first quarter of the nineteenth century, Thomas Cole gazed out toward the mountains 
and valleys of western New York and saw at the horizon, a line where the sensual and the absolute 
touched. In the stones and flora around him, he, likewise, saw evidence for the divine structure of 
sacred time and held to a resolute faith in the capacity of painting to reveal these metaphysical 
truths to others. The image of the American landscape that he painted inspired Asher Durand, 
Fredric Church, and a younger generation of painters to follow in his path. Collectively, they 
produced what historian Michael J. Lewis called “a coherent American view of nature,” in which 
nature was “both a manifestation of divinity and an instrument of personal transformation.”1  
Cole’s vision of spiritual restoration was based in his conservative Christian idealism and 
he was deeply loath to American imperial and industrial ambitions. However, those with economic 
and political interests tied to expansion had developed their own analogous ideas about the 
American spatiotemporal horizon. They used such ideas to justify the very ambitions that Cole 
abhorred. When Cole came to prominence as a painter in the 1820s, he did so amid a period of 
economic shocks, political volatility, and nationalist fervor. That period produced both the 
religious revivals of the Second Great Awakening and the era of accelerated utopian settlement. 
Each of these examples are illustrative of varied and clashing nineteenth century attitudes linking 
spirituality to spatiality. Consequently, Cole’s art resonated with religious and ideological 
sentiments that diverged significantly from his own moral convictions. As the industrialists, land 
speculators, and politicians subsumed the North American continent into the regime of property, 
the religious and social utopians attempted to fulfill their own divinations of harmonic prosperity 
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by exploiting the legal geographies and infrastructure of settler colonialism. From this trend 
emerged both the mainline nationalist ideology of Manifest Destiny and a welter of esoteric and 
often contradictory secular ideologies and mystical faiths. Over the course of the nineteenth 
century, each of these cultural genetic threads became further imbricated with one other; each 
ligature grew entangled with the popular imagination, and each was gradually assumed as national 
identity.  
During the period of great territorial expansion from the late 1840s through the 1880s, the 
painters that Cole inspired, allied themselves with the railroad companies, land speculators, 
industrialists, and other expansionist beneficiaries. Church, Moran, and Bierstadt’s monumental 
and telescopic oil paintings helped Americans to focus their attention outward and find in the 
expanse of the American frontier, evidence that history was rapidly converging in an imminent 
age of attainable perfection. Durand, Cropsey, and Inness, along with popular lithographic artists, 
incorporated the image of railroads and other transformative technologies into their coherent view 
of nature and history. They therefore revealed an image of nature “engaged in an epic and 
predestined confrontation with civilization which would end with its complete subjugation.”2 
Likewise, Bierstadt and Moran framed Indigenous peoples as indivisible from nature and presented 
them as the primitive and culturally static remnant of an earlier stage of history. Their paintings’ 
implicit message was that civilization would inevitably vanquish these populations along with the 
campestral horizons they romanticized.  
Each of these mythologies linking civilization and nature articulated a story about power 
and coercion personified in the individual as a channel to a universal consciousness. Popular 
associations accordingly hailed both the artist and inventor as spiritual adept. This prevailing idea 
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of a supernatural and limitless self, developed from German Romanticism and absolute idealism 
in lines of cultural influences that paralleled the period of settler colonialism. Subsequently, the 
popular fascination with mesmerism, Spiritualism, and power-of-mind philosophies drew from 
and influenced the millenarian and technological narratives attendant to the period of territorial 
expansion.  
As that period concluded in the late nineteenth century, the visions of many Americans 
were turning further inward toward the sublime horizon-of-the-self. When, in the 1870s, the 
Theosophical Society emerged out of the Spiritualist movement, Blavatsky and Olcott saw a 
civilization in cyclical decline and set themselves to the task of reenchanting modernity through 
the restoration of a lost occult knowledge. To do so, they looked away from their own society and 
toward an invented Orient where they believed they would find a more essential and spiritual way 
of being. Yet, even as they professed universal brotherhood, many of their core assumptions about 
history and race resonated with suppositions that the nationalists and industrialists had used to 
justify settler colonialism. For Theosophists, this resulted in an affirmative-Orientalism and a 
racially hierarchal evolutionary cosmology. Coupled with new scientific theories about the mind 
and the nature of physical reality, Theosophists, and exponents of New Thought, adapted the 
allegories of space and time and opened new territories of the self, through which, artists like 
Pelton later moved to explore their own millenarian projections.  
Pelton inherited Cole’s sentimental pastoralism, and, in the 1930s, retreated to the 
developing region of Coachella Valley where she imagined she would be able to excise herself 
from modern life, commune with nature, and discover a more spiritual way of being. She used that 
desert horizon as a way of envisioning a transcendent plane through which the human spirit would 
evolve in divine correspondence. Like Cole, she developed unique spiritual associations to the 
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land, cosmic time, and the self. She, too, understood her painting as a pedagogical tool for 
transforming consciousness and leading others on a pathway to the absolute. Comparable to 
Durand, Bierstadt, and Moran, Pelton, and the other artists of the TPG incorporated the Indigenous 
people of California and the Southwest into a coherent view of nature and history. Perceiving 
Indigenous culture as static and elemental, they engaged Indigenous art and ritual as a conduit to 
the divine that would lead them to their own syncretic and evolutionary self-actualization. 
Moreover, they argued for a de-politicized art and ignored the realities of contemporary Indigenous 
peoples living in the rural areas they romanticized. Their own pastoral reverie thus recapitulated 
the nineteenth century settler colonial myth of the frontier and the social arrangements that 
governed the segregation and underdevelopment of twentieth century Indigenous communities in 
California and the Southwest.  
In this regard, the core beliefs of Theosophists and occult thinkers did not deviate from 
mainline religious and ideological currents. Indeed, Theosophy, New Thought, and the amalgam 
of beliefs that constituted New Age religion penetrated deeply into the American consciousness 
precisely because their ideals so often and successfully aligned with mainline cultural beliefs. 
Certainly, in Southern California during the first half of the twentieth century, New Age concepts 
about individuality, liberty, and providence reflected the ideals advertised by the burgeoning 
economies of desert modernism, leisure, and lifestyle consumerism. Likewise, New Age 
millenarian expectation resonated with self-perceptions of American exceptionalism, global 
hegemonic ambition, and the emancipating promise of modernity and industrial capitalism. At the 
same time, Pelton’s sentimental pastoralism evidences the anxious and resonant desires that drove 
millions of twentieth century Americans to escape the city and seek spiritual restoration in both 
suburbs and communes alike.  
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The valence between New Age self-actualization and the modern consumer society links 
Pelton to a historical continuum of paradoxically aligned religious and ideological conceptions of 
space, time, and mind. Across the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, these allegorical horizons 
often formed a circular chain of legitimization that certain American artists and intellectuals 
unified in the singular image of landscape. The aesthetics of that image changed over time 
according to specific social, political, and economic contingencies. Yet, the essential promise of 
the American landscape as a space of individual transcendent liberation continued to shape the 
organization of American society. The contradictions and complications that are essential to the 
regeneration of that promise rely on the interdependence of esoteric self-perceptions and American 
hegemonic power. Such an interrelation places Cole and Pelton among the most quintessentially 
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